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it which
did within a
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to proof read
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printing. Mr.
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home the truth
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About the Author
Ven. Prof. Rerukane Chadawimala Mahanayaka Thera
(Pravachana Visharadha; Pundit: Dharmasastra Shiromanl)
was a mighty, brilliant
Buddhist monk
(theravada), well
who represented
known for his acute
ty, rational thinking
and cogent, lucid
discourses. Ven. Maha
Thera, a great
over twenty five
Philosophy ranging
books covering
from Abidhamma,
other Buddhist
doctrinological aspects in .the Sinhala language. Most of the
Ven. Maha thera's books, though appealing to laymen and
scholars alike, in order to make full use of his Abidhanlma and
meditation treatises one must have some prior grounding in
Buddhist philosophical principles.
Born on 1897 July 19 to a devout Buddhist family in the
village of Rerukana,
Rubal Gunawardena.
His Father being
Gunawardena and
mother - Munasign
was the eldest in the
younger brothers. After
family of one younger
having studied in
Veediyawatte upto the
second standard,
the community of
Buddhist monks,
years of age, after
conceding to a mere casual request by his father. he was
ordained as a monk on January 8th 1906 alollg with twenty
seven others, of Which group he was the youngest under the
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then chief incumbent of the Vinayalankaramaya at Pokunuvita,
a Buddhist monk from Burma.
Later, he was sent to Burma for Buddhist studies and
subsequent higher ordination; wherein he distinguished himself in Abidhamma philosophy in particular and Buddhism in
General. So also, the Mahanayaka thera acquired proficiency
in Pali, Sanskrit and Burmese languages. After ten years of
intense activity in the field of Buddhism? he returned to Sri
Lanka and initially lived the life of a peripat~~ic Buddhist monk
before the Ven. Maha Thera finaUy settled himself at
Vinayalankaramaya temple inPokunuvita, Horana.
Vinayalankaramaya became the centre' ~(hisBuddhist
activity, from where he wrote books in lucid language to
edify Buddhists and to clarify certain abstruse points of
Buddhist philosophy, thus s.e tting in motion a mighty
Buddhist wheel in motion with relentless, indefatigable zeal
and effort, with courage and enthusiasm that spurred many.a
Buddhist heart into practically following the path of Buddhist
wisdom. A productive and a prolific writer, the Ven. Maha
Thera dispensed eternCl.l truths of Buddhist wisdom with ease
and intellectual taste. Herein, one particular point needs to be
emphasized. Ven. M~tfla Thera did not merely transliterated
from the Pali cannon, but wrote from empirical experieces he
acquired from Samatha and Vidarshana meditation simultaneously quoting the most relevant passages of the Dhamma from
canonical texts.
Ven. Maha Thera's rationality was impeccable and his
books were praised and hailed by Buddhist scholars and ordinary people interested inDhamma, far and near, as immaculate
expressions of Buddhist themes, very orthodox and only little
open to question.
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Yen. Kirioruwe Dhammananda, whose guru the Yen.
Maha Thera was for long continuous years, who associated the
Yen. Maha Thera up until the Yen. Maha Thera's last breath
quite rightly believes the Yen. Maha Thera to be an Arhat. Yen.
Maha Thera attained to the supreme consummation on 1996
April eleventh.
Viranjeewa Weerakkody, in a splendid translation has
opened the door that gives English readers all the world over of
tasting the flavour of one of the most painstakingly, ardently
and, above all, very accurately and profoundly written booksThe Four Noble Truths of the Yen. Maha Thera.
May aU-who read this treatise imbibe the quintessense of
Buddhism, The Four NobleTruths which is what we particularly term as the philosophy of Buddhism or the Buddhist way
of life and attain the supreme beatitude of Nirvana!!
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Preface
With regard to the
and
inhabit
world
and other objects in the world, ordinary people have, by and
large, a wrong understanding. They (ordinary people:' consider
(take for granted) a succession of events as a rigid material
substance, minute specks of matter as huge material objects,
conglomerations tiny elements devoid any personality
persons and animals with personalities, what is ephemeral as
permanent, what is loathsome as attractive, suffering as comthe cause of happiness, the tnJe
cause of suffering
happiness and the way leading thereto as being smarting and
acrimonious and the
has
been grossly ITljscalcu~
lated. All these the Exalted One (Buddha) proclaimed as they
really are. The nature of the world (universe) as seen by the
is termed "Aryasatya" (noble truth).
Exalted
For the one who has wrongly understood the nature of the
world,
firmly attached the wrong notions regarding
world which he harbours in his mind, thinking in those misdirected lines of thought and therein acting derived out of those
pseudo currents thought the
laid
by
exalted
one would be discerned as false. Therefore for those of such a
mental constitution grasping profound doctrine of the four
Noble
be
indeed. The ultimate essence
. Buddhism is the Four Noble Truths. So, in order to be a real
Buddhist fair knowledge of the
Noble Truths required.
Of those living today neither lay Buddhists nor a majority of
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priests have at least a silhouette type knowledge of the noble
truths, * The Four Noble Tnlths cannot
by oneself
of a learned
At least,
reqmres
to a certain
there must
a
discern the
well - written books in lucid language. As heretofore there has
been a great dearth of books of such nature, we, according to the
range of our knowledge, with unflinching effort compiled this
maybe able
work
benefit
in order
of noble
to
some considerable portion of the
Among the commentarial literature, a long, detailed
discussion of the FNTs is given in "Sammohavinodani" of
Vihhangaprakarana
Visudhimarga.
people lackmg
knowledge of
language
no use
them,
with the
ofPali, it
onerous task
read and comprehend them. The FNTs are expatiated in these
books for those who are already familiar with "paramatta
Dhamma Vibhaga" (analysis of the ultimate elements of being)
the know lfound
Dhammasangani Prakarana.
and no
acquaintance
"paramatta
people who
that they
reality
by reading only delude themselves. And this delusion is worse
than not knowing. Nowadays there is a plethora of people
who are deluded by reading canonical texts just with the
of Pali.
intention was compile a book
who lack
the knowledge ofPali and paramatta dhamma in order that they
acquire, at least to a certain extent, a pure knowledge of the

*
np,'jc"t'II,rj

enable him
enlightenment

exemption to
understand the

where the paramis
the instance
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quintessence of Buddhism. Therefore we have deviated to
another way from the way in which the FNTs have been
explained in the orthodox religious treatises as
Sammohavinodani. When compiling this treatise, we have kept
in mind at each point "how should the point beexplained so that
the reader easily grasps it?" and put it in the best way we
thought of.
Books of profound philosophy can be compiled but
easily and effortlessly in a way which confers meaning and
intellectual satisfaction just as it is in the case of a novel
bringing out meaning and entertainment. Wherefore without
expecting to capture the meaning of profound philosophies
by sheel," skill of the orators and writers, reader should exert
special effort to discern by himself. Those who are desirous of
accurately knowing the FNTs should not attempt reading this
like a novel once or twice but read and reread again and again.
By remembering the contents ofllie book, one should reminiesce
and think again and again. If thus followed, anybody with the
know ledge of Sinhala can afford to have a fair knowledge of the
FNTs. By diligently readin~ this treatise, learning the profound
FNTs of the exalted one, becoming a Buddhist in the real sense
of the term, may all try to liberate themselves from the samsaric
suffering and attain the supreme blessedness of Nirvana!
(In the printing of this book, assistence was rendered by
our students - Hengoda Kalyanadhamma and Kirioruve
Dhammananda - which I would like to state thankfully)
Rerukane Chandawima1a

Sri VinayaJankararamaya
Pokunuvita, Sri Lanka
2490 th
- - 6 February
1947
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Translator's Preface
When one refers to "Buddhist philosophy" or "Buddhadhamma," though the whole of Buddhism is included and taken
[or granted, actually
IS really being referred
is the core
or essence of Buddhism - The Four Noble Truths (FNTs). To
wit, the fact of the immanence of suffering, the cause of such·
suffering, the cessation such suffering
the \vay leadmg
to the dissociation from such suffering. Although at the first
glance them, one
casually think that he she
stands them, it won't
immediately followed
liberation
from suffering. What one should aim at is to empirically,
experientially
nournenally cognize the
for
cognition to be immediately followed up by liberation from the
suffering mass of aggregates. And this is no easy task at all in
spite
claims that invariably come
some monks
lay - people. The exalted one has compared the comprehension
of the FNTs to be harder than targeting with a bow strip of
horse
to a corner another strip of
skin placed two
- hundred and ten feet away. This is ample evidence enough to
render how difficult of comprehension
the FNTs. The
Ven.
Rerukane Chandawimala Mahanayake Thera \vas
an erudite scholar bhikku who wrote this treatise, FNTs, not
only
his
knowledge ancient Pali
to
a very much greaterextenl, with the empirical understanding he
acquired through Samatha and Vipassana meditation. To render
such a
treatise into readable English
been small
for a young fledgeling like me to undertake, however, I have
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executed the rather daunting task to the best of my ability after
having
the treatise myse1f.
a detailed description of the
with a skilful
blend
candour,
lucidity
intUItion sprung
from empirical observation of phenomena and noumena, that
should certainly be the best treatise on the FNTs - Quintessence
of Buddhism. This book, no doubt, certainly meets this eulogy.
ofphiloso~
through the
pathways in
struck and
by the
profundity
shov/11
Ven.
the author
treatise.
is the most descriptive, orthodox and profoundly pragmatic
exposition of the FNTs. Originally written and published s.o
long ago as 1947 , it is a pity that such an indepth work would
have gone
and hence untranslated by the
good old
At the outset, the fact should be emphasized that this
treatise is not for the neophytes who are wanting in the
basics of Buddhism. This is not suitable for those who want
to
time
imbibe the
this treatise
at le.asL
of Abhidhamma, profound
aspects
of Buddhism with the knowledge of the analysis of the
components of personality, a birds eye view of the theory of
dependent origination and also a good knowledge of the very
such as the
fundamental
aspects of
of
namely, anicca (impermanence),
(suffering)
(insubstantiality). In other
words, those who can afford to read this treatise and benefit
from it are those who are already quite well acquainted
with Buddhism. However, although one may not be familiar
with
yet it
underscored
depending on
one' background, uti]'
utmost effort
reading thorough
and over
one may be
grasp despite
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everyone is a part and
Especially those
parcel of reality
who have drunk deep in the sciences such as biochemistry and
molecular biology and also the philosophies as of Bergson,
Hume and Satre would, as my expedence goes, quit easily be
able grasp the profundity henein contained, for there is the
closest harmony among the western philosophic sciences and
Buddhism (FNTs).
The other fact that I should perforce mention is that I
departed from the
have, in translating
traditional translational
such as for instance,
instead of the term
the phrase "mind
the wrong notion
current" the purport
of a permanent
attributed to the term
"mind". In some
multiple translational terms in
word within the
cause of the same paragraph or chapter. For example, the term
"skandhas" has been translated as "aggregates" "khandhas,"
"psycho - physical components," "name - form," "agglomerates" and "conglomerations." One might wonder why likewise
has been done. Let it be known thatthis I have done deli beratel y
to familiarise the reader with the multiplicity of the terms of
reference and to introduce variety and make the reading intellectually stimulating
monotonous descriptive
translated the same
passages. To reiterate
word with two or
in the texts, I have
so done for the
nothing else.
translation solely by me
A significant
is the footnotes
text of the translation.
They explain, sornetirnes,ar length, ccrtain words and concepts which I think occidental readers ofthis treatise may have
trouble with Especially Pali and Sinhala words have been so
expatiated. Some other concepts have been elaborated in the
footnotes and procedures appropriate to the mastery of those
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concepts unambiguously laid out. Besides the footnotes, at
certain other places, I
added a sentence
would
the
ofthe
any
additions are
I have
to mention
that in the footnotes immediately following the addition. The
other facet for which I have specially exerted myself is the
introduction of some sinhalese expressions instead of their Pali
counterparts. This would, in addition to supplementing the
of the reader,
acquainthirn
sinhalese, for,
after
next to Par, nhalese is.
in which
Theravada Buddhism
expressed so eloquently.
lowe my deep gratitude to the senior student of the
Mahanayake Thera, Ven. Kirioruwe Dhammanada for diswith me
some connotations
Buddhistic
for arranging
proof - reading
translated
so also,
permIsslOn
preparing the
text for printing. I also like to congratulate and express my
sincere thanks to the senior Sri Lanka administrative officer
Mr. P.A. Tilekeratne at Kulupane, Pokunuvita for undertaking
to
this treatise, while so doing
the gaps and
enhancing the
and style of
work. Insertion
pali
so arranging
in Juxtapo~
sition with English translations is also his work while I was
away in New Zealand.
Hereby, I place this book at the hands of the English
world and
wish that
would, by and
large, considerably
depth of
FNTs.
all attain
bliss
Viranjeewa Weerakkody

Maharagama
Sri
04.

The Four Noble .Truths
Namo tassa Bhagavato Arahato
Samma Sambuddhassa
Catu saccham pakasetva catu maggaphale subhe,
Patithapetva sam sara yo taresi bahujjane.
Tham locanatham sugatam dhammanca tena desitam.
Sanghanca orasam tassa abhivandami sadaram

Omnicient, all - compassionate, arhat, our Lord, Samma
Sambuddha by enthusiastic determination for so long a period
as many millenia of aeons practised all pre - requisites of
Buddhahood' and in so doing Lord fathomed the deepest and
profound FNTs which made him the Buddqa and came to know
that It is not by perceiving this four noble truths that beings,
migrators in the ocean of samsara are twisted and torn between
the spokes of agony; overwhelmed infinite number of times by
death, oldage, despair and lamentation while tossing about in
samsara without any help, and at times reaching the bottom most dungeons of the four hells. The advent of the all compassionate supreme Buddha has for its reason the
enunciation of the Four Noble Truths in order that the beings
might be saved
floundering on the muddy land of samsara
of the bonds thereof and be placed in the safe heaven of
Nirvana.
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Lord Buddha
Buddhahood, spending
seven weeks
Benares, by the
invitation of the Brahma and preached the first sermon, the
Four Noble truths to the five ascetics including gods and
Brahmas assembled there who descended from celestial abodes.
It is reiterated that the oniy singular, sure way availabable to
beings who wander in the cycle of existance is the comphrehending appropriately the Four Noble Truths. Four Noble
truths is exclusively the teaching of the Buddhas. The answer
that the Buddha
that one can reach
Nirvana without the
four noble truths is :vadeyya, aham khadirapattanam va
Pattanam va putam
karitva udakam va
ti netam thanam
vijjati. Evameva
vadeyya, ah~m ko
dukkham ariyasaccam yathabhiitam anabhisamecca dukkha
samudayam ariyasaccam yatha bhii tam anabhisamecca
dukkha nirodham ariyasaccam yatabhiitam anabhisamecca
dukkha nirodhagamini patipadam ariyasaccam yathabhiitam anabhisamecca dukkhassantam karissamki ti netam
thanam vijjati."

'As someone's
corn made of kihiri
leaves, cannot be
saying that he would
ing the truth of
and path leading to

could bring water in a
Nelli leaves or palm
statement of a person
without comprehendend of suffering

Importance of Realising the Four Noble Truths.
By sotappana (stream entry), sakkadagami (once returner) Anagami (neverreturner), Arhat (Sainthood), Pasebudu
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(silent Buddhahood)
one means and
refers to the depth
four noble truths at
each of these stages. When a person comprehends the four
noble truths for the very first time, ipso facto, the person rises
above mundane sphere and hence is known as one of the Arya
(noble) disciples oftheBuddha. He is thus known as a sotappana.
By virtue of the glimpse of the true vision which the
soUippana has kenned, he is not liable to be born in the four
purgatories. Although
born in the samsara
(metempsycosis),
at all he is going to
births or during the
be born, oni y seven
cause of seven
reach Nirvana
attaining perfect
Little indeed is the
suffering a sotappana
lines of birth, old
age, death, despair
Future is indefinite. It can never be quantified by days or
months, years or even by aeons. There's no defining limit to
it. So also, there's no limit to the number of times a person
coming to being or dying, which is unquantifiable. Neither is
there any limit to the number of times one may be born in a
purgatory. Therefore the amount of suffering endured by a
maSSIve. When com
traveller on the
pared with the amount
by a sotapanna
for seven births
lot of suffering is
really so small.
Once (the
one of his toe-nails
and addressed the
"what is huge, O!
monks! the soil on my toe - nail or soil on this earth?" The monks
replied that the soil on the toe - nail of the blessed - one was far,
far smaller in amount and correspondingly the soil on earth was
massive. The soil on the blessed one's toe - nail was not even
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one thousandth,
thousandth, nor yet ten
hundredth - thousandth
the judgement of the
disciples, the blessed one spoke thus:"Evameva
kho bhikkhave! ariyasavakassa ditthi
sampannassa PuggaJassa abhisametavino etadeva bahutaram
dukkharit yadidam parikkhinarit papiyadinnarit appamattakarit
avasittham neva stimam kalam upeti, na sahassimam kalam
kalam upeti, purimam
upeti, na satasahassimam
pariyadinnam upanidhaya
dukkhakkhandaul
yadidam
"Monks! the
suffering (dukka)
obliterated by the
one thousands
is absolutely little.
nor one millionth
dukka." (in other
words, the obliterated dukka is as vast as the amount of soil
on earth.)
In Abhisamaya Samyutta and Sacca Samyutta this fact
has been expatiated by using numerous oarables. The realisation of the four noble truths is so vital in that it conferreth on
the realiser the freedom ineffable: not in the human realm, nor
in the deities'
the Brahma gods
anything as valuable
comprehends the de
facto status quo of
it is said:"phatavya
sabbalokadhipaticcena

gamanena va
phalam varam."

"More than becomming the emperor of the world, than
birth in heaven, more than becomming the emperor of the
universe is the fruit of a stream winner. Stream entry is the
status acquired by realising the FNTs."
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If one acquires
the four noble
truths, there is no
who lived during
the time of the Buddha or around that time attained Nirvana
(arahatship) by absorbing the four noble truths and put an end
to their suffering thereof. Most of them wherefore resolved on
becomm ing monks after renouncing huge treasures they owned
and also their sons and wives who were the most precious for
them. Those who live today, both lqity and priests, in spite of
trying to understand the Four noble truths, deluded by ignorance and under the
rich and wealthy
of the four noble
syrpassing one another.
the essence that
truths. Hence, those
if not the laity,
is in the whole edifice
truths. It is for the
must put forth effort
purpose of realising
that one goes from
home to homeIessncss.
the Buddha has said :"yehi ked bhikkhave! Atheethamadhanam k:ulaputta
samma agarasma Anagariyam pabbajinsu. Sabbe te catunnam
ariyasaccanam yathabhutam abhisamayaya. Ye hi pi ked
bhikkhave! Anagathamandhanam kulaputta sam rna agarasma
anagariyam pabbajissanti, sabbe te catunnam ariyasaccanam
yathabhutam abhisamayaya. Yi! hi pi ked bhikkave! Etarahi
kulaputta samma
pabbhajanti sabbe te
ahhisamayaya."

to homelessness,
truths. So also,
goes from home
purpose of realising
to homelessness, he
the four noble truths accordingly. Por a noble son who does so
now, the same can be said of him."

"Monks! if a
he had done so in

In consonance of the Buddha's, the all-honored one's
opinion, those who have as yet not grasped the four noble truths
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should, by considering it to be of the utmost importance, put
forth
accordingly
the four
truths. Where
fore.
- compassionate one, once
the Bhikkus;
what
be done? I Bhikkus if
or worn
clothing caught fire? To what should be given the foremost
consideration? Then the Bhikkus replied, "Lord! when head or
worn clothing catche fire, one must fore mostly consider putting
the
To which
one
you should
not
mdifferent
head or
clothing
you
put your
to the
forth effort
with indefatigable zeal and concentration put torealize the four
noble truths."
.

" Adittam

vel chela
sisam va,
ajkdhu pekkhitva, amanasikaritva anabhisametanaril catunnuaril
. yathabutam abhisamayaya,
candoca
vayamoca, ussahoca, ussolhica appativanica satfca,
sampapannanca karaniyaril"

when worn - clothing or head catches fire, what will at
existed fire one
mos!
a person is
From onlya
would
embrace death
eigpt or
times. But, on
the
hand, for one
has not realised
four noble
truths, deaths that wouln befall him in samsara{wheel of births
and death, metempsychosis) could be immense as to be rendered uncountable. Inasmuch as one realises the four noble
truths
only dying
innumerable
that would
corne
m Sansara
cease. In
words, the one
would be freed, released from recurrent wandering in wheels of
birth and death. It is for this very reason that the blessed one had
said that even when one's head or worn - clothing is aflame,
still,
should strive
the four
truths.
day, the
one addressed
thus. "O! Bhikkus a person

community
another person
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who has a hundred - year life - span and tells him that everyday
whenever I come to you, you will be pierced hundred times
with a pointed iron staff in the morning, evening and at night
respectively for continuous hundred years. So much so that at
the end of the hundredth year, you shall realise the four noble
truths, then the victim (of the pointed iron staff) should agree
and give his consent. Why should the victim give assent? In
samsara which is beginningless and end-less each and every
one has received innumerable piercings from pointed iron staffs, maces, swords and daggers. Yet I would not empbasize
that, anyone should grasp the four .noble truths by suffering.
Amidst happiness and well - being should you consume the
four noble truths."
•
"yehi keci bhikkhave! anukampeyyatha. Yeca sotabbam
manneyyum, mitta va amacca va nati va saJohita va, te vo
bhikkhave catuririam ariyasaccanim yatha bhutam abhisa·
mayaya samadapetabba nivesetabba satipattha petabba."
If deliberation and .effort to conceive the FNTs are
worth hundreds and thousands of times more than that for
nourishing the body, fostering the family, enjoying sensual
pleasures, effort to become richer, famous and acquiring praise,
if otherwise the all - honoured, wisest, best master, Lord
Buddha would not have extolled and thoroughly advised to
work with indefatigable zeal to comprehend the FNTs. It
(FNTs .) has thus been discoursed since it is pivotal and a
sine qua non of the canker - free state of Nirvana. Therefore,
everyone, according to one's capability, mayest endevor to
imbibe the truths herein mentioned! Once again Buddha addressed his disciples:

"Bhikkus! if you have sympathy towards someone, be
they your friends, neighbours or kith and kin, and if they have
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high regard for your advice, then cause them, by dint of hard
work, to fathom the FNTs appropriately."

Thus according to the words of the blessed one, may you
not only strive to realise the FNTs yourselves but also cause
your compeers to comprehend the FNTs. In this world, there
abound and galore the people who crave for sensual pleasures
without knowing the himalayan value and profit that accrues on
the one who grasps the FNTs. By instilling in the minds of one's
compeers the significance of comprehencling FNTs is a help
rendered value whereof is immeasurable by any standards.
Without the help of a teacher or expert, only B uddhils and silent
Buddhas, who have completed p~erequisites of e~lightenment,
can by their own wisdom grasp the FNTs. Outside the category
of Buddhas and silent Buddhas, nobody else, howsoever clever
he or she may be, can by their own sagacity, realize the FNTs.
Therefore in times devoid of buddhas even the word FNTs
cannot be heard, nay anybody coming to know of it. One can
hear the word FNTs only in times wherein Buddhas flourish. In
these times where we exist is a time wherein we can hear and
know the FNTs. It is wholely profitless and despicable that,
having been born a human, that time should be wasted on
sensual pleasures w~j;.::h even beasts indulge in. Albeit acquiring various stages of spiritual accomplishment by mastering
the FNTs by reading books of Dhamma like this, one can gain
a fair knowledge of the FNTs. This would amount later to
gaining the experiential knowledge of the FNTs and subsequent attaining of ignorance free Nirvana, the summum bonum. Wherefore, may this be read by all!
Imasmimyeva vyamamatte kalebare sasaniiimhi samanake
lokanca parlllapemi lokasamudayanca lokanirodh - anca 1
lokanirodhagaminca patipadam. "
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"This statement 'is true. His statement is true;" the word
"true" is ascribed to sentences such as above that accordingly
perceive something in this world. But FNTs. does not mention
anything that is perceived by the senses in this world . Nevertheless, it depicts four ultimate aspects of the world that exist
naturally. FNTs. will have to be understood with penetrative
insight, by removing the veil of ordinary, banal understanding.
Moreover, FNTs. are not something beyond us. they are but
part and parcel of us, humans. Thatagata has uttered thus to the
divine prince Rohitassa:"In this body of about a fathom, equipped with sensations
and mind there is the world, its origin, cessation and the way
leading thereto." Here, by words such as "origin," cessation,"
it was the FNTs that were affirmed.
Though the FNTs seems manifest visibly closer to us, yet
to find it out and comprehend it in all its dimensions is
absolutely formidable. That this fact is so, the blessed one
showed Yen. Ananda by a parable. Once, in Vesali, while going
his begging round with alms - bowl in hand, Yen. Ananda saw
the Lichavi Princeses practising arrow - targeting and he (Ven.
Ananda) specially noted how princeses shot forth arrows so
accurately to pass through a key - hole. When Yen. Ananda got
back to the temple, he made known to the blessed one this fact.
Thereat, the lord said, Ananda! of targeting an arrow
through a key - hole and shooting with a horse - skin torn - into
- seven to a corner ofa piece of horse - skin target210feet away;
which task is more difficult and daunting? Then Ananda said,
"Lord, Blessed One! Shooting with the torn - into - seven horse
skin to the corner of a piece of horse - skin is more difficult.
Whereupon the blessed one reacted, "Anandal Comphrehension
ofDukkha, cause ofDukkha, sloughing ofDukkha and the way
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thereto (FNTs) is even harder than shooting a torn - into - seven
horse skin to a the piece of horse skin." Thus, according to this
example one should learn the duanting nature of gaining a
penetrative understanding of the FNTs."
The word "FNT discourse" is applied to those words of
the Buddhas, aimed at making others discern the FNTs, that are
qualified by "paramatte" alias the dhamma of FNTs. The word
"Dhamma" has manifold connotations. At some places the
word dhamma is substituted for the word "Desana (discourse)".
Therefore the facts can get confused by considering "FNT
dhamma" and "FNTs discourse" to be the same. To avert this,
it is essential, first of all, to consider "FNT dhamma" to be one
and "FNT discourse" another. If the FNTs are expounded in the
perfect way possible, it would consists of innumerable words
and meticulous dhamma analyses and thus would be a very
long discourse. That in the words of the Buddha himself:"Dukkham ariya saccanti bhikkhave! Maya paniiattam
tatha aparimana vanna aparimana, vyanjana aparimana
samkasana."

The Two Modes of the Discourse.
When the Buddha imparts knowledge of the FNTs to
anyone, depending on the circumstances, he uses two modes of
discourse or, to be meticulous , "sermons." To wit, conventional or normal sermon and samukansika sermon, sermons
preached in general dhamma discussion times and those
that contained in the books (Tripitaka) are conventional or
normal sermons.
When a person who has completed pararnis (perfections)
that envisages him to attain enlightenment comes to the Bud-
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for edification, he
Buddha)
preachcs on liberality,
good ways of living (sila) .......... etc., thereby calming and
stilling the mind of the listener and finnally elahorates on the
When listener concentrates
mind
hearing
sermon such as this, if he has completed the perfections, he will
reach any of the four stages of sainthood, namely, Sotappana,
Sakkadagami, Anaganll and Arhatship. It is
sermon
that is
the FNTs.
IS
by the
"Samukansika sermon."
Buddha's types of sermons,
"samukansika
in
supreme
It is long sermon
sermon"
comprising millions of words. Such a large number of words
cannot, except by the Buddha, be uttered by any other being.
Buddha is rrnraculous personage;
sermons
discourses
are phenomenal and stupendous.
the Buddha can speak
swiftly, naturally his discourses are very long. After having
partaken of liberally given food,
sermon to the giver,
same as
discoursed a
descripti vel y, is
length of Majjima Nikaya (MNS or Dhlga Nikaya (DN). His
sermons to those visiting the temple in the evening are as
maSSIve as
Anguttara and Samyutta Nikayas (AN and
one
listens
the
samubnsi
mode
discourse, edification and gladdening of mind occur due to
truth been imbibed but, no - body remembers it, to repeat later,
exactly in
sequence which
Buddha sermoned.
which reason this type discourse is not available or found in
any of the books. This type of sermon is indulged in only by
Buddha. Just because in the
duration of usually a
word,
of words
uttered quick succession
river downpouring from a mountain top, no body gets strayed
from the truth of the discourse. One who gives ear to every
of
type of sermon
the
therein.
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is another phenorrlen
samukansika sermon.

aspects of the

The easiest way for assimilating the FNTs is listening to
the samukansika sermon of a Buddha. It is because of this
(samukansib desana) that Buddhists have g"ot used t9wish to
be born while a Buddha is living and the opportunity to hear his
discourse.
disclosed, although
(Noble Truths).

one fact should be
purview of Arya sacca

Present - day
achieving Nirvana by
of theBuddha Metteyya
listening to dhamma
only by constructing
hOllses for monks,
ponds, wells, by keeping to precepts and acts of liberality.
These merits may enable a Buddhist to see the Buddhy Metteyya,
and perhaps to listen to his dhamma sermons but to achieve
Nirvana, these acts of merit are insufficient. Everyone,merely
by seeing a Buddha and hearkenningunto a dhamma discussion of his, cannot attain Nirvana. It is, however, true that lot
of beings while listening to Buddha Dharma instantly attained
sllch st.ates of sainthood
Nevertheless,just as the
lotus whose blossoml
with its growth does
not "get the warmth
so are the people.
got the opportunity of hearing
attain to any of the
four sublime states
Sakadagami, Anagami
and Arhat. To rise to any of the sublime states while listening
to a Buddha's discourse, one must have his paramis complete.
To the bird that is desirous of tasting the fruit hanging
heavy from a tree it must have a pair of wings to fly thereto an9
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a sharp beak to chew off the fruit. A bird not possessing eirher
wings or a beak cannot for aye taste the fruit. In a similar
fashion? one desirous of acquiring the liberation of Nirvana
should have asetofparamis driving him towards aBuddha who
is like unto a tree bearing the nectar of Nirvana and another set
of paramis like the "beak" in the case of the bird to taste the
flavor of Nirvanic bliss.
Meritorious deeds such as acts of liberality, renouncing
worldly riches performed by Buddhists, all the world over, at
this time of day, would, indubitably, cause them to be born
in blissful, heavenly realms and so also would cause their
evasion from dark dungeons in hells. If a certain p~rson follows
a sinful way of existence, being averse to good ethical paths
that leadeth unto great bliss, such a one will, after death, be born
into a hellish existence and bound to experiece immense
suffering and to all intents and purposes shall not even come to
hear of Buddhas and their dispensation even though several
Buddhas come into being and pass away. ·If one is born into a
blissful state (gods and brahma gods) as a result of his I her
rightful conduct, such a one shall come to know the arising of
aBuddha,to get a glimpse of him and to hear his sermons. Thus
sloughing of worldly riches is a very chief factor for coming
one to see a Buddha and to listen to his expounding dhamma.
Charitable acts are like the pair of wings of the afore- men
tioned bird that helps it to reach the fruit laden tree. By
completion of one set of pat·amis akin to the bird's wings, one
can only see the Buddha but it (performance of charitable
deeds) would not envisage himlher to consummate the
dhamma and to attain to one of the four sublime states. Why
is this so? There is a portion in the Buddhas' dharma or
doctrine,just as the FNTs, that is very deep and profound. This
can be grasped by those, who have in their previous lives, that
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had learnt divisions of being (ontological analysis) and analyses of the thought process ........ etc and so have a high degree of
wisdom. Those who have no elevated wisdom arising from
study of the Buddha's profound dharma would not comprehend
dharma here and now and thus would not soar onto world - trans
cending (s.ublime) states . . In order to realise the (Buddha's)
doctrine from the disclosure of a future Buddha one must in
one's present and lives to come must and should have to
accomplish the task of delving somewhat, at least, in the
profound dhamma (Abidhamma) of the Buddha as it is known
at present. Those who see the Buddha but do not realise the
dharma (by attaining to sublime states) are like birds that have
wings to reach the tree but whose beaks are not developed
enough to taste the fruit. It should now be amply clear that why
some don't transcend the world even after listening to a Buddha's dharma discussions.
King of Kosala and his queen consort, Mallika, were
contemporaries and two among the chief benefactors of
the Buddha. They had accrued enough merits as to see the
Buddha and hear his words of dharma. Buddha, during·
his ministry of 45 years, sojourned most of the time in
Kosala within the bounds of the king of Kosala. King of
Kosala was one among the most frequented lay disciples
of the Buddha. He also caused to be built a lodging for the
Buddha and the Bhikku community. Not only did he hear most
of the Buddha's sermons but also there are extensive portions
of dhamma that Buddha especially targeted towards him Although he was so priviledged, yet, he could not come
to
any of the four sublime stages. He died as a mundane human,
so to be said.
Bhikku named Sunakkata shared the same fate. For
several years, he dwelt ministering unto Buddha and closely
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associating him. But as he had not the requisite wisdom (pra] na
pararrlita), even after listening to more than hundred sermons
from the Buddha himself, he could not realise the FNTs. Here
and now, hence, sunakkhatta died as a mundane person. There
fore let those who wish to meet a Buddha in the future and
realise truth be not content solely by liberality (dana) and
discipline (Sila) but shall develop the needed wisdom CArya
iiana) as well. Wisdom required for proper understanding of
the dharma can be gained only by studying and reflecting on the
five skandas, twelve ayatanas, eighteen dhatus twenty two
Indriyas, FNTs and dependent origination ..... etc. To garner
know ledge about these it would be good to read 2 Abhidharmartha
Sangrava. Some, owing to their being non - proficient in the
dharma, say, "There is no need of abhidharma, being morally
discipline is enough." Let nobody be deluded by these
words of the foolish people.
The Kobra king Erakapatta and Kapila the Fish, who
were contemporaries of the Buddha, developed wisdom but did
not indulged in the acts of charity. These two, during the period
of the Buddha Kashyapa, had reached the extremity in the
know ledge of dharma. As they had failed in the acts of charity,
they were in hell and therefore they could not yield any benefit
from the dispensation of the Buddha Gautama Dhamma
(doctrine of the Buddhas) can only be imbibed by those who
have been bomin pleasurable realms (kama loka) 3 tri - causally
(trihetuka pratisandhi). As the facts are such, those that are

= prajiia paramita = Arya nanna = arya sacca =

1.

Requisite wisdom
Abidharma

2.

Another work by the author of this work.

3.

Birth consciousness comprising pleasure, lack of false view and
spontaneity. This is purely a topic that pertains to Abidhamma
studies. One must study Abidhamma in order to fully appreciate this.
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desirous attaming
under guidance
future
dha need to fulfil the aforementioned two types of paramitas .
. As

as
for
to meet
to attain Nirvana
are
meritorious
deeds that one should engage in, to wit, "charana." The Aryan
(noble) wisdom impregnated in knowledge of, for eg., the five
aggregates... etc is
as
" In
as the
perfections (paramitas) of a Buddha is concerned, praJna
paramita belongs to "Vidya" and the rest to "charana." In order
must
"Vidya
partake
nectar of Nirvana,
forth by
Charana" so, it is
"Charanam padapakkam ca - vijjam
samam
Sampuretvana pakkheyum bhunjitum

tunda samam
rasam.

Charana paramitas akin to legs and wings, vidya parami
tas akin to a beak, by completing these one can assuredly
p,wake of
nectar Nirvana.

Differenciation of paramartha
Prajnapti
It was mentioned earlier that the FNTs belongs to that
portion of dharma known as paramartha. In
to grasp
based
pararnartha, easily, rstly, pararnartha
be arrested. Therefore, it would be well to tsurvey what
paramartha is?
Thereexists in
world
(animate
inanimate)
that manifest themselves on account of smaller elements
being put together, being conditioned by a multiplicity of
factors and conceptual thinkl
Such
as
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that do not exist in an ultimate sense are called "prajnapti."
Things that are said to exist in an ultimate sense are called
"Paramartha. "
If a burnt fire brand is rotated fast, there appears a ring
of fire. This ring of fire appears as a consequence of the speed
of the brand. Anybody can easily understand that independent
of the speed of rotation there leith no fire - ring. Morningevening, midday - night, day, month are things that are conditioned. These are concepts that arise contingent upon movements of earth and sun and their relative positions in space.
They are not things in themselves.·It is amply evident to a
clearly thinking individual that they are merely conceptual and
that there is no essence in them. The likes of the fire - ring and
morning - evening are projections of other objects and are
observed thereof.

There are great many things, that are nothing in themselves, but, manifest when other objects are present ~ppropri
ately. One such object or thing is the tower. Tower is an object
of great height if one analyses a tower, it will be seen to consist
of stones and cement If stones and cement are separated, there
would be a heap of stones and a heap of cement. So, the tower
disappears. The reason for the dissappearence of the tower is
that apart from stones and cement there isn't a thing called the
"tower." If stones and cement are assembled in order that they
rise, again the tower would surely appear and, subsequently, if
you separate the stones and cement, as ealier, the tower would
undoubtedly dissappear.
Even a house is certainly a phenomenon conditioned by
so many other things that are used in its building. The house
diappears ifthe elements that went to its building such as tiles,
blocks, wood and cement are separated. The objects that comes
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to nothing when analysed as above, and those that are a
projection of several other adjuncts are the things that are non
- ultimate, and conceptual.
Gods, humans, elephapts, horses and cows and chair,
table, cups, clothes, trees, the animate and inanimate objects
such as these are considered by the ordinary people as things in
the real. But a wise man's reflection can show that all the above
meptioned ca:tegories can be analysed in exactly the same way
that ,we analysed the "tower" above. None of these just mentioned things are "param~rtha."
This analysis is the best way of finding out whether or not
a thing (dharma) is categorised as "paramartha." "Paramartha"
should be found by dividing or reducing subjects in as much as
further division is impossible. For eg: one such analysis is
shown in great detail.
A cloth is a piece of entity that is considered as existent
by ordinary worldlings. Discern what the cloth consists of
while analysing it. Then one would find a concatenation of
threads that spread, warp and woof, comprising the cloth. There
after, cogitate whether cloth is actuaily the threads. Thence,
one would discern that cloth is not threads nor threads the cloth.
Cloths is merely a projection of the threads. Once having seen
thatthere is no cloth actually, proceed to analyse the thread.
This would reveal the thread to be of clumps of cotton wooL At
this point, it would be seen that in actuality there is no thread but
cotton fibres and moreover, threads are but a projection of
cotton fibres. Now, take a cotton fibre and.analyse ieas well.
Upon careful analysis one would find, in the cotton fibre,
presence of minute clumps of matter. IUs not easy to find these.
The minutest part of the fibre is termed "rupa kaHipa" (clump
of matter). A small fibre manifests only when millions of "rupa
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kalapa" aggregates. Even the rupa kalapa is not primordial and
singular. It, too, consists of the qualities of hardness (prutuvi),
adhesiveness (apo), fire or heat (Thejo), wind or motion (vay6),
color, smell, taste and juicy or exuding fluidity (ojava) . These
are not dividable or analysable any further. They are paramartha
and truly existent. The paramartha dharma of .the ,aforementioned cloth are the eight rupas or forms. This is the way in
which objects are analysed. Those who have not learned the
paramartha dharma can, in no manner, analyse and th~s fined
the paramartha as just mentioned. None the less anybody can
cognize that most of the things we come across are, by way of
parmartha, non - existent.
To be enabled to think and reflect entities as paramartha
dharma, one must needs possess a general overview ,of it
from a teacher, ,an expert of Abidharma. If hellish realms
(apaya), hUman realm, Heavenly realms and realms of Brahm a
gods are meticulously analysed, in both animate and inanimate
things, it would be found that there are eighty two paramartha
clharmas. To wit, mind, fifty - two mental- formations (cetasika),
twenty eight forms and Nirvana. Except these eighty two, there
is no object, in all the universe over, that exists in the actual,
ultimate sense. The world is formed of the eighty one
paramarthas with the exemption of Nirvana. Paramarthas cannot be kenned by the ordinary mind as they are encumbered by
prajnapti. When prajnaptis are analysed and finely experimented by the mental ken, paramarthas that have evaded
understanding will come to light.
It is only by delving deep in the profound discourse ofthe
Buddha that paramartha dharma can be apprehended. Merely
by discovering the eighty two paramarthas, FNTs can never be
known. To grasp the FNTs one must delve even deeper in the
field of paramartha dharma.
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FNTs
Suffering, cause of suffering; removal of suffering (Nirand
therc~to are hot
for humans but gods
heavenly realms as well. If it is asked from a Buddhist whether
he knows the FNTs, One would be met with the spontaneous
"Yes.
a reply elicited
to a
notion
it by
harbouring of a
Buddhists. "Having a false notion" means "having no knowledge of' the FNTs. The world is so relative that what is good
one, is
bad
another
what is
by one,
deemed good by another. At times what one and the same
person says "good". At times one and the same person says
what
earlier
bad"
vice
What for one a cause for happiness, for anther it is a
cause for suffering and vice versa. One and the same person
at one
said
something had
cause
happiness,
very person later says
same
a cause
sorrow and suffering and vice versa. What all this shows is that
the ordinary people have understood the FNTs the sale truth
a false colouring.
transcended suffering
and· attained ultimate happiness, uttered the FNTs to both
humans and gods who have misunderstood and misconstrued
Below is how the Buddha typified the veracity of the
FNTs.
"Cattarilnani bhikldmve! Ariyasacc~ni. Katamani cattari?
Dukkham ariyasaccam, dukkha samudayam ariyasaccam,
dukkha nirodham ariyasaccam, dukkha nirodha gamini patipada
ari yasaccam.
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Bhikkus, these four truths belong to Arya (higRest) ~acca
(truth). What are the four? The fact of suffering, the arising of
suffering, cessation of suffering and the way thereto.
Truth is twofold. Pafyaya and Nispafyaya. Pafyaya is the
conventional truth. Things that are not paramartha, nonexistent in the ultimate sense such as god, human, elephant,
horse, tree, shrubs and house are not present in the actual sense
(prajfiapti) bl,lt they are felt manifest to the lay .- intellects as
things in themselves. These objects, that are caught hold of by
humankind, are used for conventional purposes. These are so,
in ~ofar as the level of human intellect is concerned, and is
therefore Known as pafyaya truth. This truth which becomes
untrue when psychically analysed is what (ordinary) lay people apprehend as "truth."
What becomes truer and truer upon mental analysis, that
does not become untrue, what is perceived by the Buddha in
contrast to lay vision, the FNTs, which results from the supreme vision of the Buddhas is known as Arya (Nisparyaya)
Sathya. This means that "the truth brought forth by Buddhas",
for "Arya" is one of the names of the thatagata (Buddha).
"sadevake loke samarake sabrahkmake s,assamana brahmaniya
pajaya sadeva manussaya thatagato ariyo. Thasma ariyasaccani
vuccanti"

"Among the denizens of this world comprising devas
(gods), rtlaras (evil spirits), Brahma gods and humans, thata
gata is known as "Arya." Wherefore truth perceived and
brought forward by him is known, as Arya Sathya" (truth).
Because of the fact that on~y the Buddhas come to know of
FNTs, it is also called Arya Sathya.
"Bhikkus! Since this FNTs have been accordingly grasped
by the thatagata, Samma Sambuddha, he is called "Arya" so
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the Buddha, Moreover, as by comprehending FNTs, one
becomes "Arya". These are termed "Arya Sathya."
The conventional truth or paryaya which is asserted as
man, god, woman, house and cloth when get analysed in
accordance with paramfutha, become falsified. Even paramfutha
being analysed by Arya Sathya becomes insubstantial. As to
how conventional truth becomes untenahle in paramartha, one
can understand by reading the above mentioned "prajiiapti and
paramartha." Below how pararnartha gets untenahle when
interpreted in the light of Arya Sathya.

It
true according
paramartha when we
that
meritorious action produces wholesome results whilst
demeritorious action produces unwholesome results. None
less, in keeping with Arya Sacca the results of both meritorious
hence
and demeritoriolls actions are tainted with suffering
unwholesome. Thus one can see that the paramartha affirmation "meritorious action produces who1esome results"
comes rather insubtantiated in the Arya Sathya, and this is how
paramartha sa thy a is attenuated, at least, sometimes.
Never, in any way, can Arya Sathya be made untenable.
If
consonance
Arya Sathya, something is termed
"suffering," it is "suf'''ring'' and nothing else. And so are with
suffering and
way
the cause of suffering, cessation
leading thereto. Therefore, B.uddha has placed firm expression
on the FNTs as:-

"Chattarimani bhikkhave Tathani honti avitathani
anannathani. Kathamanichatthari? ldamdukkhanti bhikkhave?
Tathametam, avithathametam, anannathametam, ayan dukkha
samudhayoti thathametam, avitathmetaJl, anannatametam,
ayan dukkha nirodhoti tathametam, avithathametam,
anannatametam. Ayan dukkha nirodha gamini patipadati
tatametam, avitathametam, anannatametam."
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"Bhikkhus! These
things
certainly
They
not lies. There's no alternative to them. What four things?
Bhikkhus! If as suffering I have shown something, it is sLlch and
otheris not
nor has
alternative. (same
cause for suffering, cessation of suffering and the way leading
thereto).·
so
times
so
As has
by the Thatagata,
(FNTs)
timeless
placeless.
They preserve their status ad infinitum and they become not false in anyway and manifest as Dukkha or suffering and
not
owing
these reasons also
are known or addressed as the "Arya sacca."
Never can anyone be found in the three worlds (human,
and
who
dismiss
FNTs
introduce,
stead, another
To this
also Tathagata gave
stentorian expression;
~'Dukkham ko bhikl{hu! maya pathamam ariya saccam
desitam. Thatha nam dharehi. Yo hi kochi bhikkhu! samail ova
brahmanova evam vadeiya. Netham dukkham pathaman ariya
saccan paccakkaya annam dukkham pathamam ariya saccam
netain
vijjati.':

"Bhikkhus! By me was discoursed the
Arya sacca
4
Stipulated as Dukkha. Know it as it is. If another sramana5 or
Bhrahmana were to say that what the blessed one has said as the
he is able enunciate
noble
is not "suffering"
another noble truth; to say such and
to do .so, no sramana
has capability nor reason to do so." Thus, let ye know that the
FNTs declared by the Thatagata, in anyway and by anybody,
falsified or disproved.
4.

Acetic, here one belonging to another religious denomination.

5.

Suffering. impermanence, death, lamentation, despair and include
all other things that
physical
mental

1

The Fact Of Suffuring
Lord Buddha, being supremely consummate in the art of
discourse, could able to preach the same point by hundreds and
thousands of diverse ways. As\vhen one mouths a sermon in a
particular way, not all would understand}t in that way; to
alleviate this mal - effect. Buddha admonished and edified
various individuals in keeping with their temperaments and
circumstances. Therefore it can reasonably be inferred that
discourses attending to FNTsgalore. Thereon the FNTs has
been sermonised in rriultifariouslines. In one of those discourses, Dukkha has been delineated thus:
"Katamanca t;.;kkhave! dukkham ariya saccam?
pancupa da nakkhanda tissa vacant yamseyyatthidam?
rupupadanakkhando, vedanupadanakkhando, sannupadana.
kkhando, sankharupadanakkhomdo, vinnupadanakkhando
idam vuccati bhikkhave! dukkham ariyasaccam."

Bhikkhus! what is the noble truth of suffering? If asked
thus, the reply must be the five aggregates. What are these five
aggregates? Corporeality, feeling sensation, mental formations and consciousness. Bhikkhus! this is called the noble truth
of suffering.
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In
discourse,
five aggregates are mentioned
noble truth of suffering. If it is questioned what is the noble
truth of suffering, the answer should be the five aggregates.

Material form or corporeality (Rupa)
By rupa is meant a.composite, substantial (paramrutha)
entity, fine
subtle,
changes
one
to another
ceases to exist due to a variety of reasons such as changes in
'temperature and rupa is an admixture of four qualities known
Maha
Rupa. Namely, pathavi 6 , ap07,
,andvayo 9.
has
said by
Buddha:
"Katamanca bhikkhave riipam? Cattaro maha bhiita
catunnanca maha bhiitanam upadaya rupam idam vuccati
bhikkhave riipam." .
"Bbikkhus! what is this "rupa?" The four Maha Bhuta
rupa, things that arise from interaction; bonding or interpenetration
above elemental properties"
Things (rupas)that appear vast likeearth~ trees, Mountains, rivers and oceans are called Maha Bh~ta. Furthermore,
are
four
that
by intei'penetration
Maha Bhuta rupa and
are
integral
of the
that have arisen by way of Maha Bhuta rupa. These are
therefore given the epithet Upadaya Rupa which, by number, is
twenty four.
there
the four Maha BhCira rllpas and
twenty four upadaya rupas: thus the entire rupas or corporeality
consists of twenty eight substantial entities.
Pathavi
7.
8,

the quality

extension (harduess or softness)

Apo= the quality of cohesion (togeth,erness
Tejo = quality of heat (hot and cold)
The element of motion (movement)
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The more pathavi, the more hardness the object possesses. The less the pathavi, the softer the object is. Henceforth,
it should be 'kept in mind that whenever reference is made to
hardness or softness, it is to the degree of the presence of
pathavi that is beini spoken of.
, When fluidity, cohesion or adhesiveness of an object is
spoken of, it is to' the degree of the presence of apo that
reference is made. Similarly it should be taken to heart that
hotness or coldness of an object is the extent to which tejo is
present in that particular object. When motion, bloatedness or
smoothness of an object is refered to, it is to the extent of vayo
that is conceptualised by means of words. ;'
If there is any entity in the universe, it is 'but a compound
of these fouf Maha Bhutas. These four rupas exist hy interacting with each other. Always and in every thing the four exist
together"even if one goes off, the other three cannot hold and
the whol~ mass extinguishes. Albeit, in different entities the
four are not found inexact balance. In things such ashair, wool,
nails, teeth, skin and flesh, so also in stones, soil and trees the
"pathavi"is present in a greater propotion than the other three.
In water, oilandpulp, the "apo"is abundant than the other three.
In fire, rays of sun and moon etc. tejo exceed the other three
whilst in wind and smoke vayo is plentiful than the other three.
The "world", as we call it, is there as long as the proper
propotions of the four "maha bhutas" are maintained. Any
alterations of their composition would de!)troy the world. Any
increase in the composition of pathavi in the human body
would make it like unto a log of wood. If vayo increased while
ap6 decreased, the body would dissolve in air like a pile of dust.
If pathavi decreased while ap6 increased, the body would melt
like a piece of ice. If tej6 increased, the body would swell like
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excrescences jutting out. Whatever be the entity or object; by
disappearence of one, the other three also disintegrate making
the object to dissociate or die.

Twenty Four Upadaya Riipa
Prasada Riipa:Chakshuprasa da, shotthraprasa da, ganap),"asa da,
Jihvaprasada and kayaprasada. These five form the totality of
the Prasadarupa.

Chakshuprasada
By the sides of the pupil, in the outermost suface of the
inner eye (retina), of the size of a head of a hair bug, there is
such a minute globe like thing whose surface has a shinning
like a polished mirror. Just as much as objects in front of a
mirror get reflected are seen in the mirror as they are, the
objects within the ambit of this "shinning globule" get reflected
JOaccurately on its shinning surface. Inasmuch as fire arises
when the end of the matchstick slides on the side -' surface
so is consciousness when the reflections dawned on the shinning surface. This is what is meant by vision or seeing. The
shinning surface in the eye that helps the eye - consciousness
dawn, which is known as the chakshuprasada. By prasada it is
~eant the quality of "shinning."
Sh6thraprasada, ganaprasada, jivhaprasada , and
kayaprasada should also be thought of just as chakshuprasada
having a certain "shinning" region whereby sensory stimuli are
received and consequently the particular consciousness arise as
the "act of knowing" the appropriate stimulus.
10.

Do not confuse this with the vision in the ultimate sense.
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Gocara Rupa
There are five gocara rupas known respe<:;tively as
rGpa II, sound (shabda), smell (gahdha), taste (rasa) contact
(sparsha).

By rlipa is here stipulated the colours such as blue yellow - red - white ... .etc. By Rlipaskandha or materiality is
understood all the aforementioned twenty eight rupas while
here rlipais rneantsolely 'for colors that are herein stated. So
also,shoUld it be sternly expressed that color or "warna" is only
one out of the twenty eight rupas, which is visible. The other
twenty seven rupas are invisible.
Sound or "shabda" is as we all know, the result begotten
when two obj~cts clash; voices, siren voices result from clash
of atmospheric gases on some hard or soft object. "Gandha" or
smell (good or bad) refers to ,chemicals emanating from ,so
varied a number of objects as rotten, decomposing substances,
perfumes,.certain gases ..... etc. "Rasa" or taste points to some
qualities present in substances such as friuits and vegetables.
These qualities are sweetness, bitterness, saltiness and sourness. These qualities are dependant upon the chemical composition of the substance. By contact or sparsha is designated
certain qualities thilt one feel, as for instance, smoothness,
raucousness, weight or lightness ..... etc. Although insystematisingGocara rupa, "sparsha" is taken as a separate type of rupa,
in reality, this isn't the real state of it. "Sparsha" is also used to
designate the four ,Mahabhuta rfipas. In filet, "sparsha" is
nothing but an alternative name' for Mahabhlita rGpas.
"

"

11,

'

Here the two meanings attach¢'d torupa in pali and S,anskrit literature
should be distinguished , When generally we speak of rupa, it is for
the entire materia.Jity, but here it is for one aspect of milteriality that
is known as colours,
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Therefore, it should be reminded that although there are five
gocara rupas yet in number {numerically) there are only four
Goc'lrarlipas.
Bhiiva Rupa.
Bhava Rupais twofold >To wit, sthri (female) bhavarupa
and purusha (male) bhava rupa. As regards the bodies of all
animate things, they(bodies) are formed by interpenetration of
the Maha bhiltas. On this account, it can be emphasized, both
of male and female bodies that they are formed by the s'ame four
Maha bhuta rupa in somewhat, nearly equal amounts or bulks.
Though this is quite true, as it were, yet male and female bodies
are fundamentally contrasting and anomalous. Thiscontrastis
not only limited· to specific spots in the two bodies but also
pervade throughout the bodies. Neither an o\gan. nor any
tissues in the two bodies are alike. Why are the two bodies,
rrialeand female, different when they have been formed from
the same maha bhuta rupas? Despite the fact that the two types
of bodies have arisen from the same maha bhuta rupas, the
differentiation is effected by an admixture, an extra addition of
another rupa known as Bhava Riipa. When the Bbava rupa is
Female (sthrl) Mahabhutas get altered in such a way so as to
form a femaJebody whilst, when the male (purusha) Bhava
rupa intermixes with ~he Maha bhiltas, a male - body results.
One might qllestion, based on what this intermixing occurs. It
bykarma, one's own actions past and present,rhat this intermixing occurs? A detailed description ofwhich is beyond the scope
of this work), Bhavatupadisintegrates and disappears withthe
death of the individual. Bhava rupas are very subtle and
smooth, hence they are not visible to the naked eye of an
ordinary worldling.
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Heart Musc1e (Hafdayavastu rupa)
In the human chest cavity, beneath the lungs there is an
organ called heart the shape of which resembles that of a
mango. Its size is nearly that of the fist of the individual
concerned. Moreover, the size of the heart in animals bigger
than the human is larger than the human heart while in animals
smaller than humans, it is smaller in size to the human heart. In
the doctrine the twenty eight rupas, it is not this heart that it
is concerned with. By "Hardayavastu rupa" what is reffered to
is a certain amount of l2 "ventricular blood". In this ventricular
blood is present a fin,e quality or substance ,which causes
thoughts, such as when chakshuprasada is 'stimulated, to rise.
It is this quality present in blood, helping thought currents, that
is asserted as "Hardayavastu rupa."

at

J1 vitaendriya Rupa.
There ate four factors that are instrumental in the production ofrupa or materiality. They are karma, mind, season and
food. The luminous flame of a lamp exists due the sustaining
influence of oil that it has. When the oil is used up, there's no
whatsoever energy that would cause the flame to exist further.
Likewise the rupas that are born consequent upon mind, season
and food endure so long as these three factors hold fast. After
the extinction ofthe factors, these (rupas) have no capability of
continuing any longer. It is like when a cause disintegrates, the
effect too disintegrates. This fact can be grasped rather easily
by considering what happens to the material elements (rupas)
that are born of food. When food is noteaten for sometime, the
12.

Here what is meant is that only a specific region of the ventricle of
the heart and also blood tlow that is associated with it.
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body becomes fragile and faded. This happens due to the
decrease of that part of material element derived from food
which enlivens and animates the body. To cause the manifestation of these rupas, food shall have to be taken once and once
again. When the food is digested and assimilated, the material
elements that are formed thereof also get carried off. The rupas
that come into being because of mind and season enjoy the
same fate. But, the nature of rupas that come to be (result) from
karma is entirely anomalous. "The karmaja rupas" that exist in
the body came into being as a consequence of karma performed
in a previous life. This karma, which belongs to the past get ,
dissipated as soon as they were performed. Non the less, r~pas
formed by immaterial kamma are sustained thro,ugh comparably long periods of time. To sustain these material elements,
there is no neccessity to perform again the corresponding
karma. There must be a special power for these karma generated rupas to be sustained for so long a continuation. This
special power is the "Jivitendriya Rupa~'. It is by intermixation
and penetration of the Ii vitendriya rupa with karmaja rupa that
it confers a prolonged life - span for karmaja rupa. This means
to say that Iivitaendriya rupa is also born of previous kamma
and its chief motivating factor of existence is to control the
karmaja rupas.

Material Elements Born of Food (Ahara Riipa)
The food - stuff having arrived at the stomach get~ bci'ile d ,
up by gastric juice. While being boiling, the essence (Rasa) .
contained in food - stuff leaves and gets absorbed by different
regions of the alimentary canal. The essence so absorbed is
transported to specific sites of the body by the blood system and
wherein the rupas in the essence by influencing rupas already
present at those sites produce additional types of rupas. The
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finest entity that comprise "Rasa" or essence is what is termed
Aharaja rupa. The rupas that are generated by this at the
aforementioned specific sites are termed Aharaja Rupa.
The eighteen rupas that are hitherto mentioned are four
Mahabhuta rupas, five prasada rupas, four gocara rupas, two
Bhava rupas,Hafdayavasturupa, livitaendriya rupa and Ahara
rupa. These are the main and fundamental.
The other more subsidiary 13 rupas are Akasa, Kaya
ViInapti, Yag'Yijnapti; Lahutarupa, Mudutarupas; Kamafifiata
rupa, Upachaya rupa, Santati rupa, Jarata rupa and Aniccata
rupa. This as sUi.ted earlier there are a total of twenty eight
material elements or rupas. All these are termed collectively
as Rupaskandha.

Vedana skanda.
Anything that can be s~en by mind, can be known and
grasped by mind is referred to as Aramunu or in plain English,
"objects of mind." Among Aramunu, there are objects that give
pleasure to the mind such as masculine and feminine rupas,
clothes,houses, chairs and beds, tables, utensils, voices and
sounds, tasty foods and perfumes. These enrich the mind with
pleasure. On the contrary, there are objects that cause displeasure to the mind in that th~ objects are such as· faecal matter,
Urine, blood, pus, spit, mucus .. .. . etc. And still, there are some
objects that, upon contact, engender a neutral feeling, the
obje~ts such as mountains, shrubs, treeS are most likely to cause
a neutral feeling. To the qualities inherent in mind - objects as
13.

These are not subsidiary indispnsably put subsidiary in the sense that
the eigteen above - stated rupas are more important.
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pleasure-inducing and disgustl4-inducing are designated,
"Aramuna" When an object comes within the purview of mind,
the qualities immanent in the so - called object by way of
pleasure, displeasure and / or neutrality is also born with the
aramuna. This is termed Vedana. This is also included in one of
the "cetasikhas," mental formations. When such a formation
enriches or fills the mind with pleasure, it is known as "sukha
vedana" where the term sukha means pleasure. Similarly, when
the mind is filled with displeasure or revulsion it is known as
"Dukkha vedana" where the term "Dukkha" means suffering;
and when unaccompanied by either sukkha vedana or Dukkha
vedana it is apparaUed as "Upeksha vedaria" meaning neutrality or neutral effect. All these types of vedana orieeling in
totality is given the epithet "Vedanaskandha," the agg'r egateof
feeling. Just as upon contact of the match sti'ck with the match
- box results in fire, the vedana arises conditioned lIpon the
contact of objects in sense organs such as eye, ear.. .. etc. Such
as it is, the vedana are also classified based upon the sense
through which the particular vedana comes into apprehension
of the mind. The Buddha on this pointgoes:- katama ca
bhikkhavevedana? chaime bhikkowe vedana ka ya,
cakkhusampassaja vedana. Sota sampassaja vedana. Ghana
sampassaja vedana. Jivha samp~ssaja vedana. Kaya ~ampassaja
vedana. Mano sampassajavedana. Ayam vuccati bhikkhave
vedana.
"Bhikkus! what are the feelings? feeling based on eye,
ear, smell, taste, body and mind. Thus, there are six types of
feelings." These feelings are respectively in Pali are;
cakkhus'ampassaja vedana, sota sampassaja vedana ,
ga nasampassaj a vedana, jJ vha sampassaj a vedana,
kayasampassaja vedana, manosampassaja vedana. By
14,

Displeasure, revulsion as when one sees a decomposing dead body .
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cakkhusampassaja vedana
is meant the feeling that
engendered as a result of the contact made by the eye with an
object.
kewise it. ShOll
be
regard
sotasampassaja vedana ..... etc. It 15 is vital to remember that
vedana arise in concomittancc with the rest Of
aggregates.
It is this very vedana which is considsed by the ordinary
human being
beingcontituted of "sukh,!-" (pleasure)
"Dukkha" (suffering). Among what they deem as sukha there's
nothing that is so highly distinguished as "sukha vedana"
(pleasurable feeling). Therefore they love "sukha vedana"
more than anything else. On account' of "sukha vedana" being
non spontaneous and
its aquisitlOn certain
commodilies being required such as food, money, houses - theysecondarily love hese objects. If"sukhavedana" were to be spontaneous, people wouldn't love or try to acquire any of these things
at
In the conflux of their life, people do everything that
they are capable of in order engender their minds what
known as this "sukha vedana." On the other hand, it can be
affi rmed that, people everything, inasmuch as they every
thing for sukha vedana, to avert, eliminate the opposite "Dukkha
vedana" or if possible to eradicate it 16 (which is of course
impossible). People
enemies, diseases, cudgels,
prisons because of their desire to evade and eseape suffering,
i.e. "Dukkha Vedanii Although Vedana IS something banal
and commonplace, as it .is grasped very seriously by ordinary
layrnen, l.~ordB ucldha sequestered it speciallyfronl the cetasikas
(mental formations) and included it in the discourse on the
aggregates.
15.

Added by the translator.

16

di fference is meanl in
Added by
trallslator.
a
words "eliminate" and "eradicate". "Eliminate" is meant in a temporary sense of quenching Dukkha~vhile "eradicate" is to completely
evade suffering.

5I

Sannaskandha
all the
herein laid·
admit
transl
By the word
it is meant
recogrution, discrimination or knowing. IIe,rein we come
across a stumbling block. The word "Vififiana" or consciousness also means knowing. One should therefore be careful not
to
up these two words. 18In
backdrop, what
there between
two words
"vififiana"
one
question.
the fact
being non
- sensuous or pure, being unaccompanied by any cetasikas or
mental formations. The crux of the difference is contained in
this very significant point. sannfia is the differentiating factor
that
recognises
water - fire
gold - silver
- crusts
- fruits
- trees creepers - roolS - houses, voices
other sounds,
drinks. men and animals, colours, smells, tastes and all things other
than these that can be conceived through various qualities
present in them. As things such ~s soil, water, fire and wind
. aforesaid
rupa,"
classified
come
consonance with the
rilpas of
(form), shabda
(sound), gandha (smell), rasa (taste), sparsha (tactile, contact)
and dhamma (ideation based on memory and imagination).
Buddha on this point said:
"Katama ca bhikkhave sanna chaime bbikkhave sanna
kayii.Rupa-sanna
gandh~1
rasa sannil,

17.

18.

Added by the Translator. In this part of translation. Certain parts are
omitted, for they don't make sense when translated into English.
by translatoL
who like more
advised to refer Buddhist logic by stcherbastky
end of the

on this point
this points
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pottabbha sanna, dhamma sanna ayam vllccati bhikkhave! sanna"

"Bhikkhus! what is sanna? Bhikkhus! Riipa sanna, shabda
sanna, gandha sanna, rasa sanna, sparsha sanna and dharma
(dhamma) sanna. These six comprise the (mental) aggregate of
sanna. Bhikkhus! know these to be sanna."
Sanna is one of the dharmas, elements in the ultimate
sense for it is a cetasika, a mental formation assisting in the
recognition of the "object of consc,iousness." Objects recognized by sanna are multifarious. As such, there are millions of
types of sanna as mother (recognising) sanfia, father (recognising) sanfia .... etc. Collectively all these varied sannas are termed
of sannas.
sanfiaskandha, meaning group of sanfias~

file

Among the things (mind - body aggregates) that ordinary
person considers as an ego, 1 or personality, sannais one of the
most prominent. For which reason, in this world, uneducated,
who haslittle of sanna, are sneered at while educated, who have
a plenitude of sanna, are praised in the most eloquent terms. Lot
undergo many an inconvenience on account of acquiring more
and more sanna, which means to be educated and learned.
Furthermore people waste lot of time and incur lot of expense
for the purpose. of elevating the faculty of sanna. The purport
of education, in the proper sense, is to expand the horizons of
sanna. If one exhausts onself, suffers inconvenience, exerts
tremendous effort for the sake of education, it is, in the actual
sense, a 19 subconscious effort aimed at enlarging the boundaries of sanna. Some make themselves vain and give them airs
as a result of the sannaic knowledge they possess; "I know such
and such languages," "I am expert at so many sciences," "I
know these more than he," 1 can do better than anybody in this
19.

Added by the translator for enhancing the explanation in English.
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field," "I got through all these exams," so many a man (ot/and
women) grasps onto sanna manifesting an egotistical hold on
the sannas. Although sanna, like vedana, is one of the cetasikas,
Lord Buddha isolated it and provided it separately as the one of
the mental composites forming the nama aggregates for the
reason that, as aforesaid, it is taken to be an ego - like force by
samsaric beings. Thus is the Sannaskandha as exposed in the
profound teaching of the Buddha.

Sanskaraskandha
(cetasikas or Mental Formations)
2°By Sanskara it is themotive or intention with which an
action is done that is understood. Herein, intention could be
taken synonimously with "motive." The Pali term for motive or
intention is termed "cetana." Thus the sanskaraskandha, ex vi
termini is that group of mental elements (dharma) which help
generate and sustain the five aggregates, which based on cetana
aiding to perform such actions of humans like eating, drinking,
bathing, sitting, walking and sleeping.
Actions, body, speech and mind are brought about by21
cetana (intention) with the support of the mind and other
subsidiarycetasikas (mental formations or mental elements).
Therefore, every human action has cetana as its forerunner, as
20.

Two sentences thai were added by the translator for better clarification end.

21.

Here one might question why sanskaraskandha is divided as cetana
and subsidiary caetasikas. This is so, as would be explained later,
because cetana is the centre around which all the rest ofthecaetasikas
are organised, the fountain from which the little drops of other
caetasikas splash and sca,tter around.

its chief. Cetana alone, without the assistance of consciousness
(or mind) and other subordinate cetasikas (mental formations),
can perform no action. Therefore, the presence of other cetasikas
are essential for the cetana to be fructified in an action (kriya).
these subordinate cetasikas act concurremly with
they too are sanskaras, forerunners of actions. However, as
consciousness (citta),vedana and sanna are taken to be three
distinguished mental aggregates, they are not called sanskaras.
Fifty cetasikas including cetana are called sanskara or "mental
formations. "
Among the actions (deeds) effected by cetana based
cetasikas, a part is done for "here" and a part for "hereafter."
Actions slIch as
drinking, slaying, sitting, sleeping,
going, dressing, supplying food and money are actuated towards the sustainance of the present - five - aggregates of this
world. Among these actions, eatingan'o maintenance of stance
..... etc are performed for the rupaskandha while consumption
of tasty food, sporting, enjoying dances are for the
vedanaskandha. Learning to
are for sannaskandha
while actions discharged with a view to developing fai,th,
wisdom and effort are for sankhara and vififiana (conscioustim p " eating, drinking
most
all other
ness,
actions are executed for the (maintenance) of the five - aggregates. Deeds such as liberality, observance of sil (moral
precepts) actuated with an eye to augmenting future status are
for the five - aggregates to be gotten in the future (in a future life
elsewhere) As, execution of each of the aforesaid actions is
proceeded from
Lord Buddha, in places of sutras
(discourses) where the five aggregates are explained in concise
terms, has mentioned that the cetana itself is sanskaraskandha.
Cetana,
sixfold just as much as
and sanna are;
Thus the Buddha has said.
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"Katame ca bhikkhave! samkhara? chaime bhikkhave
cetanakaya. Rupa samcetana, sadda samcetana, gandha
samcetana, rasa samcetana, pottabbha samcetana, dhamma
samcetana,
vuccanti bhikkhave samkhara"

"Bhikkhus! whataresanska.ras?Bhikkhus! Rupacetana,
............. dhamma cetana. Bhikkhus! These are termed
sanskaras."
Herein s.anskaraskandha divided or categorised into six
in accordance with the rupas through which it manifests as it is,
moreover, it is againcateg6rised into
according to whether
it (cetana) is meritorious, demer~toriot]s or neutral. "Kusala,
"Akusala" and "Avyaerutha" are the three sinhalese terms
respectively for the three divisions. When the cetana is meritorious, such as when it is compassionate, sympathetic, faithful
22 sagacious, it is
the epithet "kusala, while it
demeritorious such as when it is fraught with lobha (greed),
dosa (hatred)and moha (ignorance) it is called by the term
"akusala." When it is neither meritorious nor demeritorious, it
to be
(Avyacrutha).
is supported and
by forty nine subordinate cetasikas.
23 It Should beknown that there are ten eetasikas, amidst
forty
that
sometimes meritorious, agai
neutral.' ;urther
there
demeritorious
yet
fourteen cetasikas that are ~lways demeritorious. So also there
are twenty five cetasikas that are sometimes meritorious and at
other
depending on condition
which
arises, neutral.
thcse
together with cetaJ1~1
form fifty cetasikas that comprise, in totality, the
sanskaraskandha.

This word
23.

meant

adjectival

"Buddhist wisdom."

In this connection it.should be mentioned that in the Sinhala original
the Yen. author gives the Pali names of al\ ttleSe caetasikas. For
reasons
avoiding confounding
reader, I
decided
append
terms with respective
terms.

S6

Vifiiianaskandha
2~ You

have come accross the term Vififiana in the elaboration of previous concepts. Vififiana is an alternative name for
mind or what in Pali is known · as "citta." "Kathamanca
bhikkhave! vinnana?chaime bhikkhave vinnanakaya,
cakkhuvinnanam,
sotavinnanam,
ghanavinnanam,
-jivhavinnanam, kayavinnanam, manovinnanam ayan vuccati
bhikkhave vinnanam." Most often the term "consciousness" is
used as the English equivalent of vinnana. By"Vififianaskandha"
is understood the collective consciousnesses, infinite in number,
that had ceased. Its meaning is a "group of conciousnesses or
vinnanas." Consciousnesses are generated at sixdoors of sense
when an object manifests in their purview. Therefore, vinnanas
are categorised in agreement with the sense door through which
the object is arrested. Thus there are six Vinnanas as the
Buddha has pointed out:
"Bhikkhus! what is Vififiana? Bhikkhus!
the eye - conscicusness (chucshur Vififiana),
ear - consciousness (shrota - Vififiana .....
...... mind - consciousness (Mano - Vififiana).
Bhikkhus! Th:...::e are called Vififiana."
When an object presents itself before the eye, a consciousness arises that recognises or rather cognises the object.
This consciousness or Vififiana is termed "eye - consciousness." The ordinary - lay people call this vision in spite of the
fact that it is the mind or consciusness that is actually there and
should be de facto referred to.
Terms at the end of this text.
24.

Added by the translator.
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When a sound comes into collision with the ear, a
consciousness arises, ear - consciousness, to which ordinary lay people refer to as "hearing."
Similarly when a smell comes into contact with the nose,
a consciousness arises that is labelled smell - cousciousness.
When a taste crouches on tl,le surface of the tongue, it gi ves rise
to aconsciousness, to wit, taste - consciousness (Jivha Vififiana)
Ordinary - lay people call these, respectively, smelling
and tasting.
When something touches the body, it arouses Kaya
Vififiana, which, according to the terminology of the ordinary
- lay people manifests as pain, burning, titilating, scratching
and soothing . All but the forms of the aforementioned
consciousnesses, are called Mano -. Vififiana. What ordinary lay people call "mind" is' this very "Mand - Vififiana."
Thus, what to the world is known as vision, hearing, pain,
soothing, pleasure are, in the ultimate sense, is Vififianaskandha.
Vinnana, like sanfia, is also divided into meritorious (kusala),
demeritorious (akusala) and neutral (Avyacrutha). 25These
should be understood exactly in the manner as they were
considered under sanskaraskandha.
So, the end of the exposition of panchas-kandha has been
reached. Lord Buddha has compared ropaskandha to a bunch
of spume, Vedanaskandha to a bubble of water, saniiaskandha
to a mirage, sanskaraskandha to a plantain trunk, and
Vififianaskandha to an act of magic or an illusion.
"Phenapindupamam rupam vMana, bubbuloopama,
mareecikupama saiffia sailkhara kadaloopama,
maupamafica Viiffianam deepitha diccabandhuna."
25.

Curtailed by the author.
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Experienced By the "
Five Aggregates.

26 Suffering

Beings, pervading infinite space, in billions upon billions
of galla6tic systems and milky ways that range the Universe,
whosoever they may be, of what~ver nature tbey are, whether
they be human, deva, nag~ ~r titan, a~e made of theskandhas.
This means to say that they are' nama - rupa, mental and
corporeal aggregates. ButJor skandhas, there is nothingspecially in the ultimate sense, as animal, perspn, god or~an. Just
as except for cement, wood, bricks and plastic there is nothing
called the house, there is no being except'for the skandhas.
Every being has, as aforesaid, the five skandhas. Among the
Buddhist genera of beings, those who inhabit thenipaloka
possess only the bodily' form. In~ contrast anlpaloka whose
beings comprise only the four mental aggregates of vedana, '
sanna, sanskara and Vinfiana. Corporeal or form aggregate is in
them, absent. Except these two realms, the life in every other
realm of beings is but the five aggregates in fluctuation. If
there's anything in the world to be called suffering, it is these
very five aggregates. Excluding the five fold aggregates, there
is nothing that we can rightly or justly call suffering. Therefore,
Buddha, in sermons elaborating on the fact of suffering, stigmati sed the five - aggregates as suffering itself since, suffering
is nothing but the five aggregates, the genesis of a being is the
genesis of the five suffering - fraught 27"mountains" and living
or continuing to live by a beiI).g was the continued
26.

Although the title is thus translated conventionally, it should be
emphasised that apart fraql aggregates there is no sufferer. the
aggregates, mental - corporeal, and themselves the suferer.

27.

By "mountain" is meant something immense or vast. It is a peculiar
idiomatio mage of pali and sinhala.
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existence of the fi ve
it be known by thc discerning onc.

"mountains" thus should

The four Natural Qualities of suffering.
There are four natural qualities of suffering· or Dukkha
sobhawa as expatiated in the Patisambhida Magga paU .
1)
2)
3)

4)

Peedana 28 swabhava
Sankhata
Santapa
Viparimlma

By peedana
mc?nt is that "quality"
of suffering which
or physical (or both)
quality of suffering
agony. "Sankhata
that entails anything to be conditionally brought forth to existence by re-enacting the same procedure or train that brigeth
suffering. Santapa swabhava is quality ... that, like fire, continually "burns" the mind. While viparinama swabhava points
to the impermanent, rebocoming, continuous deteriorating of a
.
thing considered.
If anything
is nothing but
tion of the FNTs

four "qualities," that
unskilful in the cognigod or brahama god
material aggregate)
herein mentioned.
upon the edifice of
Therefore lhese
suffering. How
hellish beings are
impregnated with suffering, one need not speculate. The fact of
suffering can be digested by assimilating the qualities, peedana
swabhava .... etc of the supposedly exalted skandhas ofbrahma
28.

This is the sinhala equivalent of Sanskrit "sobhawa."
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gods down to those of devas and humans. Once the four
qualities are clearly seen, the suffering based nature of the
object concerned can be arrived at. Thus from superior skandhas
of brahma gods down to those of 29 devas and humans, their
suffering - fraught nature is explained through qualities of
peedana ..... etc.
Alternatively it should be seen that peedana swabhava is
the main root quality of Dukkha. The other three swabhavas
such as sankhata ..... etc could be taken as subordinate forms of
peedana swabhava or peedana swabhava is always present as
agglomerated withthe other three qualities. Peedana swabhawa
is piece de resistance of the process of suffering. 30 It is also
characterised by tension and fear.
Peedana 31 svabhava arises along with sankhata, santapa
and Viparinama svabhavayas natures or qualities. For those
who take the five aggregates as "I" or "mine" will have to face
mental and / or physical agony by way of sankhata svabhava,
then, later, the same agony by way of santapa svabhava and
even later agony. of deterioration by way of Viparinama
Svabhiiva. Since peedana svabhavaya is the root factor in the
determination o{suffering and manifests in no small amount in
the other three factors, it is thus expanded by means of sankhata
svabhava .... etc.

Suffering Entailed by gods in
Brahma Reamls.
A being cannot easily be reborn a brahma god. To be
reborn in a brahma realm, to beget the brahma skandhas one
29.

devas is synonymous with gods, demi - gods and deities.

30.

Added by the translator.

31.

Sobhawa = Svabhava. svabhawa is the sinhala equivalent of the
sanskrit word.
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must perform the appropriate merits conducive to birth in a
brahma realm. Inability to beget easily but by strenous meritorious aCtion is the sankata Svabhawa of the brahma skandhas.
To perform32 ordinary" acts of liberality and to observe sil
(disciplinary rules) wouldn't carry one to a brahma realm. One
can reborn in a brahma realm only by the merit of developing
Jhafias (trances). Development of Jhanas belongs to the sphere
of supramundane merits while liberality and observance of sil
belong to the mundane sphere of meritorious actions. It is no
easy task to achieve jhanas. Jhana can only be attained to only
after having forsaken one's family, property, friends, having
come to a quiet forest ~ resort, having subdued sloth and torpor,
having curtailed the duration of sleep, having borne the trou ble
inflicted by changes in temperature, mosquitoes and fleas,
hunger and thirst, having considered meditation one's chief
duty and continuing to meditate for fairly.a long period oftime
by exerting oneself to the fullest. . Among the ones that put
continuous effort in attaining to hanas only one out of a.
thousand succeeds while nine-':" hundred and ninety nine's
effort fa,lls useless on the ground.
For one who is desirous of attaining to Jhanas, having to
leave behind property and wealth is some sort of a suffering.
The same can be said of having to forsake one's family, friends
<lJil!d relatives, having to lead a lonely existence, having to
subsist on scant food, having to break rest and having to be
deprived of dozen other necessities which one might have
enjoyed while a lay - person. If brahma skandhas were
something that could be garnered naturally ~ one would be
spared of all the suffering that one might have to undergo by
way of attaining Jhanas.
32.

Acts that are usually performed by ordinary, common folk.
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As brahma skandhas has to be generated by Jhanas that
are of sankata svabhawa, one who intends becoming a brahama
god has to yield to the sufferings aforementioned since these
sufferings on-rush. the brahma skandhas, this is a case of
suffering, oppression, by the brahma skandhas on the person
who desireth of begetting such a group ofbrahma skandhas. If
a certain dharma oppre~ses a being, that which so oppresses the
being is not something wholesome but unwholesome tainted by
the sway of suffering. Therefore the brahma skandhas that
urges the one who wants to att,!in to its level through the
practice of Jhanas is oppressive and fraught with suffering.
This is how sankata svabhawa shows itself in skandhas of
brahma gods.
A person, either trying to get or have already gotten a
33 name - form of a brahma, would be pelted with four types 'o f
fires . When one has acquired the skandhas by undergoing an
innumerable quantity of suffering and even sorrow, it still is
permeaJed by the fire of sakkaya ditthi the "I" or an immortal
personality. The fire of craving too emerge as when considering things as mine. So also is, "Mada ginna," medium or
moderate fire in the form of pride in having achieved
brahmahood. And yet again there is "pramada ginna" or fire of
procrastination that ill- affords the person, who have reached
brahmahood, to perform acts of merit. Brahma gods are merely
enjoying a passive form of existence. Such is the way the foqr
fires keep on raging. Such fires of defilements, once having lit
in the mind - current of being, keep on pounding for many lives
ahead. The fires aroused by such defilements are like poison of
a rat that slowly, meekly, subverts the host eluding detection
until after a long time. So, the burning effects of defilements,
33.

Five or four skandhas of a brahma.
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in the beginning, do not make themselves known and in fact
impersonateas wholesome and happiness - inducing but, later,
unexpectedly reveal their, actual seam - side as when they make
the being suffer in hells and other lower worlds. Defilements
ihat manifest themselves in brahma skandha are so portent that
they are able to consign the being right down to the hellish
existence. The presence of defilements are collectively the
santapa svabhava of the brahma skandhas. Thus is how the
ordinarily exalted brahma skandhas is pervaded with suffering.
However exalted the brahmahoodmay be, however great
the brahma gods, though the brahma skandhas are born by the
merit ofthe 34 rupavacara ecstasy (Jhana),yet they are also in a
state of flux, ih a state of rebccomming, of instantaneous birth
and death, i.e. in a state of impermanence, This is the Viparinama
svabhava ofbrahma skandhas. Because of viparinama, brahmas
will have to falI down, perchance, into the kama loka -(human
and heavenly realms). Perhaps, once in the kama laka, they
might still fall down in fls far down as the 35 A VI chi hell. They
may also subsequently be born as a peta, an unhappy ghost or
an earth.,bound deity. Or, furthermore, they still have the
tendency to be born as dogs, cats; crows, fleas, mosquitoes and
bugs ..... etc. 36 Sometimes, a brahma god can fall from his
exalted status straight down into a hellish existence. Disallowing a brahma to maintain his status quo and putting him down
to a lower level of existence are brought forth by the Viparinama
svabhava of the brahma aggregates. When such a portent evil
as Viparinama is intermixed andthri ves in the brahma skandhas
how else but with suffering should we view the skandhas of

.

'

34.

One of the hire trances that leads orie to a brahma realm wherei non ly
form prevails and nama are absent.

35.

A hellish realm full of destructive and raging fire.

36.

The whole sentences added by the translater
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brahmas? Thus is the Dukkha experienced by brahma skandhas
by way of Vi pari nama svabhaw8.. Now one can but clearly see
that brahma skandhas are wedded with all the qualities, to wit
peedana, sankhata, santapa and Viparinama and that the brahma
skandhas are encompassed by the "fact of suffering."

Suffering In the Heavenly Realms.
Except by performing meritorious aCtions, to be born
in heaven is impossible. The fact of birth in a heavenly realm
by acquiring prolific merit. is the sankata ·s wabhava of the
heavenly 37aggregates, owing to this sankata svabhawa of the
heavenly aggregates, one desirous of being born in heaven has
to give in charity his hard - earned wealth and strive strenuously
to observe the religious etiquette (slla). So also he/she has to
respect the elders, to construct wells, ponds, roads and pagodas.
Since the result is going to be scant if the meritorious action is
small, because of the fear engendered by this, one has to expend
lot of money and render massive acts of charity. Some times
while so doing, one has to live a life of poverty. However much
one may indulge in charitable actions, if by chance sins were
also committed, the road to the heavenly realm wouldbe barred
and overshadowed by the road to hell, one has to constantly
guard his thoughts, words and actions.
It is a nuisance to discharge acts of merit. It is oppressive
and gravely fraught with suffering. To guard the mind, words
and actions is cumbersome. For one who desists from unwholesome actions has to distance himself from what others do for
fun. Such a one is also cumbered from eating and drinking in the
way he or she is prone to do. Again, the one is unable to supply
himself with the commodities the one aspires to. His religious
37.

Panchaskandha of a god, a heavenly being.
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or ascetic policy prevents the one from safeguarding his or her
wealth. Never can the one foster his family properly, furthermore the one is not in a position to follow a prescribed
medication. Since the one can't behave as he or she wishes,
the whole world for him or her is a prison. These are spme of
the ways in which suffering confronts the one desirous of
begetting heavenly aggregates. Heavenly-aggregates oppresses
the person who likes it and therefore heaven too is certainly
sorrow fraught.
Once having born in heaven, by dint of hard earn6d merit,
lust, anger and delusion impinge the 38 deva mind through the
six doors of sense distempering it with a burning - like sensation. After the deva mind having being polluted by the above
dust of defilements, it also causes itself to fall intD the dark
dungeons of the hell. A deva also continues to be affected with
birth, oldage, anguish, sorrow, death, despair, distress and
lamentation. Thus, the deva being afflicted by eleven coarse
defilements is the santapa svabhawa of the heavenly aggregates. Therefore it is a heap of suffering.
Since heavenly aggregates have been engendered by
meritorious actions less potent than those of brahma skandhas,
their duration is enormously less than that of the brahma
skandhas; once the potency of the meritorious actions exhausts,
then the heavenly aggregates would disintegrate and be carried
off. This is the viparinama svabhawa of the heavenly aggregates. When even in today's world it is not tolerated a loss of
a thing that costs one or two rupees-w (a negligible amount) how
can anyone look with indifference the dissociation of his or her
heavenly existence? Th\s dissociation of heavenly aggregates
38.

One who inhabits a heavenly sphere.

39_

Designation of Sri Lankan currency
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is intolerable to
his existence. When
is foretold by certain
the death approaches
signs that appear. Gods come to know their impending death by
these portents that death has approached. Having known of
their imminent death, they grieve over it. Because of this grief
or santapa and viparin~ma they are mostly headed towards to
rebirth in lower worlds.
Sometimes while they (the gods) are enjoying heavenly
pleasures, they suddenly disappear from the. heavenly realm
and are reborn,
realm of unhappy
ghosts (pretas),
crows and iguanas.
So also they are
bugs. If the heavenly
skandhas were
would not suffer
such degradation.
vIparinama svabhawa
of the heavenly
of oppression of
viparinama svabhawa as all heavenly skandhas are pelted and
palled by peedana, sankhata, santapa and viparinama, the
Buddha, knower of the three worlds, .affirmed that they are
based onsuffering. So, are tOe suffering experienced in heavenly worlds.

Suffering In the Human world.
The five
have to be obtained
discipline). It cannot be
through Dana and
of the five human
yielded for nothing.
aggregates that they
meritorious actions.
undergone by way of
The amount of
doing wholesome
the case of human
aggregates thanin brahma or heavenly aggregates. In brahma
and deva skandhas dejection or despondency is pretty less or
little. Since human aggregates must be so often renewed,
dejection and despondency prevail until death of the human
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being. And, this is a serious form of suffering.
Human body alias rupaskandha wastes itself away incessantly. It has quite often to be rejuvenated with food. Having
once revitalised with food, the revitalisation does not last even
a day. Therefore in order to sustain it, one has to eat several
times a day. Unless the frequent utilization offood, the human
skandhas disintegrate. With regard to finding any food, if
suffering befalls any human, it is becau~e of the sankhata
svabhawa of constant, periodic rejuvenation of the human
body. To have a mere snippet of food, a man has to dissipate his
energy a thousand times.
To be plentiful of rice in the next year, man has to gird his
loins from this year and really apply himself. For the farmer,
in order to assure his share of rice for the coming year, has to
keep a good store of paddy seeds this year. Once the seed
planting time approaches he has to have his field ready by
ploughing, fertilizing the soil .... etc. Thereafter he has to sow
the seeds. He has to nurture and protect the seedlings. When the
paddy is ripe he has to cut, thresh, clean and store them safely
in barns. Then, again he has to undergo a lot of strain step by
step till the rice is made consumable. 40 So, for each and
everyone of these tasks, he has to expend lot of energy and time
a thousand or more times.
Having brought the paddy seed, after so much pain and
torment, to the level of the palatable rice, the farmer cannot still
stay relaxed. For he needs curries to eat with rice. This exacts
more effort and industry from the one bent on consumming
rice. Those who are not farmers have to earn lot of money to
supply themselves with the food of their choice.
40.

Here I have by-passed a step of the process.
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Nor is food the only thing needed to sustain the body.
Man needs clothes.as well as houses to live in. So also, he needs
the accoutrement for the houses. To have all these, man has to
put no small amount of effort to earn 41 money. All these
daunting tasks man has to undergo springs from the sankhata
Svabhava of the five aggregates.
Unlike in heavenly and brahma realms, the santapa
Dukkha is more acute in the humanrealm. The five aggregates,
from their very i~cepiion' to the enQ, is afflicted with multifarious sufferings. In the very inception of skandhas, to live in the
uncomfortable, incommodious mother's womb in itself is great
suffering to endure. To be, later, ejected out is even a worse
form of suffering. After emanation-into world, to stay a long
period of time as a handicapped is another form of suffering.
However, gingerly by one may protect his body, still he would
be overwhelmed with diseases of all sorts. This is also very
grave suffering. However much we clean the human body, it
still becomes, again and again, fulsome, this is also, so to speak,
nothing but suffering. Human body also get tormented by
coldness and heat, this too is indubitably suffering. Furthermore, it is tremendous suffering to be bitten by bugs, flies,
mosquitoes, various types of ants and snakes. Neither is it any
less suffering to have ones money and wealth defalcated by
thieves and enemies. Nor is this all. To be humiliated, to be
beaten, to fight with enemies, to come under the thumb of
enemies and those whom one dislikes are also what? But
suffering.
Suffering undergone with regard to fostering one's family is enormous. And it is more or less similar in the cases of
41 .

Added by the translator.
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looking into activities of ones friends and relations, in caring
for one's village, country and nationality. It is yet another store
of suffering in discharging duties demanded by one's job.
The human being is sometimes compelled to fight and make
war with the one's creeds, governments, communities adversaries on battle arena whereto bombs, missiles, rockets and
mortars may fall and scatterone intopieces sundry. And if in
the event of enemy factions progressing with destructive rage
and fury, burning down houses and massacring one's colleagues, the one has to retreat helter skelter leaving behind
ony's wealth and property to the fudous antagonists. 42What ye
say of this? Isn't this dukkha?
In such a retreat as aforesaid, one may have to stay
without a house, sleep without a mattress or a pillow, and to
live without food. This is unbearable. Perchance one has to
stay in the enemy jail and would be tortured and die in the
process. This too is unbearable. Onels family members ,
relations might be taken intb prison and treated harshly; this is
unbearable to patiently look on. To become a debtor and to
confront the creditor is also . suffering. It is also within the
purview of suffering to forsake the house together with the
family and wander like vagabonds on the streets on account of
being unable to pay the debts.
Nay are aU this. To be caught in towering fires is
suffering. Also, to be caught in great floods that submerge is
also but suffering. To eat insufficiently. during a famine is
suffering. Turbulence of mind 'in anticipation of trouble is
suffering. The inability to get what one wants is suffering.
Having to do certain misdeeds to meet one's needs is
suffering. The fires of lust and greed that arise from objects
~

42.

Added by the translator for the sake of more emphasis.
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perceived through the doors of sense is suffering. To be
separated from those one like is suffering. The five aggregates
are constantly been plagued by these sufferings and still more
other sufferings not mentioned here. This is the santapa
svabhawa of the five aggregates. '
Relative to the aggregates of the brahmas and devas
viparinama affects fast on the human aggregates. The (human)
43 aggregates are very weak. The type of foes that "douse the
glim" are abundantly cont:;tined in the human body. Those are
also plentiful in ou~ surroundings. The distempering of gas
inside the body can bring about imminent destruction of life.
So also, is the case similar with bile, phlegm, worms, the
quality of hardness (pruthivi.) Watery element (apo), Jiryelement (th6jo) and windy element (vayo); Food, piece de
resistance of the body's sustenance, can sometimes also be a
factor in crushing the:human life. These, such as bile, phlegm
etc etc. are foes established within the human fortification alias
body.
'.

Adversaries of man, both within and outside himself, are
legion. And the adversaries can be animate as well as inanimate. Water in the form of floods, infernos, wind in the form
of cyclones and torn;:>rloes, stones and pointed edges are some
of the inanimate objects. And the means by which they act as
antagonists of the man. At certain times, house, which is
considered a great refuge by man, turns a destructive agent of
man. Are there some animals on land and in water as crocodile,
sharks, snake, lion, leopard, elephant and bear, they all are
man's enemies. Moreover, there are invisible enemies as
devils, demons and earth bound spirits. Man bimself is an arch
foe of man. For a single human being except a small group of
43.

When aggregates are mentioned Without reference to any class of
beings, it is to be taken as human aggregates.
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human beings, the rest are mostly antagonists. That they don't
perpetrate any misdeed not because they are friendly but
because they are not in a proper position to launch an act of
coarseness. Even those who are withen the scope offriends and
relations occasionally do turn to be enemies. Therefore, in the
world, incidences galore in which children kill their parents and
vice versa, brothers and sisters killing each other, wives killing
husbands and vice versa .... etc, etc.
Life of a man, brimming with foes, both from within and
outside, is like a drop of water hanging from the end of a grass
blade. A moment, minute or hour within which it can't be
destroyed, no one can chart. Man dies, before it emerges from
the mother's womb, while emerging from the womb, in a few
months, during childhood and so also during adolescence.
No period of time can be found wherein man can stay ,with
solace that nothing bad is going to happen. And all this is
grave suffering.
Man has in his lot to bear the sorrow when his family
members and whom he likes are bereaved. There is massive
mental turbulence in suspecting that there is some reason that
there's going to be death for his near and deer ones. The fear and
apprehension incurred when thinking'that there's going to be
certain detriment to one's life is enormous and that is nothing
but Dukkha,. It is mind boggling and heart burning to come to
know that there is certain detriment to one's life. 44 There
happens to be defecation and urination in those instances. The
painful feeling that is engendered in those instances is (extremely suffering -: fraught) excruciating.
Because of the aforementioned incessant transformations, viparinama, man, peradventure, is deemed to be bom a
44. -

Added by the translator.
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bug, worm, pig or a. dog. By being born a cow, a horse or an
elephant, one may have to do drugery under a human master. It
is also possible for a one to be born as an unholy ghost (preta)
which has no house to stay in, no clothes to wear, no food to
quench its hunger, no water to allay its thirst, to eat phlegm and
mucous, to eat faecal matter and to .feed on discarded rice and
other stuff to be found on heaps of waste. For one who has
treaded on comfortable chairs and sofas would perhaps have to
be born in hells such as "Sanjl wa" wherein the one would have
tobe blubbering in the midst of raut ous, raging fires. Sometimes all the five skandhas are simultaneously affected by the
floods of Viparinama. Otherwise ' it' is only a part of the
Skandhas that is affected. By thus, a part of the skndhas being
soiled by viparinama, a person who previously bad eye sight
may get blind, a person who previously could hear may become
deaf. A person who was not dumb may becQme dumb. A
person who was not lame may become lame. A personwho had
a straight spine may become one with a bent spine. Those who
were endowed with nose, ears, teeth, hair, fingers and hands
would, in the time to come, become deprived of these. Those
who are beautiful become deformed and ugly in direct proportion to time. Wiseturn stupid. Sound mentalities turn comatose. Disciplined beGnle indisciplined. Grateful change into
ungrateful or robbers or adulterers So a.lso some may be
transformed into liars; drunkards, slanderers, abusers. Friends
may become enemies. The pious may become infidels.
This Viparinama svabhawa is . not only attributed to
human aggregates but to which he owes in the name of property
and wealth as well. The transformation of the five aggregates
is conditioned, to a certain extent, by the changes that affect
what he owes. Those who made themselves known for the
sheer squander of their wealth might have to beg later. This is
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just to mention a tiny drop of what confronts the. the five
aggregates in the form of Vi parinama dukka. As this aggregates
are repeatedly tormented by sankhata, santapa and viparinama
svbhawas, Lord Buddha, the ominiscient one, affirmed that the
five aggregated are dukkha, and it is the "fact of suffering," the
first of four noble truths.

Suffering In The Hells.
45Purgatory (Narakaya), bestial world, the world ofprettas
or unholy ghosts and the world of the titans are the worlds of
suffering. All agree to its immensity of suffering. Therefore,
herein only a succint explanation would be made thereof.
Skandhas of the beings of hell are brought forth.by .unwhole-:some actions. The mind of the laymen are e~sili involved
sinful activity. Thus, for the laymen, sin is' a delici'ous' thing.
Relative to the sankhata svabhava o(bi'alimas, god and humans, the hellish beings could bie thought as having' le,s~ of it. .
Although s'ankhata svabhawa is a, little less, they can .said ·to
have a great deal of santap~ svabhawa:

in

The Bestial World.

I.

Amongst the four types of hells, the bestjal world is very
visible before our own eyes. Althou.gh in it the suffing is less
than the other three types of hells, when compared to the human
world,its suffering is very extensive. All the animals or beasts
comprising the bestial world don't have the requisite knowledge to supply themselves with food that they need. If they
45.

I have merely used this term as a English equivalent of the term
"Nar;1.kaya" and as a synonym of "hell" Here one should not be
concerned with the subtlties · and nuances of the term as may be
revealed by the Christian use of the term.
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don't get food naturally, they have to suffer hunger and thirst.
Perhaps they have to die by hunger and thirst. The world bas
abundant creatures that die Ofhunger and thirst. Most beasts for
want of knowledge to prepare shelter for themselves run amok
being scorched by heat and drenched by rain. They too have lot
of enemies or antagonists. As they don't have either the strength
or a protector, helper to ward off sudden death, they are
invariably pelted with the fear of unexpected death and therefore have to go in hiding. In case of a sickness or a begotten
woundthey don't have the know - how for recuperation. When
they are weighed down by diseases or wounds, nobody have
they as relatives and friends to s-erve, them but enough are there
to ~at their flesh, to eject offtheeyes and to suck blood. When
mosquitoes and flies suck blood, when crows beak the flesh,
and wolves and dogs tore flesh in shreds, lot of beasts die on
their own faeces. However much they hide or run, most beasts
are unable to circumvent their more powerful counterparts.
When, o~ce a meek animal is caught by a more powerful beast;
the meek one is gormandized alive without heed to the freakish
cry it makes. Sometimes the meek animal is trampled while
being eaten. Humans also kill and eat lot of bestial animals .
When the mother beast is watching, its little ones are snatched
and killed, then eaten. Animals such as cows are burnt on red
- heated iron bars. Some animals for the entirety of their lives
are being caged and tied merely for the enjoyment of men and
women. Animals such as cows are tied till the end of their life
and beaten and hit with sticks cum cudgel to force them to 46
work for their human masters . After having continuously made
them work, finally some kill them and eat their flesh as well.
46,

In countries of the South East Asia cows are used not ol)ly for milk
and meat but for driving cart, and carriages (transportation) as
well. In this process, cows are beaten severely,
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These are a few examples pertaining to the santapa dukkha of
the beasts. Since bestial animals are devoid of the capability of
differentiating between good (actions) and bad, wholesome
and unwholesome, whatever they do could be categorised as
sins with the result that they are bent on being born in a still
darker world than the world they are already in. Therefore, not
only living but also dying is as much a suffering forthe beast.
Birth, living and dying are exceedingly unwholesome and
immanently suffering for bestial animals. Thus skandhas of an
animal are but suffering.

The world of Unholy Ghosts or pretas.
Pretas are a class of beings whose suffering enormously
exceeds that of beasts. They are spontaneously generated.
Origination, which is like a flash of lightening appearing in the
sky, like an image appearing in a mirror, without the union of
parents, appearing with completely developed organs by the
power of karma' is known as spontaneous generation. Generally, those born of parents beget bodies th,at resemble either or
partly both of the parents.
Spontaneous generation occurs by the force of Karma.
As such, spontaneously generated pretas have bodies, depending on their demeritorious actions, of multifarious shapes and
sizes. As a class of beings, they cannot be exemplified in this
manner. Their nature can be fathomed, their diverse sizes and
shapes, from canonical texts as "Pretavattu Prakarana." To
familiarise yourself with the multiplicity ofpretas, descriptions
be seen by only those who have developed extra - sensory type
of perception particularly, clairvoyance. In the "Lakkhana
Samyuktha," twenty one diversifications of pretas are mentioned, that had come within the celestial view (clairvoyance)
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of the great arhat Ven. Lakkhana. (1) One of them was devoid
of flesh
blood and was just a skeleton. was walking on
with a fearful cry of submission pursued by crows (belonging
to pretas) hawks and eagles that pierce it through the skeleton
with their
There was another preta, whose bod y was
like unto a piece offlesh, who was chased by crows, poked into
flesh and eaten. (3) ArlOther preta was seen similar to this. (4)
A preta with its body sans skin was also seen. (5) A preta with
wool all over body, the wool likened unto "swords that cut
through" its body. (6) A preta with a wool covering, likened
unto weapons, cutting into its body. (7) Yet another preta with
wool, likened unto arrows, that stabbed into its body. (8) Still,
again, anotherpreta which had wool, likened unto needles, that
spranginto air and backon to the preta with pointed ends. Those
head enlered the body and off they wen!
through the mouth. Again coming through the motIth, go off
through its chest. Still, needles coming through the chest, go off
through
stomach. Having again entered through the stom
ach, they leave through the thighs. Again coming through the
thighs pierce out of the "feet. Still again the needles stab-into
through the feet and
top of the head and go out jabbing
through the soles. The preta subjected to aU these suffers
dreadful pain. (9) Another preta has been seen with a scrotum
as large as a huge pitcher. While the preta walked, it kept the
scrotum its shoulders and sat on it when wanted to sit. (10)
A preta was seen embedded its head down in a sewerage. (11)
A preta drenched in a sewerage eating feacal matter with both
hands was also seen. (12) A preta, skinless, was seen, being
eaten by hawks and crows. (13) A preta being consumed by
hawks and crows being also foul- smelling and deformed, was
seen. (14) A preta crying amidst burning coaL. .. (1 A prela
harassed (gouged) by hawks and eagles, having no head, mouth
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and eyes on the
burning bhikshu
similar female priest
(monk) preta in yellow robes ...... (1
with yellow robes ..... (18) A similar 47 silmata pn~ta ..... (19) A
preta of a novice monk ..... (20) A preta of a novice female monk
(priestess) ...... , These all what had been seen by the great arhat
Ven. Lakkhana. Besides these, there are so many pretas with a
variety of body shapes, karmas and bodies. Not being supplied
with food, nor clothes, nor houses to live, being burnt by fire,
being trapped in the
sewerages, being cut
and chopped by
by brutes (animals)
are some of the
sphere ofpretas. As
they are inflicted
types of suffering,
preta skandhas are
speak,· suffering and
unsatisfactory .

The world of Titans.
Titans are of Various categories. Those of whom are
classified under "hell", are a group of beings resembling pretas.
Their bodies ar~ about 12 miles in length. They have a mouth
about as tiny as the eye of a needle. The mouth is positioned at
the top of the head. Since the mouth is so small, they have no
opportunity whatsoever
hunger and thirst.
are skeleton - like
Being destitute of
without any appreciable
and flesh. Their eyes
are like those of
Being. extremely
weak and lacking
even to get- up.
"Kiilakanjhika pretas."
They are termed
The grave suffering they go through from birth to death, within
expanses of thousands of years, would not be there if not for
47.

Sil Mata is a term that is used for a lay women undertaken to practise
higher disciplinary codes.
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their skandhas. As long as they possess their "titan
pancaskandha," they have no way of escape or release from
gruf1some suffering. Therefore, it should be very clear that the
"titan pancaskandha" is but suffering.

Purgatory.
Out of the suffering - laden realms, the most macabre is
the purgatory. There are a multiplicity of purgatories. Each
purgatory has its own forms of instilling abominable suffering
upon thosewho have erred. Being burnt by fire, being fixed on
to lances on the larva like heated floor, the ?ody hatcheted to
shreds and pieces, the body being put asunder by double edged
saws, being made to drink hot molten copper and swallow hot,
molten balls of larva, being grinded by rolling, huge mountain
like rocks, body being bruised by smoke entering the sense doors, being prodded and eaten by hawks with metal-like
beaks, being clubed by the guardians of hell, agents of 49 Yama,
like cows, being tied on to carts and made to haul them with
gigantic weights and bulks, being made to run about, till the
body cut and hacked, in fields of knife - like grass blades and
sword - like leaves. Once the body is cut and chopped and
become like unto a piece of blood - diffused flesh, it being
thrown into rivers of saltish water, being hauled into sewerages
wherein are worms that eat through skin, flesh and synovial
joints - are only an inconspicuous speck of suffering as it exists
in some of the purgatories.
All in all, the suffering in the pusgatory can never be
brought within a boundary or limit by stipulations as for
hundred years or a thousand years. Once Buddha remarked
49.

A god who is known preside over some purgatories.
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that parables galore to elicit the overwhelming of bitter suffering in the purgatory. Thereat, one Bhikku stood up and
requested the Buddha to bring out a parable to illustrate the
acrimonius suffering met by those in the purgatories. The
Buddha replied, "Bhikkhus!, the soldiers catch a thief and
bring him before the king and solicit the king to duly punish
him. The king orders to take him away and in the morning
to stab with a lance hundred times. The soldiers carry out
the order of the king as it was. Thereafter, the king in the mid
- day inquires from the soldiers as to the condition of'the
thief and the soldiers inform him that the thief is still alive.
Then the king once again orders to administer another
hundred lance - stabs to the thief, which the soldiers accomplish
at mid - day. In the evening too the king inquires the same
and come to know that the thief is still alive. _Yet again the
king orders to deliver another hundred lance - stabs to the thief.
What O! Bhikkus! do you think, would not the thief becom~
doomed and agrieved after three hundred lance - stabs?"
Thereupon the Bhikkhus utter that from a one single lance stab he would come to grief and excruciating pain, nay to say
anything of three - hundred lance stabs, Whereupon, the
Buddha took a pebble into his hand and asked, Bhikkhus! what
is larger?, is thispebble on my hand or the Himalaya moutain?
Bhikkhus replied, Lord!, the blessed one! the pebble on your
hand is not thousandth _nor a ten - thousandth nor yet a one hundred thousandth part of the Himalaya mountain. Nay,
indeed the pebble should be something at all to be compared
with the Himalaya mountain. Thereto, the Buddha rejoined,
Bhikkhus! even sO' sori'ow and suffering of the thief striken
three - hundred lance stabs is not a thousandth nor a tenthousandth nor yet a one - hundred - thousandth part of
suffering inflicted in the purgatories. Nay indeed should it be
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compared with the suffering in purgatory. So said the exalted
one.
The catac1ismic agony and lamentation suffered by the
inmates of the purgatory would not have come about if not for
the existance of the purgatorialpancaskandha. So long as the
skandhas exist,. so long would the suffering lasts. Consequently, purgatorial suffering is an act of oppression by the
pancaskandha. Thus, purgatorial skandhas are but suffering.
The skandhas of all the r~alms encompassing the highest
brahma worlds to the degrading; severest of suffering - fraught
A veechi purgatqry, induding all beings of varying sizes and
shapes are by 'thei'r very' nature oppressive (peedana), conditioned (sankhata), dispairing (santiipa) and distortive and chang~
ing (vipariniima). As all the skandhas of all the manifold beings
are battered by these four lamentable characteristics, they
certainly are suffering. The person who sees this realises, what
is most difficult to realise, the first noble truth of the fact of
suffering, dukkha.

The 1\velve Modes of suffering.
Given below is the twelve modes or ways of suffering
manifest that as mentioned in "Vibhanga Prakarana':·l()f the
Abi,dhamma pitaka. (1) Jati (birth), (2) lara (ageing,
senescience), (3) Marana (death), (4)shoka (sorrow), (5)
Parideva (lamentation), (6) 50 dukkha (pain), (7) Domanassa
(grief), (8) Upayasa (despair), (9) Apriya Samprayoga
(association with disliked, unbeloved), (10) Priya Viprayoga
(Separation from the loved, likes), (11) Not to get what
50,

dukka here is not the suffering mentioned before but a special form
of suffering translated as "pain."
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one desires and (12) Pancaupadanaskandha (The five grasping
aggregates)
(1)

Jati or Birth.

The term Jati is of manifold connotation. In this treatise
of the exposition of Aryan truth, by Jati is meant all the events
from conception of the being in the mothers womb until its
emergence or extrusion. What is generally known as birth or
"been born" (parturition)' and the skandhas thereof. Jati is
suffering as it is the root of many other forms of suffering.
Jati brings in its train 51 "dukkha," 52 "Viparinama dukkha,"
"sanskara dukkha," "Praticchanna dukkha." "Apraticchanna
dukkha," "paryaya dukkha" and "Nishparyaya dukkha."
Headache, earache, toothache which are bodily diseases
and, melancholy feeling engendered at the loss of property and
seperation from the beloved come under "dukl<ha." suffering
cousequent on the cessation' of pleasurable fee1ings is
"Viparinama dukkha." Neutral feeling and 53 triple - grounded
sanskaras (mental formations) affiliated thereto being stigmatised by coming into being and then regressing, falling apart,
areterined" sanskara dukkha."
Earache,· toothache, burning type of sensation felt at
lustful thoughts and quite the similar sensation for thoughts of
hatred, are, by their very nature, cannotbe known without being
51.

Same explanation as in

52.

This has the same meaning as the same tenn you met before, bug it
has a slightly special meaning as would be explained later.

53.

sanskaras that arise simultaneously with the tree different types of
feelings, dukkha (painful), s6manassa (happy or pleasurable) and
upayasa (neutral) feelings.
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revealed or told and there's no 9ther way of their being di. vulged. They are "praticchanna dukkha" meaning suffering
that is veiled or 54 "Veiled - suffering" which is a fairly good
English rendering for "Praticchanmi." Cruelties such as beating or clubbing, knife - stabs and sword - slices are forms of
suffering that can be known without being told or heard and the
method of infliction is very clear. Thus this: form of dukkha is
named "Appratichanna dukkha" meaning. "unveiled," "transpired" or "substantially - visible" dukkha.
Except for dukkha as aforementioned, and as enumerated
in the Vibhanga, all the rest of the sundry suffering already
brought forth above are collectively nominated "paryaya
dukkha," since they mutually condition each other. "dukkha"
as specially brought out previously, should not be misunderstood with the general dukkha or suffering, is exclusivly classified as "Nisparyasa dukkha" meaning suffering without a base.
Although it was aforesaid that Jati is dukkha or suffering,
birth or Jati in itself is not suffering. If there is massive
suffering to be undergone in the four hells and, also, if there is
suffering in the 55 sugati as a result of being conceived in a
, womb or "conceptual dukkha" (garbhavakranti mulaka dukkha) ,
suffering would not be present ifthe being were.not to be born.
Suffering appears only with Jati or birth. Therefore, as Jati in
itself or naturally is not suffering, it is suffering inasmuch as it
is the food on which the devil of suffering becomes apparent.
Dukkha in hellish realms is aforementioned. The suffering in
sugati such as suffering which is the natural outcome of
conception should likewise be known.
54.

The clause has been added by the translator.

55.

Realms ofbrahmas, devas and human beings. Here it refers mostly
to the human realm.
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One, who is born in the mother's womb, is not conceived
in a flower chamber or, gold or silver relic chamber. One is
being conceived in the lower part of the mother's abdomen
surrounded by two carapaces scattered with entrails, in a space
highly incommodious like the 56 "Lokantarika purgatory,"
much to the discomfort of the being, a repulsive place just as
much as the "Gutha purgatory" (another purgatory like
lokantarika), filled with gases foul-smelling and the being is
thus conceived in a place tantamount to a cesspit in which a
worm is born. Thereafter for ten months the being seethes and
suffers in the heat of the womb, also, being unable to stretch its
hands and feet. This is termed dukkha resulting from conception, "garbhavakranti mulaka dukkha."
When the mother of the being to be born is sitting,
standing, going and doing various other sorts of work, the being
is wobbled and bruised like a kid under the clutch of a drunkard
or a snake on a gypsy's hand. When the mother drinks cold
water, the being under conception suffer as a one who is thrown
into the Lokantarika purgatory, as a one who has been flung
onto a burning fire pan when the mother drinks hot water and
when the mother eats something sour and salty, the being
suffers as if though he/she flung to the "Vetharani purgatory"
which consists of rivers of salt water. This is also the dukkha
rooted in conception. When the mother is undergoing surgical
and other treatment, the type of suffering ensued in those
instances is called "conception - rooted consequent suffering"
or "Garbha Vipatti miilaka dukkha."
When the moment of intrusion from the womb dawns,
the being, the head turned down, from the gases produced from
56.

Type of purgatory encountered in Buddhist literature, where
beings suffer for their past evil kamma.
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womb
is
towards vagina,
process
being feels sufferingly as a one crushed by a huge mountain.
While the being is ejected from the tiny mouth of vagina, the
pressure
the
so harrowing that
feels
one traped between two rolling mountains in the 57 Sangata
purgatory. "
The
- born
just
out of
womb; is washed and cleaned, at which instance it is felt by
infant like a fistula applied with salt and rubbed by a piece of
rough object and so it suffers. This is dukkha rooted
"
emergence "vahir nishkramana
The suffering confronted by those who commit suicide at
prime of their youth, those who reject food either out of
v/ickedness greed
who
on
mats in
mid - day heat with fraudulent unity is termed "dukkha rooted
in the internal activity (of the mind)" or "Artmopakrama
mulaka
If there's any suffering levied on the one by an external
agency such as bruising, cutting and bonds of affection and
it epitheted "dukkha rooted external procedure
activity."
"Paropakrama mulaka dukkha"
for
above - stipulated dukkha, Jati is the pivotal factor from which
subsequent suffering ensues and thus can it be unhesitatingly
concluded
Jati is
suffering.

Jara or Aging (senility.)
Decadence of the s kandhas or aggregates
person
popularly
to as
When
life gets staled, hair
57.

Again, this a type of purgatory meting out punishments prorata to
those
have sinned.
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the head and the body tum white. Teeth slacken and eventually
fall. The skin becomes wrinkled and less colourful. Freckles
and manifold dark spots make their appearance on the skin.
Scales too appear on skin. 10ints and arteries jut out. Spinal
coloumn shrinks giving a bent posture to the old. One's eye sight declines and quite often gets blind. Ears no longer
respond to sound and the one gets deaf. Taste no longer arrests
the tongue of aging old men and women. Things done and
things to be done are easily forgotten. Intelligence wares away.
Off and on the aging man/women is out - witted.. Lots of
mis~akes are made. There's a drastic downfall· of physical
strength. Hands and legs begin trembling. Even, children
despise old - haggardly' people. Although; aging does not
naturally impose sorrow· and affliction, one who is weighed
down by aging suffers mentally as well as physically. For all
this physico - mental suffering 1ara is the piece - de - risistance.
Therefore, it should be categorically pin pointed that lara is
suffering, a massive dukkha to be borned.
For the old man, coming to a seating position from the
sleeping position, and thereupon coming to the standing position from the seating position involves a quite a bit of suffering
in the form of jerking ...... etc. While walking a scanty distance,
the old person suffers many bodily pains that have naturally
arisen. His positioning of the foot being flawed, at very many
times, he falls down. Having fallen down in such and such a
way, he sufferes fractures of bones that levy on him no small
amount of pain. The fact that he is unable to do any work to earn
a pittance and fend for him is also a piece of suffering. The
inability to eat food items he relishes in the usual way is further
suffering. The incapacity to protect and safesuard his property
and generally what he owns is also, still more, suffering or
dukkha. While being in an incapacitated condition, having to
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endure jibing and rediculing of others is yet another form of
Having to
arrogance
ngly fostered
causes heavy
so also to neglected by theIn,
There are a
number suffering owing
to ageing.

Marana or Death.
is two the instantaneous death and
other' usual, or
"death."
"death" that
people usually consider as death when conversing or talking.
Instantaneous rise and fall of aggregates, of name and form, the
fall that takes place in name - form after having risen is known
as
death.
cessation that
place of
name one generation accompanied par ..
ticularly
the disintegration 0[58 Jlvitendr
rupa is called
"usual death." It is to this death that we advert to in sentences
like "man died," "boy died" and "cow died" ..... etc. Though
both types of deaths are suffering - inducing, in this Aryan sermon,
are particularly concerned
second type
'''ccmventiomil''
59 which is
alike
East as well as in the West.
The conventional death is further subdivided into fout.
To wit, A.vukkhaya marana (death due to the expiration of the
life
Kammakkhaya marana (death
exhaustion
kammic
Ubhayakkhayamarana(death
due to
simultaneous exhaustion of the expiration of the life
span and reproductive Kammic energy) and Upacchedaka karma marana (death due to the opposing action of a stronger
karma unexpectedly obstructing the flow of the reproductive
58.

discussion

59.

Added by the translator.

the becrinning
b
<";

treatise.
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kamma before the life - term expires). Each of the genuses of
being
time limit
which
beings cannot
life further
termed
time - limit
or
" "Having
this
beings can no
longer flourish due to the decay, dimunition and deterioration
of physico - mental faculties. Accordingly this type of death is
typified "Ayukkhaya." Prior Kamma is, like ayusha, is a factor
by
ofwhich
exist. A
karmic force
is
with energy
substantially
of Karmic
is incapab Ie
longer.
contrast, a
of IJ;laking a person to live substantially longer. Those who
inherit weak karmic forces, like a lamp the flame of which goes
offfor want of oil while the wick, the surrounding atmosphere
unturbulent,
consumrnation of the feeble
worn away.
karma
ayusha is
This type of death is "Kammakkhaya." Some die simultaneously owing to the expiration of life - span or ayusha and
the utter inadequacy of the reproductive karmic force. This
type
death is known
"Ubhayakkhaya." Some people
possessing
strong
yet die
unexpectedly
type of death
is called "Upacchedaka."
In spite of the fact that the disintegration of the
11 vijtendriyarlipa in itself is no pain, in whichever above form
come, death
for the
it by finally
/ her in
Therefore,
in entirety
is hefty suffering. When the death approaches on the person,
his body feels, like being bludgeoned from the effect of the
gases that have been exasperated quite like provoked snakes, as
if
being cut
sharp knives)
gored by
crushed at the
the body
thither,
consumed by
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inferno like fire; hands and legs being transfixed, flesh being
torn apart and thus body of the dying thrashed and bombarded.
So also, as death cometh still closer, a thick layer of phlegm
clogs the chest and after which blocks the respiratory passages
partly or rather to .a great extent asphyxiating the victim of
death. Thereby the victim has to exert a larger part of his energy
to breath, however hard and scantily it may be. When the
person at the foreftRnt of death inhales and exhales with no
small sound, 60 it is;i~aiJ to be the last attempt to live and it
resembles the situation of the drowning man catching at a strow
in the last moment before being innundated. When such an
onslaught of phlegm is aggravated, the pain felt by him (the
victim of death) is immense and, to use, another term, is
helplessly excruciating.
While 61 Anatapindika, the Buddha's chief benefactor
was laying destitute on the death - bed, Yen. Ananda, the chief
attendant of the Buddha and Yen. SaripLitta one ofthe two chief
disciples visited Anatapindika. Yen Sariputta inquired of his
circumstances. Whereupon this illustrious gentleman replied,
"My lord, ven. SaripuUa! As ifthoughastrong person is hitting
me with a hammer, gases oppress my head. As if a powerful
man is squeezing my head with a strap, it, by gases, is tbOF
oughly obfuscated. A~ "In able butcher is slicing beef with a
:pojnted, sharp intrument, so my abdomen is paining. As if by
two -strong men, a weak one was hauled and put onto a pit of
charcoal and pounded therein, I am a-flamed and burnt likewise. 62 Such a fortunate and supremely priviledged, wealthy
gentleman who had become Buddha's chief benefactor and
60.

Added by the translator.

61.

This name means "Supporter of the orphans." He was named so as he
was of a charitable disposition.

62.

Added by the translator.
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had innumerable oecassions associate Buddha
his prominent disciples, nay is this all, the Jetavanarama which
Anatapidika built became the place most frequented by Buddha
retinue.
such a
personality
the multiplicity of
as Anatapindika suffered such massive pain and agony, what is
there to comment upon the death - bed suffering of ordinary
masses like
Overwhelmed by much pain, the victim of death, at this
point of time, develops a fear towards death. There's no other
as frightenning as
The
ghastly death,
lowering
burning
heart,
ames
mind of
victim. If the victim, being consumed with bodily pain and
reminiscent of a god, happens to be a one who has mostly
his
is even
intense.
the mornent of death,
his (her) own karma itself shows him (her) hellish realms of
existence. He (her) sees an inferno coming to him and embrachimself
sees
denizens of hells earning to
off.
the victim sees such
visions
the
bed, urine and feaces are ejected.
Notwithstanding \vhether one is to be rehorn in a happy
a dukkha
everyone has to
or an unhappy
is the seperation from the beloved and entities that one holds
dear. This generates sorrow. The person who is dying has to
behind what he
endearingJy safeguarded such
and
and
he, with eourse
attachment, loved, such as the family, relations and friends.
This is an unhearingly a sorrow inducing situation for the
One
keeps crying
lapse several
and, perhaps, moans for months and years merely for the
bereavement of a family member, can (such aone) stand his
impending seperation
virtually everything owed,
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and loved? Certainly not. The melancholy that transpires
the dying at the final death-bed scenario is as raucous as a fire
that cnters
heart and bums it to pitch - darkncsse Thus, as
in its
brings so devastating physico - mental
tribulations, the death, disintegration of J1 vitendrT ya, is the
most feared of all suffering. People fear death more than they
anything
They
anything evade escape deathe

4.

Shoka or sorrow.

The
- arson consequent the destruction of
precious stones
property, which
so dear
oneself, by the death of one's family members and various
injuries that they come upon and diseases by which one is
as
or "sorrowe This is
one of
h::uassed is
multiple forms of suffering entailed by the wanderers in the
samsara (samsaric beings). Greater the one's attachment for the
aboul
extinct, greater
be the sorrow thereby
If very enthusiastically cherished
gets
stroyed or a very much beloved person passes away, theheart
is ravaged as unto a red hot knife-edge to which the chest 'is
brought into contact and
when
heart is consumed
furious fire.
such instances, the heart ache is so devastating
that on certain occassions some vomit hot - blood or such passes
out from anllS along with faecal mattere Being unable to bear
ache
patience, some become insane. Some
diseases. Some commjt suicide by cutting their throats, some
hang themselves, some offer themselves in the railway track,
drown thcmselves
some
themselves
fire.
does a
comc acrossa
case bercavement
also many bereavements and destruction of property at the
same time. When one single loss or bereavement confronts a
him susceptible to connnitting suicide,
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much more sorrowful would the person be when he or she is
confronted with wholesale destruction of property and separa.tion from several of his or her beloved ones?

5.

Parideva or Lamentation.

When misfortune befalls a person, as for instance, the
death of a parent, son, daughter or a relative, he (or she} laments
saying, O! What has happened to you?! How c~n we ever be
without you! What a tragedy has come upon us! Thus, with the
utterance of these, with tears droping frorn his eyes and drooling and thundering about crying and mourning are categorised
as parideva or lamentation. Though crying in itself is not a form
of suffering, it forces, by and large, the mourner to acts of
beating him-self or herself, thrust his (her) head onto walls and
roll on the floor while crying, and all these entails heavy
suffering. Therefore the exalted one affirmed "parideva" as a
manner in which suffering manifests.

6.

Dukkha - dukkha or pain.

By Dukkha - dukkha is meant unpleasant or unpleasurable
feelings that occur in the body, internally and externally. Birth
was mentioned as dukkha as it was a pre - requiste to
subsequent "pain." Bodily pain results in both physical and
mental displeasure. One is himself or herself a heap of
suffering and is therefore of a painful nature. 63 Dukkha dukkha though translated conventionally as pain, it must needs
be understood as "huge pain." A being is subjected to a plethora
of internal pain brought about by an imbalance Of gases and
external pain. Pain in head - headaches - is engendered by the
63.

Partly framed by the translator.
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improper balance of gases. In eyes, ears and teeth sometimes
excruciating pain surfaces. In the tongue, throat, chest, back,
hands, legs,joints, bones,
shoulders, trails,
arteries
of
sorts
up.
the
of urination and ejection of feacal matter get closed or
blocked, very raucous, life - threatenning, massive pain ensues.
Women
to suffer lahour pams. So also. pustules
fistulas bring enormOLJS pain in their train. A
of pain
result when fistulas are being fed upon by worms. These are
all internal pains.
There' also a
hora of
sources which
suffering, like a net, on the body - mind aggregates. For a
human being suffering is enforced by having to stand in the hot
by being burnt by
by being striken and obstructed
stony, rocky ridges and also pains are levied by heavy fruits,
branches of trees, trees themselves, houses and walls falling
them
collision with vehicles. Still
a pam
by
struck
stones, staves,
hatchets,
swords, arrows and gun - shots. Further, pain is also greatly
inflicted when having stung by scorpions, snakes, bitten by
with
eaten
lions
leopards. When
tuskers
kicked
horns of goats and bullocks, crushed
bullocks and horses pain ariseth. So also, pain doth arise by
being bitten hy hugs, fleas, mosquitoes and flies. To get caught
(me did
having stol
somethi
to be
for
commit, to stay in house arrest, to be lashed, to be beaten, to get
one's hands, legs, nose, ears, head severed and to be chared,
one
immense pain. To
apprehended by a
thieves
to be
by progressive
to
where one's wealth is or to be, in higher degrees, injected with
pointed instrument, else, to be cut and chop in greater degrees
confereth
colossal magnitudes
and suffering.
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are only but a few types of pain encountered by people. People
cannot stay in the present state of existence for ever. Sinners
have to go forth to hell and experience more than million - fold
pain. Of such suffering reader should meditate. Do I still need
to evince that pain is suffering?

7.

Domanasya Or Grief.

Mental distress is known as "Domanasya" or grief.
When lovingly fostered children of one's become arrogant and
to be neglected by the very children" when also caressingly
fostered wife of one desires another man and become Con temptuous, when one is scoffed at by others, when one's children are
suffering, when one fails exams, when one is disfigured, one's
voice falters and becomes a pauper, and, when one cannot
perform sucessfully what others do and thousands of other
things create grief in humans. Massive grief fructifies when,
one having become a pauper, sees one's fbrmer friends and
relatives pass by with wealth and luxury in cars and such other
vehicles. One, rich or poor alike, in one life -- time meets an
unquantifiable amount of grief.

8.

Upayasa or Despair.

64'Upayasa is extreme mental tension and agony. 65 Its
closest English rendering being "despair." Despair has its
provenance in mental tension generated by the death of one's
closest relatives. The victim of despair, without crying or
praising the dead, just looks on. He neither drinks nor eats.
Sometimes he is subjected to unconscious fits, and perchance
64.

Added by the 'translator.

65.

Added by the translator.
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dies by been parched. Again, though despair in itself is not
it aCis as a source of mental
physical
suffering, yet,
suffering, Lord Buddha affirmed it as fraught With suffering.

Apriya samprayoga dukkha" or Getting together
and coming into contact with what is detestable.
Meeting detestable objects and abominable people is
encapsulated in the phrase "Apriya Sampray6ga Dukkha."
Objects such (lIrt and refuse, phlegm, mucus, feacal matter
and urine that are repulsive to look at, sounds that are repugnant
to hear, foul, fulsome, smell, bitter tastes and whatsoever other
object
abhorrence
contaCt is generally considered by man as obnoxious. Although these objects in themselves
not suffering,
they bring in
bodily and
mental suffering upon seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting.
Thus, such objects are impregnated with suffering. Detested
people are those who
one's enemies and/or those whose
ways of speaking and other activities one abhors. Having to
stay and work with such people are also "Apriya samprayoga
Dukkha. Being enforced to get together
repulsive people
is not suffering by itself, but as aforesaid in regard to other
suffering - producing malefactors, it brings forth attendanl
sica - mental agony that makes up suffering. The wayfarers of
sarilsarahave noescape whatsoever from "Apriya Sampray6ga."
Even king cannot avoid this
66 nay common people,

1O.

"Priya Viprayoga Dukkha" or seperation From the
Beloved.

Separation from the one's hard - earned wealth and one's
most cherished sons, daughters
WIves appcralled
66,

Added by the translator.
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Vipray6ga" dukkha.
that becomes less
and less by expending,
or robbed by kings
and thieves respecti vely, being consumed by fire and 67 floods.
Even though some morsel of wealth happens to remain, yet
death would certainly sever him from such wealth. Those who
live with sons, daughters and whosoever other retinue will have
to seperate from them by going to reside in a far away place, or
by his retinue going to live in a distant place or death to either.
The wanderer in samsara in every birth, under whatsoever
conditions has to
Yet again, it is taken
absolutely is not
resultant of suffering in
body and mind,
influence "Priya
Vipray6ga" wields
some get diseased,
suicide.
some others die and

11.

Suffering Engendered by Not - Getting what one
wants.

Human beings desire, crave and hope for a multiplicity of
things. Beings by nature decaying expect to be non - decadent
or non - senescent. Beings by nature prone to be diseased
expect to be healthy through out their life: Uneducated soughts
to be educated. Stupids
Poor seeks to be rich.
68 Those of inferior
status. 69 General
public have hopes
presidents and prime
ministers. Those
objects pine for
them and those who
for more of them.
Moreover, things
are abundant and
many. Thereof even
rarely or not at be
67.

Added by the translator.

68.

Slightly modified by the translator.

69.

Sentence is enlarged for more discriptiveness by the translator.
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acquired. Although
10 itself is not suffering, yet, on
account of its being a source of physico - mental frustration, it
perceived as "Dukkha:'

12.

"Pancopadanaskandha Dukkha" or sutl'ering brought
forth on account of the existence of the five - aggre-

gates.
Birth, ageing and death occur nowhere else but in this
very five - grasping aggregates. The five grasping aggregates
theprovenance from
all
emanates. Thus,
Buddha asseverated
aforesaid aggregates permeating
and pervading of the nature of suffering.
A

being born with suffering.
time
babe emerges, degeneration sets in
is
aspect of suffering. While being victimised by degeneration cum - decomposition he heads towards death. It is needless to
that death' but
Betwix t birth
death one
to face sorrowful occasions, to cry and to come across situations of immense distress. On most occasions one can in no
the inability
avert incidences of "Apriyasamprayoga"
procure
one
are suffering
besides aggregates there is nothing else one can name and
attribute the individuality. Dukkha is and dukkha also is what
ceases. In
skandha's
is no
or satisfactiOri.
how the
of dukkha described in "Vihhangapali.
Herewith the chaptor on the
"Fad suffering" endeth.

2

Du kkha Samudayarya
Why Suffering Pervades the Worlds?
It is established
corporeal ity, feel
sensation,
formations and consciousness, the
aggregates,
arising in sensual form and formless realms, instantaneously
degenerate entailing suffering which incontrovertibly is inin
first NT,
of the immanence
suffering
"dukkha." Although the five - skandhas are incessantly breaking down or degenerating yet, they are spontaneously arising
and
process
constant degeneration and uprise
continues
injznitum
the full - stop is
to it by
attainment of Nirvana. Howsoever the skandhas deteriorate,
their uprise cannot be devoid of a reason. There must certainly
lurking
Regarding
manifestation of
suffering aggregates various people in
world
out various reasons. If among the reasons ascribed there is an
immaculate wholly accurate reason, it is the "Dukkha
samudayarya satya."
exalted
expoundmg the cause
thereof :"Katamafica bhikkhave! Dukkhasmudayam ariyasaccam'! Yayam tanha ponobhavik:i nandiraga sahagata
tatratatrabhinandinee. Seiyathidam'? Kama tanha, bhava tanha
vibhava tanha. Idam vuccati bhikkhave dukkha samudayam
ariyasacam ."
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"Monks! What are the dukkha samudayarya Satya?Some
sort of craving makes the being repeatedly reborn, spiritually or
external skandhas when they grasp on to mental and physical
objects makes the l?eing therein delightful and attached, whatever begotten. become, smal1, big, extinct, tasty or whatever
makes attachment to them, they are categorisd as kamathrushana
(greed or lust), Bhava thrushna (craving for everlasting life),
and Vibhava thrushna (craving for nihilism), the three of these
components comprise dukkha samudayarya satya."

Craving and Its Ramifications.
By craving is meant the attachment of the human mind to
huru.an, vine and
to
upadanaskandhas Ike those
precious objects as gold - silver - pearls and gems, so also to
foods, cloths and other extraneous objects. Craving is there
my ear,
especially in each individuality sui generis: as my
my tongue, my hair, my head, my hand, my pleasure, my
cO!Jcentration, my wisdom,
kindness, my sympathy, my
effort; this craving is also manifested to each of the skandhas
disparately. This craving is directed towards
whole aggre~
gates in that when a person thiks "1 should also, in this world,
stay as an independent being (person). It (craving) 1S still more
poignant when the wholeskandhas are suhvertcd to a "soul."
The passion or will to live in the world is partaken of by
the worm in the cesspit and the spittoon up to the every 70 lay
passion or will that
(advanced human bemgs), It is
holds the five - skandhas in unison. Amidst the sundry types
70.

Here the lay ~ person is stressed because there are saints who have no
whatsoCVt~r de~ire

to further the

~'.xistence

in the samsara.
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of cravings, the most
to sustain the five
- spiritual aggregates.
or "will" which is
responsible for the renewed conditionmg of the skandhas and
their continuing in succeeding generations which is, in another
sense, the maintenance Of suffering. Piquancy of the craving
for the five - spiritual aggregates would not properly be
comprehended by merely attributing it to some such person.
Piquancy of such craving can be fully contemplated by the lost
of an object or person and the resulting mental perturbation
experienced by the
loss of an object
If a mediocre
which is trivial no
object of affection
ensue. If an object,
that consequents it
More than
a fond object was
dissappeared would be the when pain one's own family member dies. If a part or an qrgan of one is severed the grief
that results is still greater. Greatest would be the grief and
sorrow when
one knows that he/she is soon to quit the vale
of tears. This
is ajudged to be so because one loves oneself
more than anything else.
Viewing in this fashion, attachment to the five aggregates
attachment to one's
is first and foremost,
body organs, third
one's family members and the attachment
becomes the fourth
type of attachment.
the quality of
producing smoke
mherits the quality of
engendering attachment
fore skandhas are
responsible solely for eliciting craving (tanha in PaE). It should
not be upheld that craving results from a particular weakness of
a person. Thus, it should not be jeered at anybody became of
cravmg as a craver.
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The Cause of attachment for suffering
the
of Five Aggregates.
five grasping
(upadanaskandha), for
who like and relish it, as .vas stated in the previous chapter on
Dukkha that they (skandhas) oppress the person in various
ways, create
tension
rigidity from
hatred,
delusion, birth, ageing and death, if so this (aggregates) should
be one of dissatisfaction, consternation and despondence and
not something
be relished.
the
is
one must
wonder what the reason which makes the skandhas a thing of
cherishmg and
attachment') it because simply there
any suffering in them? One must delve deep into this.
these
grasping aggregates
is pleasure as
as taints. 71 Howbeit the factors of suffering, grief and despair
supercedes those of pleasure - this is the locum classicus of the
skandhas)
FNTs.
in something (like in
person of
arises joy and delight, it is of pleasure made. If in something
there
grief, despondence, death....
if it of a nature
of dissatisfaction ari.d pain. The five skandhas are clung to
because of its partly pleasurable nature. Ifitwere preponderably
solely
a pleasurable, satisfying nature, nobody would
disheartened with it. Nobody will ever be able to crush craving
that arises in it. There are many Blessed ones like Buddhas who
have reached
zenith of intellectual capacity, become
spondent of the five amalgamated aggregates, crushed craving
for
joy and satisfied view
skandhas.
that is
Those most venerated Buddhas did wsince the skandhas were
tainted with a despairing and lamentable nature.

71.

Added by the translator.
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The five - skandhas is like a poisoned cake. While seeing
the poisoned cake, one becomes joyous and happy. So also,
while feeling the smell and tasting it, one is joyful and happy.
Having eaten it, one may die. Else one may be subjected to
massive suffering for months and years. Wherefore, it should
be disliked, loathed, detested and rejected by throwing it away.
These all are taints of the poisoned cake: Considering the
pleasure and the taints of the cake, the taints, though so huge are
veiled. Only an experienced analyst of the cake can afford to
know it. The pleasure, though little, is over shadowed like a
mirage. Everyone sees the surfaced pleasure of the poisoned
cake. Henceforth, most of those who see it, by force ofcraving,
preventing any mote of consternation, eat it and whereby die or
come under massive suffering and grief.
As much as is present in the poisoned cake pleasure - cum
- taints, so is it in the five grasping aggregates. Pleasure is the
fleeting, unstable joy and happiness that is being experienced
by the aggregates. Its taints are immense. One taint is that body
incessantly wears away and hence it has to be regenerated with
food. Ageing, death, imposition of diseases, having to experience pain on numerous occasions are all taints. Having to cry
and lament the seperation of loved ones and gratifying objects,
having to grin and bear when one can't get what one wants are
still other occasions when suffering casts itself engulfing the
amalgamation of name and form.
The five skandhas are of a potential of making the person
born in beastial states and thus bring in its train a conglomeration of intense suffering, nay it (skandhas) make the one born
as a preta (an unholy ghost) and make the one suffer for
thousands and rrilllions of years, furthermore, the skandhas can
also take the grasping person into purgatories of tremendous
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suffering such as sanjiva and K3Jasutra that makes the one
suffer
bilGons of
due
the germs of soul (satkayaditthi) greed and pride; seeds of suffering lie smouldering
ashes: Those
have reached tile dusk of the
time, stands on a foundation which may send him to the beastial
world or the world of pretas. The poison of soul - view, greed
and
are thousand times
the poison
aforementioned cake.
all perasive poison is
the five - grasping aggregates.

of

prominent taints of

'I'hough
are present in
five aggregates,
like in the case of the cake but they are veiled. These veiled
oppression can
only kenned
a person with penetrative
skandhas.
wisdom. Others can never grasp the taints in
Therefore human beings though their skandhas are multiply
never loose
of passion toward
spotted with suflering,
the skandhas. Inasmuch as pleasure is largely manifested in the
poisoned cake, so in the skandhas too, pleasure is transpired
with respect
prominently.
craving shoots
five skandhas. People takes skandhas an abiding entity and
calls
or
thus
are virulently obfuscated.
This is the way in which craving is sustained in lhe tainted
aggregates five.
In the world, there's nothing that comes to be only by a
single cause. To the arising of the being, of five grasping
aggregates,ofDukkha
whole there are many,
causes.
The main reason or cause of Dukkha or suffering is craving
(Tanha or Pali). If craving be crushed
subiugated
its
entirety of its rnulliple forms, though there are stillm existence
other sub - causes such as one's karma, therein one will achieve
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the ultimate liberation
- Skandhas. 73 For
as much as craving
ahscission from the
string of suffering, no cessation of the flame of suffering. While
the craving is present, karmas that form the basis for further
rebirth cannot be brought to a termination. While, so also,
when su bsidiary karmas are present, craving cannot be brought
to termination. When craving is shattered, the karmas that may
show up in future skandhas intermingled with Dukkha too get
of re manifestation of a
shattered precluding the
future Dukkha blessed one, in
, expounding the
without much
concern for the
forth and singled
out "craving (tanha)"
verse of suffering
Here is the way in which craving conditions suffering;from the worm that is born in the cesspit to the beast that is born
in the A VI cci purgatory, every being human and god grasp onto
the skandhas as an abiding, eternal soul, consider it as "mine"
and "I" and thereby take it (skandhas) as noblest and most loved
object. There's not a thing in all the 74 three worlds, which the
one can exchange the "soul" for. At the outset it is in this
craving surfaces with
fashion that craving
111,11ntain and sustain it,
regard to the
When forms and
to protect it from
sound .... etc, make
doors or"Ayatanas",
cravIng emerges
them as pleasing,

72 =
73
74.

=

Panchaskandha.
Something is added to this sentence by the trans:ator by way of
literary embellishment.
Human, god and brahma realms.
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beautiful.. .. etc. This is followed by additional cravmg to
associate them (forms
sound
in the future.
five skandhas is not sustained because one likes it to be
sustained, but must be sustained hy a constant supply of food
lest it
- skandhas) would crumble. For those who
forms and sounds, etc do not present themselves automatically
or naturely as a result of merely wishing
One kept
by searching for ways and means of obtaining those sounds and
forms one desires by tributory streams of craving of "life
asserting" and "pleasure inducing." The chariot life dri ven
by eraving goes about searching for tools that are essential to
continue living, destroys what
untoward to
and
pleasures and gratifications through forms, sounds, smells,
tastes and touch.
Prior to eating one plate
rice, a haman has to gird his
loins and put his shoulders to many a no small task. First he has
to set
field and plough it. Then
sow
seeds
lookafter paddy plants and protect them from wild animals.
Still
he has to cut, thresp, dry, clean and again protect the
to boil
cleared paddy a store house.
he
paddy, dry them again, pound them, winnow them, to wash
them
spur
fire.
anybody does
perform all
tasks, no rice results.
order eause cloth exists, similar procedure
to be lraversed. To have a house to stay in, a hundred or
thousand times of more energy than this has to be expended. To
have
energy thus invested
to all intents
purposes,
75.

is the staple food of Sri
Europe and American
rnay have to undergo no less tiresome task in the cultivation of
wheat and corn.
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a drudgery and gravely impregnated with suffering. Wasting
energy instil terrible menIal and physical pain.
At this point one, especially one in the west, might
can
these activities be
led
moot
point that
suffering and arn't there a subjective element in considering
these as suffering or non - suffering? The Buddhist answer
would howsoever suffering present least the subconscious level. How could it be if one could obtain all the
aforementioned entities without expending energy and toil and
moil? Incidentally, if we ponder on the case of constructing a
house for oneself, one has to face a lot of problems such as
of materials, seeing the problems
workers, to
get an architect of one's choice and to compromise the difficulties that arise among rnas~ns and carpentors ..... etc. All these
keep pricking the deepest subatomic structures the
giving him great dissatisfaction though apparently one may
maintain a genial face.
76.

The procedures ventured on to acquire comforts do not
time
are attended
alway succeed.
fact most of
failure rather than success. By thus being unsuccessful, one is
met by fits of depression and sorrow. Things. acquired by
hard
and effort wear
Robbers
eneml.es
grab, defalcate and embezzle those. Such instances produce
lot of grief.
Reluctant to do the work which one has to do alone III
pursuance of greater happiness and pleasure and guided by
a
craving one
a subordinate, man finds a women
76.

paragraph is added by the translator in anticipation of
a controversial point of view which might be advance by
some readers.
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woman a man. ThLls
and wives. Having
so found a subordinate,
lot many times.
Husband has to do a thousand things for the wife and vice versa.
During the course of the current of life, the husband has to
grieve for not being able to impress his wife and vice versa.
These render them melancholy.
As time proceeds, they would get children, thereat, their
craving would increase hundred times over. By realizing the
work they ought to
children in the present
and fofseeably the
fulfilled in the future,
they are assailed wil
anguish. Sometimes, one child may
'le his 77 father goes
about searching for
another of his children
has been remandecl
Now he has to decide which case to be reacted first and
while he so reacts, he comes to hear that his field has been
sabotaged by wandering bulls and cows. Now, being in a
desperate situation, frustrated he goes about with no apparent
direction and while so indulging he meets his creditor whose
debtor he is and the debtor says "you have evaded me on a
number of occassions and broken promises, now, I want my
money." While he is
by his ~reditor and
having no way of
and says that his
child is severely
and summ'on
on the marshy
immediately a dOC1
land of samsara,
not rare. If one were
to confront such a
can be the grief that
is thereby aroused?
Moreover, by virtue of craving, kings fight with one
another. Bhramins dispute among themselves. Husband
77.

Mother can also be substituted here or both father and mother.
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embroils himself in conflict with his wife and vice - versa.
Fathers quarrel with children and vice - versa. Mothers
quarrel with her children and vice - versa. Brothers engage.
themselves in dispute with sIsters. Relatives clash with one
another. Friends wrangle with one another Monks, too,
squabble amongst themselves. While so contending some
And still others even come to states of suffering
exceeding death.
Nor is this all.· Some prompted by craving travel through
stygian, dangerous forests. Some, for similar reasons, cruise
along rivers and the ocean. Also, some out' of curiosity
instigated by cravmg travel to the innermost recesses of the
earth
soar as high as possible to the
Some armed with
pistols and guns go to the war arena wherein domineers bombs,
cannon fire and poisonous gases, Some kjIJ themselves by
taking poison. Some commit suicide by hanging themselves.
Some put themselves on the railway track. Some
by
severing their necks. Some drown themselves. Some shoot
themselves. Some set themselves on fire. These are just a small
drop of suffering prevalent OLlr world based upon craving.
Let ye, who read this texts, conjure in your minds some such
similar examples and understand the principle!

How craving Results In (I<'uture) Misery?
In the explication of the FNTs, the role played by craving
bringing ahout future rebirth
the deepest
the most
profound aspect. May the following be read with great concentration, be questioned from experts and discuss with them in
order to elevate the understanding thereof! Tf this is compre~
hended, one can saId to have grasped the most profound spot of
FN'fs.
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This body is made vision able, touchable, massive and a
object by reason
being
by the four
rupas of
(pathavi), water
fire (tejo) an
wind
Besides
there are some
subtle rupas
or qualities in the human body, that are invisible, untouchable,
nonweighty. Just as current spread out in an iron bar, these
qualities are laid in different parts of the body. Just as when the
can be
the iron bar,
cuiTent 1 switched off
he body,
sLlbtle qual
dissapeared
so
there's no difference seen in the body as it was.
Mind or citta flashes into existence with the help of six
qualities belonging or categorised under the aforementioned
group
subtle qualities.
(2)
(3)

(4)

Chakshii
Shotra Dhatu
Galla
Dhatu
Dhatu
Jfva
Kaya
Hardaya

(quality of
(
" hearing)
(
" " smelling)
tasting)
(
" "
" "
II

touch)

;SHere "quality of vision" means the subtle rLipa or form
in which vision dawns. Others should be likewise understood.
In the first chapter wherein "The fact of suffering" was
111 connection
rllpaskandha
prasada,
Jivaprasada,
prasada and
Shcltra prasada, Gafia
Hai'daya vastu rupa, they dcscnbed at length the same qualities
as herein mentioned as "Dhatu." Out of these six Dharus, the
mind most often arises conditioned by and associated with the
heart
Mind arises associated with
DhatlL .. etc.
When
and sounds
those
(elements).
78.

Added by the translator.
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Mind subsists on heart muscle not in the way a gem stone
same all the way. mi
is abox. Minddoesnotremain
that comes up does not last long evena one hundred thousandth
part of the time taken
a
- batting of an eyelid. There'
no other object that wears a way as fast as the mind. 79The speed
of thoughts for which rnind anolher alternate name, is ever
faster than the speed of light. When a thought or a particular
kind of mind dominates, no other mind or thought arises until
the first thought ceases._ While the first mind ceases another
thol1ghtimpression as if though bound to the first arises in rapid
succession except in the cases of meditative trances keeping the
mind in abeyance, during sleep, at awake and all other gestures
and postures until the person attains Nirvana.
The mind thus
is likened unto sound gener·
ated at the instance of a beating of a drum. If a drum were
the drum sound
continuously beaten
a day, it is said
persisted a whole day. There IS no voice whatsoever that even
persists for a moment, nay the drum - sound. At the moment,
when one takes the hand - off, having beaten the drum, the
sound ceases to exists, But when sound exists uninterruptedly,
one following
other, as a concatenation or chain, it is said
that sound endures for a day. Forasmuch as mind or thoughts
exist as progression, one thought following its deceased
predecessor and itself ceasing giving life to a fresh thought
impression and one following the
a cataract As such
we say that "mind exists" until we reach Nirvana.
Mind, that persists as a string of drum - sounds in state of
acute flux like a river gushing thunderously from a mountain
top. To do each work as is mdulged upon by human beings,
millions of thoughts get activated one after the other. To lift a
79.

Added by the translator.
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hand in a state of
hUI1clredlhousend of thought
impressions would
To once again
to bring the hand to a state of relaxation, a similar amount of
thoughts have to be chain - activated. So also, to lift a foot and
place it on the ground an equal number of thought activation is
needed. When conversing with somebody, to understand a
single word he utters, hundreds of thousands of thoughts are
chain - activated. To be extremely, unfathomably fast is the
nature of mind or
of knowing or
Mind is
apprehension.
of cutting can cut
anything else but'
the instrument of
knowing can know
itself. Therefore
human beings do
is or objectively.
Mind, existing as a chain of drum - sounds, is taken by some
to be an entity that remains unchanged and hence leading to
the much mistaken conclusion of a "soul" or "personality."
Thence, some after wrongly grasping the mind to be some
sort of an enduring entity imagine it to be, like a bird that flies
from branch of a one tree to that of another, going from one
fleshy tabernacle (life) to another: Some others consider
the mind as an object
a flame blowing
off. Whatever may
hold out of these
two propositions,
cornprehend and suck
the essence of the
to fully draw in
status quo of the
the Aryan thruth
mind.
When the mind comes closer to or to the brink of
putrefaction owing to a mutiplicity of causes such as
senescence, lack of nutrition, imbalance of the four elements,
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seasonal changes, 80 poisoned foods and some emotional states
such
anger,
a red - hot iron \vhen put into pail of cold
water gets cooled, so are the aforementioned subtle elements
(chakshu dhatu ..... etc.), that cannot be seen and have no weight,
ceases, In such a body there's
base
which mind can
originate. Thus all action done by such a body aiso ceases at
which point the person is pronounced dead.

If in the moment of death, which is also the time when the
aforementioned subtle qualities
form
dh21tus cease to
exist, craving has been rooted out, then, the succession of
thought - movements also stop and blows off for ever and aye.
Thus, the suffering comes to an
person who is
to
attain Nirvana or Arhatship at the movement of death or
departure from this world looks upon this world with dissatisfaction and the other world with some expectancy satisfaction. With the expectancy to hear sounds unheard of before, To
smell things unsmelt before. To taste things not tasted before.
touch tactile objects untouched before. To tarry long in
samsara as a particular person having not overcome the pro,
clivity for tarrying in diverse worlds. These passions encapsulated lIlcraving tied onto the mind current, exist simultaneously.
This craving directed towards objects to be met in future,
travels with the 81 death - cousciousness to several lives in the
future. Although at the point of death, the dhatus upon which
consciousness based diminish and finaly decay, since eravingis mixed and simultaneously exists with the thought -

80.

Foods that contain unwholsomc chemicals or high amount of fats
that
detrimental in the
run.

81.

Last thought movement arising before the death of an indi vidual.
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current, no cessation of thought current takes place. The bcing
after having passed
last conat tric threshold of
sciousness (death consciousness) in this life passes on to the
rebirth
relinking consciousness according
karma
formed in this or other past lives presented at the point of death
as karma, "karma nimittha" or "gati nimittha." The mind thus
first consciousness in second or
It
come be is
is known as the "rebirth" or "relinking" consciousness. The
object therclinking consciousness is born by
nature of
karma and by the nature of the consciousness itself. From
this point onwards the mind - current (bhavanga) is sustained
object.
upon
Simultaneous with the dawn of relinking consciousness,
there
dawns a bit form (corporeal
bit of
is invisible to the human eye. This is known as "morula." This
hecomes the basis of what is to be the human body. This
"Moru
together
the "rebirth" consciousness
not
something descended or coming from the deceased person but
as the "rebirth" or "relinkjng"
something brought forth anew.
consciousness is something resulting from the generation of
consciousness" of the deceased, the new born is also not any
other
the
As morula is a soft and smooth thing, it needs a soft
mediulIl to position
f and fertile mediuI11 to
spermatozoa is the ideal substratum. Consciousness (Vinnana)
enters
womb through union
the
many
putrefied substratum, softness and fertility is overwhelmingly
present just as in the sperm. It is because of this thatin putrefied

82.

Refer Yen. Naradas "Buddha and his teachings," p 260 - 270.
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substrata some animals are born. Those who are ignorant
suppose animals born in things like spittoons to be entirely born
there of and non - existent earlier. Buddhism does not endorse
the spontaneous birth of animals" No animals are born in clean
places because, softness and fertility, two essential preliminaries for growth and reproduction, are absent.
However, there are some groups of beings that are born
in clean places. Their birth constitutes the emergence of the
being with full physiological body completion and the relinking
consciousness. After having born, they have no growth. They
are known as "spontaneously generated beings." Hellish beings, unholy ghosts (pretas), devas and brahmas are the examples of spontaneously generated beings.
Consciousness or Vififiana is a smooth, 'invisible and
untouchable entity. The force of craving that is tied on the mind
current is even smoother. It is also the case with the remnants
of. karmic forces that have resulted from meritorious or
demeritorius volitions. The body of the newborn in new life is
constructed by Vinnana (conscionsness), Craving (Tanha or
Thrushna) and karma resultants or forces unleashed by volitions
in the previous lives. These three causes act in unison and bring
forth the body. However these alone without the help of such
extraneous causes as seasonal changes and food cannot construct organic masses as our bodies. They (the above mentioned three causes) alone can only create a. subtle or astral
body. The bodies of de vas, brahmas and other spontaneously
generated beings are extremely subtle, even subtler than wind
- moon's rays, sun's rays, fire etc. They are like objects that can
be reflected in mirrors and water. They are invisible to the
human eye. They cannot be touched by the human body. As
their bodies are dependent on their minds, their bodies can
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assume variety of
to whatever they
will. Their mind's
sway. Since their
bodies are composed of the subtlest of dhatus, by mere intention they carry their bodies any altitude in space. Upon their
death, their bodies blow off as a flame in a lamp. No dead body
remains. Their clothes, houses, vehicles and all otherparaphernalia are made up of dhatus extremely subtle not subjected to
human cognition.
Having seen
body, those who
have r e a c h e d " 'craving for form are
born in brahma
pervades. Since
they have rio craving
themselves in
trances opposing
for them along
with the relinking
consciousness alone
pervades in space. They are called "beings without form
(Ariipee satva)." Those who, after having seen the tainted
nature of mind, meditate and achieve trances in opposition to
mind are born only in form, in realms of form. They are called
"senseless" beings. When the inherent power of the trance
recedes, they will experience the usual flow of thoughts.
In beings such
perfect body appears
the morula, which
along with the rel
initially forms, grows
seasonal changes and
food culminating
The body that is
tied on to the mind
being formed is
current, contributions
parental cells and
seasonal changes
Various bodily organs
are formed according to the sheer force of craving, such longing
to see things in the world producing the eye and to hear various
sounds producing the ear .... etc. The nature of the body is in
accordance wi th the parental cells (dharus) that un i teo Charac-
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teristics of the body,
disadvantages, result
from nature of
in union, seasonal
changes and food and karma. In women craving arises in
conformity to their own peculiar likings and ditto of men.
Peculiar passions of the craving of women act as provenance
of a woman body and a body of a man is provenenced by
peculiar passions of men. Since the craving of men is along
peculiar masculine fashions, a man will be reborn a man and
women's craving is after peculiar feminine fashions, a woman
will be reborn a wornen.
there's a sex change
upon rebirth.
Although
aggregates and certain
peculiarities have
origination something
other than craving,
cClIlsciousness did not
cease, it would result
virtue of craving
and thus craving is the. cardinal reason that ushers in the
regeneration of skandhas in a new life. Since the five aggregates oppresses the one who attaches to them in multifarious
ways, they are a source of suffering. Materialisation of the five
skandhas brings with it birth" ageing, death, grief and lamentation. Therefore, it should be noted that birth ageing and death
are also caused by the force of craving. But for craving, these
manifold waves
manifest. If there is
craving, there is
without fail this five
aggregates would
the creator of the
world. There is no
If there is any
other person to whom
is ascribed, he
should also have
craving. In the past,
skandhas arose due
created by craving.
And ditto with skandhas to be arised in the future.
Once the suffering - imbued five skandhas has arisen, in
that poisoned tree of the skandha~ appears the poisoned fruit of
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craving. Sense
that are part of the
(ive skandhas and
sounds and forms are
food for craving. By the very poisoped fruit of craving another
poisoned tree of suffering imbued five skandhas are regenerated. The tree thus produced again bears the poisoned fruit of
craving. This craving once again produces the poisoned tree
and vice - versa. So the wheel keeps on turningjustlike the seed
produces the tree and tree the seed ad infinitum. This status quo
continues into the endless future until one attains nirvana or
arhatship. Thus,
found the cause of
suffering, declared
cause thereof.

The Four

is inflicted

Magga Pali,"There
In consonance
itself. To wit (1)
.are four ways in
Ayuhanatthaya (2) Nidanatthaya (3) Samyo gatthaya (4)
Palibodatthaya.

Ayuhanatthaya (creativity inherent in craving)
The ability of the force of craving for assembling, creating and establishing the five skandhas fraught with birth,
ageing, death,
on is designated
"Ayuhanatthaya."
the terrain of ignoof long duration,
rance regards the
although the form
at least certain
dlJration, of taintless
parts of the five
while it is highly
nature when it is to the
Thus far the ignorant
brim, one of displeasure
attaches and grasps onto the five skandhas as an entity of
pleasure, of as the most cherished of all objects and consequently its expiration as so fearsome as to render it the greatest
cataclysm ever to befall on him.
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All this leads to the ignorant's dire, exuberant effOlt to
ignorant)
five
at all cost
the depleted
worn - out
the body by
taki
In order
forth new
feelings,
he supplies himself with beautiful figures (rupas) and sweet
sounds. He also exerts himself in eliciting new sensations,
mental concomitants (sankaras) and consciousnesses
If there are
resorted
both humans
and
beings both
and night,
activItIes arc
directed to and done for the sake of the skandhas, more
accurately to deriving pleasure via the skandhas. Those who
perform acts of merit, do so mostly for the sake of skandhas to
be
in a future
In the world,
who do acts of
sake of
the
achieving
if there
any, are rare
indeed. Since beings are engaging in acti vities that procure for
them a new group of skandhas, ie, new forms (rupas), new
pleasurable feelings and vinnanas, in the present ;:is well as in
the
these beings
endowed with
new forms,
sensations,
formations
eonseiousnesses.

If there are suffering in the world, they have their provenance in these very five skandhas. As skandhas are the matrix
of suffering, the skandhas are in themselves suffering. As
are originated. silnultaneous with
arise forms
and death.
Therefore
such as birth,
to generate
exertion
part of the
skandhas afresh, it is an exertion to renew suffering. Exertion
to renew skandhas is an exertion to welcome su~fering. Thus
the being, having seen the blemishes and taints of the skandhas,
disheartened
eradicating
passion for the
offood and
essential needs
although
to
suffering in
life yet
does not do
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anything
renew suffering in
life.
not
to be rejuvenated in future skandhas. Iione is involved in
actions that are directed towards setting in of new set of
skandhas
present
the
one
solely
to his deep seated craving. Therefore, the cause of the regeneration of new skandhas is craving. Accordingly, craving is
called the
and
cause
reason
accruing
creating a sLlffering
But for craving that springs up alongside with the thought
Ctlrrent,
IS no
brahma
Ishvara
supposedly
create the skandhas. If
is really creator
such
would also .be a combin9-tion of form, feelings. sensation,
mental formations and consciousness. This comhination, like
one possessed by
is
product of craving
god concerned. The condition being thus, how could such a
god ever create other beings? Such creator gods have no power
ability
create
Craving alone
(poten'cy)
potentiality
creating. Therefore should
known
craving is the creator.
can
accomplished
That craving is power by
vanous
an emperically
fact
to intel
tuals. If anyone has a passion to do something, restraining from
doing that seems for him as oppression, making him ill at ease.
Therefore
strive do what
like, those things
they have a passion for. Sometimes beings perform certain acts
knowing that after performing those acts would bring great
harmful
on
Beings
made oppressed
unable to
things of
liking and spurred ont.o
things
would bring baneful after - effects because in craying there is
a force that thus activates the being. If there's no force in
eravmg
prods a
to
lJungs thai
forth
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effects, 'then the person concerned would not do the work that
cause patent harm. The force which impels one till one realises
ones passionate desires are, by all intents and purposes, the
generative power of craving.
The power of craving is evident to all. To say that
being works is merely a conventional mode of speech. In the
ultimate sense there's no "being." By virtue of craving when
thoughts and volitions occur in chains, it is told that the
being works in the conventional mode of speech. Those
motifs of thought that are a part of the mind current, which
culminate in work are a part and parcel of the sanskaraskandha.
Just as craving creates those thought motifs constituting
sanskara (mental formations) it also creates the rest of the
skandhas. As much as craving creates feelings, sensations,
mental formations and consciousnesses while still living, so
does it create, immediately after death, with the help of other
causes like karma, five skandhas four skandhas or 83 one of the
skandhas. This is known as "reaching a future life" or "rebirth
in the future" To the extent that there are beings in this
world, they are all created by craving. The creator of all beings
is but craving.

2.

Nidanatthaya.

Craving's power of regeneration of new set of aggregates
once the present skandhas get dissolved at death is known as
"N idanatthaya."
For one, who has shattered and eradicated craving,
never to rise again, has no rebirth or rebecoming. One who dies
with cravin'g unexhausted reborn in the next life in the form of
83.

as iri brahmas of the realms of fonn and formless realms.
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five skandhas depending on the realm of existence in so short
a time as the batting an eye - lid. This takes place life after life
by the influence of craving. Craving causing five Skandhas to
be reborn in life after life means presenting the being
blanketted with craving with new aggregates, repeatedly
acting as a causative factor incontinuance of life. Therefore
craving is said to be possessed of the quality of "Nidanatthaya."

3.

Samyogatthaya (Bonding capacity of craving)

The capacity of craving for not allowing the samsaric
being to transcend the suffering of the five aggregates to
reach Nirvana and consequent bonding (attachment) of the
aggregates to the samsaric cycle of suffering is known as
"samyogatthaya. "
So long as a heing regards the five aggregates as a source
of pleasure, thus long shall his mind be tied onto the five aggregate - based suffering, in as much as a cow tied onto a tree
with a rope cannot step beyond the rope, so is the being wedded
by the bond of craving to the five - aggregate - based samsaric
suffering been prevented from reaching the oasis of Nirvana.
As much as the cow tied onto the tree by means of a rope, after
having reached the end of the rope, comes once again close to
the tree, so is the being having died in the present life, (he) takes
upon a new set of mind - matter aggregates belonging conventionally to the future life. The being concerned is thus delimited
to the group of skandhas on account of craving. Craving is like
a cord tying the aggregates in unison. It is owing to this reason
that craving was aforementioned as a bond that fastens the
being that is the five skandhas. As long as the craving so binds
the being, no escape from suffering is possible.
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The cord of craving that binds 84 beings to skandhas
is very strong and robust. Severing it is an onerous task, it
can be severed only by the weapon of wisdom. No other
weapon can sever it.
There is a very pious devotee who performs acts of merit
wishing that he may attain nibbana (Nirvana) shattering the
bonds that tie him to sarilsaric suffering. To this devotee visits
a: person who has the power and potential to make beings attain
Nirvana, and addresses him thus; "friend! You have been
arduously wishing for Nirvana, I have come to grant you your
much wonted wish, come with me, I shall make you attain
nibbana today. Thereupon, the devotee's would be, "O!
Reverend sir! I am not prepared to attain Nirvana right now, I
have some obligations to be fulfilled. Having fulfilled those
obligations, I shall be ready later to go with. you." If the
reverend visits this devotee with some obligations to be fulfilled after ten years, the devotee would present the same
answer, so to speak. Though ardently wishing for Nirvana, yet
the devotee gave such an evasive answer due to the stringent,
raucous, rasping and corrosi ve nature of the rigidity of craving.
It is difficult indeed to unfasten the bonds of craving. There is
nobody whosoever who would deliver anyone to Nirvana even
though a being wishes for it. 85 Buddha and his noble disciples
only show the way unto Nirvana. What is heretofore mentioned
is an example to illustrate the rigidity of the bond of craving.
By the aforesaid parable, the stringent nature of craving
should be discerned.
84.

Here it does not say that there is a seperate being apart from the
skandhas but "beings represented as skandhas."

85.

This sentence is added by the translator.
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4.

Pali-bodatthaya.
(obliteration of

to Nirvana)

nature or
craving thaI
the noble
path of the one who has ventured on after having convinced of
the suffering based building oflife is stipulated "Palib6dattahya."
In another sense obliteration of the path ahead to Nirvana by
arousal 0 dcfilements al
be called
"
Some people get dispaired of suffering by discourses of
wise sages, which elaborates on taints of the five aggregates
and benefits accrued upon attaining Nirvana. Some other
people become dispaired
life after
experienced
the sufferingherent in samsaric existence. Some
despondents life, by temporarily eeasing to garner
pleasures of the senses, determined to tread the noble path
devote themselves to observing the five precepts, the eight
uposatha
days, to
in samatha
vipassana and
orming other meritorious deeds
wh
lay peoplc.
some other
consid~
ering lay-life as a state full of obstacles to attaining Nirvana go
forth from home to homelessness after forsaking weath, famil y,
relatives and friends to liberate themselves from the burden of
practising
way of life
by Buddhist
mon
Of all these religiously inclined people, not at least one in
a hundred can venture on continuously for a long time on their
selected course of precepts and meditations. The reason being
ding onto
betaking
once again
pleasures
sloughed
undertaking
meditati ve practice.
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For the one
abstinence according to
the precepts and
thoughts emerge; I
want to eat delicious foods, want to dress flamboyantly, want
to supply myself money, provide the wife with certain necessities and similarly want to provide the children with their
necessities. These sort of thoughts dominating the abider - by
- the precepts, they have the effect of leaning his mind towards
a livelihood that suits such craving dominated thoughts, thereby
relaxing his practice of precepts by these "craving - partisan"
dharmas or norms,
done only by the one
who lives for a
If died nothing
diseased,
the same state
would be able to
to be begotten to
of affaires obtains.
acquire the accoutrement
person, one's family
has to be provided for and see to their well - being. Making
one's family suffer is a sin. Providing for one's family and
striving for Nirvana do not go together, if both pursued together, either wouldn't be done properly. Therefore preceptscum - meditation needs be executed after laying down the
burden of family life" are some craving induced~propelled
discourses spurred on by craving dominated thoughts. The
person who starts
precepts on every
dawns, deterred by
uposatha day, ,onee
aforesaid craving
eases his mind and
postponing the
goes to do some other
work. Sometimes,
to the obfuscation
caused by craving
for several uposatha
days. Yet perchance may even do away with observing
, precepts altogether. Still, perhaps after being influenced by
craving dominated impulses and therewith settling the mind
goes on to commit what are professedly sins such as taking lives
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of living beings." .. etc. This is how craving obtrudes the lay
person on the Buddhist path of
The craving dominated impulses piled up in the subconmind one
has
forth from
scious strata of
to homeless ness or has entered the Buddhist priesthood, as time
passes, make their impact visible. The mounting craving, just
as in
case
the lay person, taxes
observance
disciplinary rules of the Buddhist monk. The monk, who for a
rules
monastic
certain period
time, observes rIgidly
discipline, lapses from his high estate and relaxes the strict
disciplinary conduct by thinking in consonance with the cravof
discipline,' is
ing dominated impulses, "No
enough to go with the flow of the times." Thus the monk gives
up worshipping the 86 tripple gem in the morning well in
the evening, eats and
as
wishes, passes
day
worldly invol vements and sleeps well into the morning till the
as sllch
sun
has showered
Thc nmnk,
relaxes his monastic policy, is carried away by a further lot of
craving. When craving crushes him thus, he thinks, "Monkhood
can never be
unless there's money,
he starts
dealing with money. As time flows he even starts to take food
in the noon (night) by considering himself as being sick. So
also
forsakes some .more precepts. Wlthout
stopping
at this, he de - robes and becomes a lay - man. This is all the way
m
craving obliterates the path
Buddhist
Thus as craving stands in the way or blocks the path of the one
who is desirous of or already on it, it (craving) is said to be
immancnt of "palibodatthaya."
Ifin something there are the qualities of Aryuhanattahya
ffering), Nldanatthaya (rcpeated fructification
(assembling
86.

The Buddha, his doctrine and his community of disciples.
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of suffering), sany6gatthaya (bonding with suffering) and
paJi
(standing
way to
that
Dukkha). It is
the cause
the
cause of suffer]
suffering (samudaya satya) or the second
truth. All these
four qualities are present in craving (Tanha). Other than in
craving these qualities can nowhere be found. Therefore the
exalted one, the champion of truth, solemnized craving as the
real
suffering.
Here ends the chapter,
"The cause of suffering (Samudaya satya).

3

The Cessation Of Suffering
(Dukkha Nirodharya Satya)
"Katamanca bhikkhave, dukkha nirodham ariyasa- ccam?
yo tassayeva tanhaya asesaviraganirodho cago patinissaggo mutti
ana layo idam vuccati bhikkhave, dukkhanirodham
ariyasaccam."
The exalted one has thus discoursed on the third noble
truth, "the cessation of suffering" as follows: "Bhikkhus!
What is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering? If there is
complete, without sediment, eradication of craving impulses
due to treading on the noble path, if something is done in the
way of totally destroying craving, if there is shattering of
craving so that it shall not resurface or manifest, if there is no
- attachment or bonding with craving, Bhikkus! This I call the
noble truth of the cessation of suffering."
It has been pointed out in this discourse that the
deracination <?f craving, which is the cause of suffering, so that
it shall never reborn or re - emerge (Niravashesha Nir6dha) as
the truth of the cessation of suffering (Dukkha Nir6dha Satya).
The shattering of the already born mental formations or activities (sanskara) is also termed "Nirodha" or cessation. As
craving is one of the sans karas, it too undergoes cessation along
with the sanskaras. However, here "Nirodha" is not intended
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to be as such, but the cessation (Nirodha) of all forms of
cravings that are to be born. This cessation is expressed in
several synonymous terms, viz, "Niravashesha Nirodha,"
"Anutpada Nirodha" and "Niravashesha prahana." If one is
non - attached sans craving to one's wealth, family, body,
objects of senses such as forms and sound, and if one can be free
of sensual desire despite staying with a goddess - like nymph
on the same bed, the state of non - craving, the one enjoys,
should be considered as " Niravashesha Nirodha."
A being would not have totally escaped from suffering
unless the five skandhas extinguish although the being has
freed himself from craving. If the five aggregates dissociate
with craving remaining, which relatively forms a small part,
suffering would not be poignant. What the person oppressed
with suffering needs is the relief from five - skandhas - based
suffering. The blessed one pivoted his sermons on the theme
of craving, in spite of on defilements and aggregates, for the
purpose of indicating the way leading to the cessation of
suffering simultaneously with the truth of the cessation of
suffering (Nirodha Satya). For, when the craving based cause
of suffering exists, its effect or fruit (suffering) cannot be
dissociated. Even if some smidgen of suffering is effaced
with great effort on the part of oneself, that very suffering
resurface because the cause of that smidgen of suffering does
exists. On the whole, suffering ceases eternaly if its cause,
craving, is eliminated. Therefore, the unmistakable way of
terminating suffering is the putting an end to craving - the
cause of suffering. When the cessation of suffering is explained
and elaborated in terms of the cessation of craving, it
amounts to an explication of the way leading to the cessation
of suffering along with the cessation of suffering (Dukkha
Nir6dha Arya satya.)
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When a fertile tree is cut and destroyed, the seeds that are
to give rise to another tree also get eliminated. For, seeds are
also a part and parcel of the destroyed tree. Destruction of the
seeds is inseperable from that of the tree. Even so with the
cessation of craving there gets terminated the whole mass of
suffering. The suffering or Dukkha is tied on to craving and is
inseparable from it, just as much as seeds to the aforesaid tree.
Thereby it should be known that rooting out of craving not only
eliminates craving but the whole lot of suffering as well. And
this is but "Nirodha satya."

Nirvana
The Nirvana, the summum bonum of Buddhism, which
Buddhists wish for and strive to attain in here or there, it is this
very "Dukkha Nirodhaarya satya." Nirvana, as some are bound
to think, is not a valueless, devoid - of - pleasure, should - not
- be - wished - for, a fearsome empty thing but an extremely
subtle, sublime form of pleasure value of which cannot be
adequately expressed in worldly terms. It is a happiness
unboring, non - senile, indestructible and eternally pervading.
It is a thing unmixed with Dukkha or suffering. As it is
beyond cognizance of the five senses and the mind of the
normal people, it is a principle extremely subtle. It is a concept
so huge and gigantic when considered in terms of the disintegration of suffering. A supramundane concept, a magnificent
concept. It is also a concept non - positionable. Although not
a single being resides in it, yet it is of the greatest rufuge for
all the beings.
In Nirvana there's nothing that is a part of the skandhas.
If this is so, it is a mere empty thing. It is not a negative quality
of Nirvana but a very positive quality. On the whole even if
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vmnana (consciollsness) is present in Nirvana it becomes

fraught with suffering. as vinnana 100 is bu t suffering. Though
Nirvana is devoid ofskandhas, yet it is not devoid of happiness.
In order to appreciate the happiness permeating Nirvana, the
different types of happiness" should be unders tood.

The Two Types or Happiness.
There are two types of happiness in [he world viz, kama
suk ha and Vimukthi su kha where "sukha" sta nds for happi-

ness. Thai happiness which obtain s owing to objects of senses
such as form s, sounds, sme lls, tastes, tactile objects and conscious apprehens ions is termed "Kama suka." To express in
different words, the pleasure that arises in the rrund due to
sensual objects such as gold, silver, pearls, precious stones,
money and attachment to one's family and friends is categorised Kama sukha.
-

GeUing freed fro m calamities ~nd misfo.nunes th at one
have and wiB have to is known as "V imukthi sukha."
Out of these two happiness' or pleasures, Kama sukha is
tangible. Therefore it is also caBed 87 " Vedaita sllkha" as well.
Vimukthi sukha is intan gible. Though everybody agrees with
the facl that both are ofhappiness comprise, yet while speaking
of Vimukthi sukha, instead of using the word "happiness"
some other words are substi tuted which connote the same
meaning. Hence a person's mind leans upon vedaita sukha
whenever he hears the word happiness consequent upon which
Vimuk thi sukha is neglected. It does not occur to his consc ience that there is another type of happiness. Not a mote of
87.

Vedai la = tangible. fee/able.
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vedaita sukha is present in Nirvana. Sheer Vimukthi sukha
itselfis Nirvana. A person gets disappointed whenever he hears
"Vimukthi" as happiness as he is not accustomed to the fact that
Vimukthi is happiness. He does not discern this fact. Else,
when he hears of Nirvana, he mistake it to be vedaita sukha as
well. To apprehend Nirvana as a form of happiness one must
discern well "Vimukthi" as a form of hapiness.
To have a headache is a kind of suffering. After such, a
sufferer cures himself by taking medicine, he utters, "I convalesced, released or liberated from the headache or simply, I got
well." The three words "convalesced" "released" and "got
well" connotes not three different meanings but, per contra,
one. That one meaning is "happiness." This happiness is the
"Vimukthi" or the liberation from the headache. However a
word other than Vimukthi is used in expressing happiness with
the result that Vimukthi is upheld unwittingly as happiness
though not comprehended as such. This confusion is brought
about by the usage of manifold words denotationally. When
these facts are carefully considered and thought out, it will be
seen that Vimukthi is also a happiness or bliss.
Between the two types of happiness, Kama suka is that
which arise with the mind when it apprehends a pleasurable
object and is as momentary as a flash of lightning. It (Kama
sukha) does not last even a time interval occupied by a batting
of an eyelid. Because of its high degree of momentariness, it is
void of any value. As it is related to the skandhas, its pleasure
is of an organismic nature. Whereas Vimukthi sukha is not
something that goes off in a flash nor is it momentary even to
a minor degree. Vimukthi after a headache lasts only till
another headache arises. Vimukthi obtained upon attaining
Nirvana is eternal and everlasting. When considered in terms
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of properti es such as lastingness, vimukth i sukha is by far the
better and highl y valued. Upon repeated concu rrence of a
partkular Kama suk ha, one gels bored of it but this quality is
not shared by vimukrhi sukha . It is forever relishing. Rejection
ofVirnukthi sukha is tantamount loclasping misery and suffe r-

ing. As nobody likes suffering. Vimukthi 5ulma never gets boring.
In ancient Indi a, in the city of Sake la. a ministe r's wife
contacted a headache and seven years passed away without the
headache being cured. After the seventh year a physidan named
.rr vaka cu red it. The wife being released of the mi sery of
headache gave the physician money amounting to four thousand . So also her so n and daughter in law donated [he physician
four thousand each. Her husband , too, being happy, gave the
physician fou r lhousand gold coi ns, s lave man and a woman
a nd also a horse dri ven c hariot. I fth e relief acquired by the wi fe
from the terrible headache is o f minor importance and of no
value , she and her kinsmen wouldn't have conferred the physician with such great wealth. Sixteen thousand gold co ins were
lav ished on the physician because the "Vimukthi"that achi eved
was overwhe lm jng. From this, it can be concl uded that getting
cured of a headache is worth sixteen thousand gold coins.
A wealthy person in t he city of Raj agaha (Raj gir) suffe red from an excruciat ing headache . After unsuccessful
treatment by several physicians, he finally summoned the
physic ian Ii vaka . vaka after having diagnosed the disease,
asked the wealthy gentleman that if he cured the disease, wjrh
what would he be rewarded? Then the wealthy gentle man
replied, " Hon , physician! If you cured me of this disease, I
would give you all my wealth and I myself would become your
slave." The wealthy gentleman said so because the relief from
disease is a greater ga in than all hi s wealth . Cons idering

.rr
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multifarious and manifold suffering experienced by beings
inhabiting this world, a headache is something that is insignificant. There are sufferings exceedingly more painful than a
headache. If relief from such a headache is greater than the
whole of one's wealth, how much greater could be the relief of
overcoming a much greater suffering than that ? Amid sensual
pleasures there are no as great and as worthy pleasures. Some
make great sacrifices' for sensual pleasures nOl because they are
any worthy but because of delusion, solely propelled by delusion.

The supremacy of Nirvana.
Nirvana is totally rid of sensual pleasure. Not a single
in itself is "Vimukthi
sensual object can ,be found in it. Nirvana
sukha." Thus it can in no way be gu'antified. It is talked of as
a refuge for worldly beings only in a conventional sense. So
too, the value of Nirvana alias "Vimukthi sukha" can never be
compounded. If a deadly disease, which can kill one in a matter
offew days, is caught by one and there is a physician who can
cure him of the disease, one desiring to liye would freely give
whatever he or she possesses to the physician in order to get
oneself cured and thereby would get vimukthi (release) from
death. If the patient happens to be a wealthy gentleman and if
the physician, who is capable of effecting a cure, says that
unless the wealthy gentleman gives him the whole of his
wealth, he cannot cure him , the wealthy gentleman will, without whatsoever stint, give the physician all hi s wealth and get
himself lifted up from the mow of death after having himself
cured from a disease. From these facts it can safely be inferred
that escape from a single death is as worth as the whole wealth
a very wealthy gentleman possesses. If a person exists sans
Nirvana, in the future and in various other lives, he has to face
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not only one hundred thousand, mill ion or a billion deaths but
a number of deaths ad infinilum. If relief from a si ngle death
is as wonh as a kingdom, how much more would Nirvana be
worth , which liberates the one from an infinite number of
deaths? How can one determine its worth in any way? So to
speak. Even giv ing a single de~th a value of one cent, still (he
valueofNirvana ca nn ot be compounded. By reaching Nirvana
one not only terminates the suffering of death, but of all other
forms of sufferin g that there be in the universe. Can one even
reckon the va lue of the extirpation of the suffering incumbent
upon, death? No, impossib le!

The Scope Of Nirvana.
Although the conception of Nirvana is very subtle, yet
it's of the greatest enormi ty. Examples are n!lt abounding 10
show its enormi ty . Its enormity can be stated in accordance
with the dimu nition of the suffering aggregates. The future
time has no stoppage but flows on ad infinitum. If a being
does not attain Nirvana, it will be born, sma ll or big, in diverse
form s of here or there fo r Ihe entirety of furu re. No end can
therein be found.
Therefore a single wanderer in samsa ra has to face in the
future unquantifiable, limitless kinds of sufferings as listed
hereby; suffering of birth, su ffering due to ageing, suffering
resulting from disease, suffer ing incumbent on death, suffering
owing to sorrow, suffering resulting from lamentation, suffering due to pain, grief and despair. Suffering arisi ng from the
communion with the disliked and separation from the liked.
So also, suffering inflicted by being unable to get what one
wants. There is also no Jimjt of the sufferings lhat a being may
undergo by birth in hell, bestial world and realms of the
unhappy ghosts (pretas).
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How large is the mass of suffering that the wayfarer in
to face, as
would be the
How bitter
of suffering
(wayfarer)
as sweet
Nirvana.
raucous is the
suffering for
him, as smooth would be Nirvana. How horrid is the mass of
suffering for him, as delightful would be Nirvana.
the past,
beginningless samsara, a
several times
realm as well
had
share of
as
realms.
these instances pleasure are
no whatsoever consequence now. They are not even valued as
much as dreams seen at night. Though one may come to
experience wordly pleasures in future, their fate would also be
those of
Therefore
pleasures
are
essence.
the bliss
Nirvana, once
would, for ever, remain immutable.
happiness
.and pleasure therein enjoyed would be of the greatest and
the purest essence.
very Nirvana, supreme delight
pure essence,
as something
and not
considered
and only
sensual
because they
don't cognise the fact of "uffering (Dukkha). If anybody comprehends the first noble truth, that of the infusiveness of
suffering in everything compounded, he will also see the
beatitude Nirvana.

How To Reach Nirvana?
Suffering mass of skandhas cease for each person not at
once
progressively
steps.
meditative
stri ving for
attains to the
sotapatti,
the conditions
make the
born in hell
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and also the conditions that make the skandhas born in sensual
realms, "Kama bhava" after 7 rebirths in the sensual realms.
This means "he," having attained sotapatti, will not be born in
hell for ever and also will not be born in a sensual realm more
than seven times at the maximum. It has already been mentioned earlier the gargantuanity of the decrease in suffering
relative to the balance of suffering that remains . The cessation
of the amount of suffering experienced by an attainer of
sotapatti is said to be "reaching Nirvana for the first time."
When the one who has attained sotapatti, attains by
further striving, to "sakadagamihood," out of seven skandhas
to be born in sensual realms , the conditions for six skandhas
cease, therefore he will have at maximum only one birth in a
sensual realm. This cessation of the conditions for skandhas to
be born for six times is said to be "reaching Nirvana for the
second time."
When the one who has attained sakadagamihood, by
striving further, attains "Anagamihood," the conditions which
would have made his skandhas born only once in a sensual
realm also ceases. Thereafter, he wouldn't be born in the
sensual realm. This of the Anagamin is the "reaching Nirvana
for the third time."
When the Anagamin, by striving further, attains the state
of Arhatship, conditions that make.the skandhas born in realms
of form or formless realms cease. Such a one would not be born
anywhere. This Arhatship is "attaining or reaching Nirvana for
the fourth time."
After having reached Nirvana for the fourth time, the
Arhat mendicant has only skandhas in the present generated by
a past cause. With parinibbana (death) present skandhas
dissociate. This is «reaching Nirvana for the fifth time."
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The Two Aspects (forms) Of Nirvana.
The N irvana experi enced by the Sotapattihood to
Arahatship and final di ssoluti on of the ska ndhas is, in its dual
nature of cessation and happiness, the same. Though in the

ultimate sense the Nirvana is the same, yet as far as altainers of
sotapaui. sakadagami , Anagami and Arhat are concerned, they
still have skandhas and in this aspect they are termed as bein g
in or having at tai ned "Soupadisesa Nirvana ." As Nirvana after
death of an Arhat has no Skandhas, it is termed" Anupactisesa
Nirvana." And so have slated the commentators.
' ''Ove ima chakkhumii paklisitii
nibbiina dhiitu anissitena tad ina
ekiihi dhiitu ida dittadhammika
saupadisesa bhavp. netti sarilkhaya

anupMisesn pana samparaika
yamhi nirujjanti bhavanl sabbaso"

"The Buddha, The five - eyed one, who has forsaken
craving wit h respect to the skandhas, has proclaimed two form s
o f Nirvanic bliss. There is "soupadisesa Nirvana" which is
ex perienced in the present life after the cessation of craving
which takes the "being" ~:'.)m one life to another.• ,Anupad isesa
N irvana" which is devoid of whatsoever skandhas and ushers
in upon the fin al di ssolution o f the skand has. Although there
are disagreements o n the Nirvana's soupadisesa or Anupadisesa
nature, as the treat ise is going (0 be exte nded, such facts will nOI
be herei n me nti oned .

Nirvana A nd Being.
As Arhants do no t reborn , by arriving at N irvana the so
called " being" is ex Linguished and dissolved. However much
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valued is

Nirvana, since there's no "person" who attains to it,

it is considered. much to the chagrin of the actual truth ,
something empty, to be feared al and useless. It is true that
there's no "personality" that partakes of Nirvana. Nirvana
is not alone in lacking a "personal ity" or "bei ng." Even outside
Nirvana there's no being in the ultimate sense, only skandhas or
aggregates endure. The five skandhas are existent in the
ultimate sense. The rupa or corporeal ity is not the being.
Nei ther feeling nor sensation is the being. Nor mental formations or consciousness. There's no separate being 9utside the
aggregate of the five skandh as. Therefore , except the literary
convention there's .no "a being" wheresoev~r.
But for the posi tion of the world relative to the sun , there's
nothing tnat we can call "a day." Sun is not the day . Sun's ray
arn 't either. Nor is darkness the "day ." Except for these there's
nothing we can ca ll "a day. " "A day" is just a mode of
convention adopted by man. "A being" too is something of a
s imilar nature. By considering "being ," according to convention of the world one can say that this " five skand has" is the
inheritor of the Nirvana sukha. one who enjoys the fruit of
Nirvana as much as Skandha dukkha, by familia r conve nt ion,

is attributed to the bearer of the Skandhas. Therefore one
s hould not be afraid of the fact that there's no being in Ni rvana .

The Four Qualities Of Nirvana
As is mentioned in the "Patisambhida Magga Pali," Nirvana
should be known by its four qualit ies, to wit " Ni ssaranauhaya,"
"Vivekatthaya ," "Asankatauhaya" and "Amatatthaya ."
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Nissaranatthaya
By "Nissaranatthaya" is meant the liberation from defilements. Wherever the person who has not acquired liberation
from defilements (Nirvana) stay, to whatever position he has
reached, that person is not freed from the oppression of defilements such as sensual attachment .... etc. Neither is 'he freed
from the suffering consequent on the dabbling with the aggregates. Yet, nor is he freed from birth, ageing, death, sorrow,
grief and lamentation. Nor is he also freed from suffering
incumbent on being born in helL As Nirvana is a state ·o f bliss
absolutely freed from such suffering producing defilements .
Those who have achieved Nirvana, are beyond the domain of
those defilements and respective sufferings . The fact that
Nirvana is untouched by defilements and suffering resulting
from such defilements is its quality of "Nissaranatthaya."

Vivekatthaya
By "Vivekatthaya" is meant Nirvana's emptiness of
defilement, and attendant suffering. Whatever life or in whichever position the person yet to attain Nirvana may find, he lives
with the weight of defilements and incumbent suffering. He
has no relief from defilements. No retirement from the gnawing of defilements. Neither does he enjoy the liberation from
the suffering mass of the skandhas. As Nirvana is the complete
cessation of the dust of defilements and suffering, it is hundred
percent bereft of whatsoever defilement or suffering as much as
heat being absent in absolute coldness and darkness find no
footing amidst light. Therefore, for one who has reached
Nirvana there's no cause to fear the defilements that, in turn,
trigger suffering. So also, there are no causes to fear that the
ceased dukkha might re - arise or that the ceased defilements
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might re - arise. This complete absence of defilements and
dukkha in Nirvana is its quality of "Vivekatthay?"

Asankhatatthaya.
Lack of the need of aid for its (Nirvana's) sustenance, lack
of th~ need for securing it day and night and also the lack of the
need for re generation comprise the quali ty of" Asankatatthaya."
Skandhas, generated from causes such as kamma, is of the
nature of constantly wearing away, decaying, and complete
dissolution, Therefore, for the one who lives with the skandhas
loving them, lot of work needs be done; in order that the worn
out parts of the body be regenerated, the body be not weak and
that it be not left to perish, one has to take a lot of food. This
agglomerate of skandhas needs clothing and for safety, to be
kept inside houses. Thus, with a view to supplying these
necessities and to maintain the five skandhas the "being" has to
work incessantly. If the inhabitants of this world engage in
some activities day and night, those acti vities are engaged in for
the sake of the five skandhas. However much the five aggregates are protected with food and medicine, eventually they die
and dissolve. Consequently, the so - called "being," in order
to beget a new set of skandhas after death, should partake of acts
of charity and refrain from sinful actions. Once, after begetting
a new set of skandhas in a subseq uent life, one is condemned to
the same drudgery as was the case in previous life to secure the
unbroken continuity of skandhas. So long one loves his
skandhas, thus long would there be not any cessation from
suffering and suffering would coutinue ad infinitum concomitant with existence of the desire.
Nirvana is not something that has arisen by means of a
cause such as Ka:fuma. Its (Nirvana's) existence is unborn.
Since Nirvana is uncaused in its existence unborn, it does not
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wear away. Neither is there decaying nor shattering. Wearing
away and shattering are characteristics of things or elements
arisen from causes. Nirvana is of a nature as of light as opposed
to darkness, coldness as opposed to hotness, happiness as
opposed to anguish and an unborn, undecaying state as opposed
to born, decaying and shattering states. Being not born and
decaying, it remains for ever the same. Thus, the one who has
reached Nirvana does not have to trouble himself by way of
repairing and replenishing the worn out parts. Nor is there
anything to do in connection with securing and sustaining
Nirvana. Noryet is there anything to do in the form of ushering
in a new Nirvana in place of the old Nirvana. This fact of not
having to do anything to sustain and maintain Nirvana is its
quality of "Asankatatthaya."

Amatatthaya
Persistence for ever without wearing away and eventually dying leaving no trace is the quality of "Amatatthaya." The
skandhas arisen from causes suchas karma which is considered
by an ordinary personas a "soul," does not persist even thetime
interval occupied by the batting of an eye - lid. A little time
afterwards, its (skandha's) whole generation comes to an end.
Taking cause generated skandhas for a soul and extremely
attached to it, the being has no whatsoever opportunity to live
without the fear of death. He (the being) always lives with the
fear of death hovering about him. For the one who has reached
Nirvana which persists eternally and is without any cause has
no fear of death. Unshattered, remaining for ever and perfect
stability comprise Nirvana's quality of "AmataUhaya."
If in something there are the quality of Nissaranatthaya
which signifies transcending oBuffering, Vivekatthaya which
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signifies the unadmixturedness with suffering, Asankatatthaya
which signifies the lack of need for renewal and replenishment
and Amatatthaya which signifies eternal persistence and stability that, that is the "Dukkha Nirodha Arya Satya," the truth of
the cessation of suffering. The one and only one thing that
possesses these four qualities is "Nirvana." Therefore the
declarer of truth, the blessed one asserted that the truth of the
cessatJOn of suffering is Nirvana.

4

Chapter Four.
The Way Leading To The Cessation Of Suffering. (The Noble Eightfold Path)
So long as craving (Dukkha samudayarya satya) remains
unextinguished pervading the human mind, as long it (craving)
would make anew the set of five skandhas with the cessation
(in death) of the previous skandhas in a long succession of
repe'ated rebirths. The generation of suffering (Dukkha) is thus
maintained. So, the fiveskandhas, the provenance of birth,
ageing, disease, death, sorrow and lamentation ..... etc, are sustained.
Just as in the world there are light against darkness,
coldness against heat, antidotes against diseases and righteousness against unrighteousness, there is also something against
the recurrent Dukkha. That something we call, as has been
already mentioned, Nirvana or Dukkha Nirodharya satya. This
88 elemental Nirvana is clouded and pestered by the five gory
aggregates and its (Nirvana's) flavour (of emancipation) remain untappable by the ordinary human. If craving, which
assembles and brings forth the 89 suffering mass is eradicated,
88.

Primordial, without any origin or birth.

89.

The five aggregates or skandhas,
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the train of suffering which blooms w ith it also ceases. W ith the
cessatio n of the five skand has, the Nirvana which had been
clo uded by the skandhas emanates and shines in sp le ndou r.
When Nirvan a thus shows forth , it is conventionally said that
the person has reac hed o r atlained to Nirvana.
For a person to be able to reach or attain to Nirvana, the
five aggregates which purblind s it shou ld disappear. In order
to discard the five aggregates, the o;raving, which produces the
five aggregates repeated ly should bedestroyed. It is solely and
o nly by destroy ing c raving can the five aggregates be gOllen rid
of. Therefore, if there is a way of destroyi ng craving. of
eradicating il. rnal is also the way to reach the supreme Nirvana
de void of all su ffe ring. That method or way to reach or attain
to Nirvana is cal led " Dukkha Nirodhagamini Pratipada satya"
or "Marga satya" The Noble Eightfold Path.
Now it is perti nent to ask what is capable of deracinating
cravin g (T anha). C raving is not something that appears witho ut a cause; not somethin g li ke Nirvana that is wi thout any
origin . It (craving) loa has a cause. As much as d ukkha is
eliminated by des truc tion of its cause, so, c raving can also be
e limin ated only by getting hol d of its cause and thereof
deracinating it (the cause). Therefore one, w ho is desirous of
exterminating cravi ng. must fin d the cause of craving and give
it a coup de grace. One should concentrate his activity on
destroying the cravi ng's cause. The n, let us start our activity
by finding the true cause of craving.
T o be plain , the real cause of craving is ignorance.
Without the prompting o r activation by a creato r God or
Brahma o r whos'oever, arise n o nl y from cerlain specific causes
and having ari sen, contrary to the wi ll of the people, di es with
a fraction of time duration taken to bat an eye -lid, dies li ke a
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sudden quirk ,of li gh tn ing, devoid of w hatsoever personality,

the fi ve skandhas owing to not bei ng discerned as a conglomeration of mind and form, due to the inability to separate touch,
fee ling ....... etc, the wrong notion of co nsidering name and
form as an " I" and as "gods" and " humans" and "ani ma ls"

predominates. This wrong notion due to ignorance is Known as
"Sat kay a dushti."

The mind - body aggregates are, like a nash of electric
current, like a line draw n on water, of the nature ofirnm ediale
disin tegration. By not percei ving this quality of imperm
anence , the ordinary person considers mind - body aggregates
as endurable enti ties ·despite the fact thai they are within the
bounds of birth, ,ageing. death ..... etc, maki ng the person
aggrieved by their consranrdis in tegration and gushing upon the
person various sorrows and griefs 't hat make the person
helpless. By not knowing these inherent dukk ha of the mi nd body agg reg~tes, the wrong notion that rrund - body is pleasu rable and begotten o f happi ness prevails.
Instead of considering mind - body aggregates as a group
of elemen ts constanrJy changing and divested of personalit y
it is wrongly taken to be " I" "M ine," "anima l" and "people,"
moreover, it (mi nd - body) is also wrongly taken to be perdurable
and so also wrongly as a pleasurable, happiness - inducing
objec t; because of these three grea lely mistaken nmions. t~ere
arises auachment and craving towards this "I" or "personality ."
Furthermore, crav ing also arises towards one's wife, chi ldren,
relations and fr iends. Yet also craving arises with respecl lo
one's house, fie ld, grassland, money and olher things that he
desi res. Thus crav in g has its provenance in the aforesaid three
wrong notions harboured with respect to the five - skandhas
(m ind - body aggregates.)
1
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So long as the aforementioned three wrong views exist,
so loqg in him craving wouLd repeatedly arise. What should be
done in order to eradicate craving is to root out the three wrong
views. If some person totally has not the feeLing .of 'T' towards
hi s five aggregates, he does not conceive of the five aggregates
any more than he conceives of a mound of soiL , heap of dust
or a Log of wood. For one who views aggregates not as "I" or
"personality" but as a heap of dust, log of-wood and a mound
of soil, how can there be any attachment towards the skandhas?
For one who disowns mentaL formations (sanskaras) as not "I"
or "mine" since there is no "me," can he ever have fee lings of
the sort "This is mine," "This I want?" As facts are sllch, with
the cessation of wrong notions regarding mind - body aggregates, craving too (eases.
T he Three wrong notions can he deracinated by
begetting the knowledge that sees the composites of the five agg re gates s uch as mind, mental formation s, form ,
elements ..... e tc and their three characteristics, namely impermanence, dukkha and soulessness. Only by such knowledge
can the three wrong notions be eliminated, nothing else can
eliminate them. No other method, other than rooting out the
three wrong views, can exterminate craving. Although some
think that craving cou ld be alleviated by acts of charity, yet'this
way of thinki ng is owi ng to not knowing the actual facts. Acts
of charity lead to a diminution of greed - albeit greed for the
object given away in charity. Though the greed for the object
given away in charity gets quenched, the root of craving
remains intact and craving arises thereafter with regard to
various other objects.
Although greed extinguishes temporarily from deeds of
liberality, when results of such acts of liberality fructify, just
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like seven to eight branches spring up from a cut branch of a
tree, craving springs up like a vast tide due to the objects of such
fructifications. In fact, those who perform acts of charity for
worldly pleasures ha ve their craving increased thereby. Those
who perform acts of charity for the sake of attaining Nirvana
have their craving diminuendoed thereby. However much one
may perform acts of charity, greed is not thereby exterminated
but remains at abeyance. Charity must be indulged in since a
being needs worldly pleasures and to develop wisdom while
journeying in samsara. One should not misunderstand liberality to be of a useless activity. But if one wishes to uproot
craving and attain Nirvana only by charity that, that is a
mistaken belief.
Knowledge is twofold. To wit, inferential knowledge
and empirical knowledge. By seeing a shake on the water and
knowing there's a fish is inferential knowlepge. By taking the
fish out of water and seeing it, leaving no doubt in the mind is
empirical knowledge. Out of the two types of knowledge, the
inferential knowledge is the weaker. Empirical Knowledg~ is
more powerful. It is also known as "knowledge by direct
perception {prativedha nana)" By knowing mind-matter components of aggregates and the 90 three characteristics with
which they are associated, it is said that craving would cease,
but by merely knowing them inferentially would not make the
craving cease. Craving will cease only when as empirical
knowledge is gained regarding mind - matter components and
the three characteristics.
About mind - matter components and the associated three
characteristics, we can kn'ow by listening to discourses, read90.

Impermanence, suffering or unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) and soullessness (Anata)
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ing dhamma books and consulting revered teachers. All these
is inferential knowledge. Inferential knowledge is capable, if
at all , at thinning out our three wrong notions with regard to
mind - body aggregates, not at eradicating them.
Having known (by any of the aforesaid ways) the three
wrong notions and their implications, one must endeavor to
proceed to a quiet place and ponder consciously the three
characteristics and associated facts - a process known as
vidarshana (vipassana) meditation (in order to know vidarshana
meditation exactly one must referthe second book in the series,
"Sam buddha Jayanthi Dharma Pustaka".) When this
(Vidarshana meditation) is done, his knowledge of the aforesaid aspects of the dhamma increase from day to day, month to
month, year to year and from life to life. As knowledge
develops, characteristics such as impermanence begins to be
seen clearer and clearer. With the progress of time, the five
aggregates and their three characteristics begin to be very lucid
and perspicuous that they are seen as if though to the naked eye.
This perspicuous perception is known as empirical knowledge.
This empirical knowledge is capable of smashing the three
wrong notions with respect to the five aggregates.
For the yogi who dwells continuing vidarshana meditation if at some point of time dawns the knowledge that subsides
the three wrong notions and sees the three characteristics of the
five aggregates, at tqat point of time the yogi sees the supreme
beatitude and blessedness of Nirvana face to face and the yogi
begets supra - mundane knowledge that cuts off the most potent
part of craving. When this happens it is said that the person has
attained to sotapatti or, in English, that the person has gained
"stream entry." This supra - mundane wisdom (knowledge) is
called "sotapatti marga iiana."
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Despite the attainment of stream entry, still subtle forms
of craving linger. In order to eradicate these subtle forms of
craving one must further endevor in Vidarshana meditation.
When the attempt is thu s carried forward, one'sees the characteristics viz .• impermanence .... etc. very much more enhanced
and clear cut than earl ier. knowledge becomes sharper, blessedness of Nirvana is seen face to face once again and a supramundane knowledge appears that roots out other more potent
parts of craving. This supra - mundane knowledge is known as
"sakiidagami marganana" or in English phraseology. becoming a "once returner. " Nor is sakadagaini-hood the total
eradica:tion of craving. Therefore one who has become a "once
returner" should fu rther strive on the path of vidarshana pondering onthe three characteristics. Whi le thus advancing on the
path of Vidarshana. the three characteri stics become even
sharper. unfolding still more snippets of knowledge (wisdom)
through which Nirvana is once again experienced with simultaneou s onset of a supra - mundane knowledge that delivers
the coup de grace to sensual craving. This supra - mundane
knowledge is called "Anagiimi marga iiiina" or in English, 91 a
Never returner."
Even after having become an Anagamin, craving for
form and formlessness persists. To alleviate these two types of
craving one has to throw himseif to the utter depths of
Vidarshana . When thus persevered. the knowledge reaches its
most advanced form deracinating the aforesaid craving in a
way never to arise again and plunging oneself in the nectar of
Nirvana in its highest supra - mundane form. This highest form
91.

A person who. wouldn't be born in human realm or any other realm
but in aspecially setoutrealm for the Anagamins term ed "Sudhav;lsa
brahma realm ."
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of knowledge (wisdom) is titled "Arhat marga

nana"

or

Arhatship. One who has auained to such a height of spiritual
wisdom is ca ll ed an "Arhant."

If there is a supra - mundane wi sdom that culmi nates in
experientially know ing the three characteristics and libe ratlon
from cravlng foHowed by four times of empirically kenning
Nirvana, lhal is also, the overthrower of cravi ng. As the oasis
of Nirvana can be reached only by severing cravi ng, which
gene rates su fferi ng, this supra ~ mundane know ledge is also
the thing Ihal delivers the one unto Nirvana, the summum
bonum. T hus, the way to the cessa tion of suffering, " marga
satya" the Noble Eightfold path.

The Noble Eightfold path.
The above - mentioned s upr~ - mundane knowledge,
by itself, is incapable of delivering the one 01110 Nirvana.
There are seven other principles ~hat are co - ordinative and
concurrent with it These seven principles are also encapsulated in "Margasatya" (and, he nce the noble eight - fo ld path).
Therefore, the exalted one, after perfecti ng the doctrine.
discou rsed:

"Kalamanca bhikkhave, dukkha
nirodhagamini
patipada ariya sachcham? Ayamcva ariyo atthangiko maggo.
Seyathidam? Sam mad itt hi, SammasamkapP?, Sl¥'lmavaca,
Sammilkammanlo, Sammaajl vo, Sammavayamo, Sammasati,
Samm asama dhi. Idanl vuccati bhikkhave, dukkha nirodhagamini palipada ariya saccam."
"Bhikkus! What is the Noble Eighfold path? It is the way
with eight sections . Wh at is it? Right understanding, Ri ght
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thoughJs, Right speech, Right action, Right livelihood, Right
effort, Right mindfulness and Right concentration. Bhikkhus!
This is known as the Noble Eightfold path (Dukkha Nirodh.a
gaminl pratipadarya satya)."
l)Sarrma ditthi (Right understanding)
2)
Samma samkappa (Right thoughts)
3)
Samma vaca. (Right speech) .
4)
Samma kammanta (Right action)
5)
Samma ajiva (Right Livelihood)
6)
Samma vayama (Right effort)
7)
Samma sati (Right mindfulness)
8)
Samma samadhi (Right concentration)
These are the components of the Noble Eightfold path.
Right Understanding (samma ditthi) is the aforementioned
supramandane knowledge that roots out craving. The rest are
elements that help to achieve the Right Understanding.
These eight mental elements are also born in the minds
of mundane people. But all the eight factors do not arise
concurrently in one mind. For ~ach mind, at times, only a few
of them arise. As few of them, in the mundane mind arise in
bundles. They are apt to oe addressed by the terms "Marganga"
or "Marga,;' however, as they lack the ability to eradicate
craving, they are not termed "Dukkha nirodha gaminl pratipada
atya 92 sac'cha." Margasatya can be applied when all the eight
factors concomittantly arise embodying the power to deracinate
craving.
When all the eight factors with anti - defile~ent action
dawn in the supramundane mind for the first time, it is known
92.

"saccha" is the pali term for "truth" or "sataya" in sinhala.
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as Sotaptti marga, when dawn for the second time, Sakrudagami
marga, for the third time Anagami marga and for the fourth,
Arhat marga. It is by only those who developed these eight
factors in their worldly minds that can cause the same eight
factors to be borne concomitantly in their supnlmundane minds.
Therefore it is imperative that those who are desirous of
evoking the suprarriundane pathway (marga) and -attaining
Nirvana should, a few at a time, develop the eight factors such
as Right Understanding .... etc. For one who develops and practises the eight factors there comes a time, however long it may
be, when finally he sees the supramundane path. Those who
don't develop likewise see no supramundane path for ever.
Even to be able to develop the eight factors separately, first of
all, one must know what those eight factors are. Therefore,
hereon, those eight factors would be explaind in detail.

Right Understanding (Right view)
"Understanding" or "view" is two fold, namely wrong
view and right view. The type of view that takes a piece of gl<:tss
as a precious gem or vice versa is wrong. In those who dori't
know anything, certain wrong views occur regarding lot of
things at various times. Amidst such wrong views, there is a
portion that if tenaciously clung to would make one end up in
hell and barricading the path to supreme beatitude. That
portion of wrong views is termed in religious literature as
Miccha Ditthi (wrong view or heretical doctrinair.)
"That there is no medt or demerit. They are created
by those who want to beguile the world and get some profit
out of them. By liberality one does not gain but lose. By
abstaining from · taking Efe one only gets into trouble here
and now but nothing else. There is nothing that meets the
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description of hell, heaven or brahma realms. That there's no
rebirth after death. That there's no special group of people
known as Buddhas and Arhats." These are a few of the
Miccha Ditthis or wrong"views.
Know ledge of things as they are is consi~ered as right
understandi~g or right view. Amidst right vIews there's a
portion of them that nullifies one's wrong views, makes one
born in a happy realm, helps one to attilin the . supreme
liberation of. Nirvana. This portion is called right view. "That
there are merits and demerits and there are results or consequences of merits a,nd demerits, that there is rebirth" are a few
that belongs to right view.
The true meaning of "sammaditthi" or "samyagdrushti"
is Right onderstanding or right view (wisdom). For; although
Right Understanding is one, according to the thing which is
known in,its correct perspective, it's diverse. Th,erefore in lot
of discourses, right understanding is elaborated in many ways .
To mention it in the shortest way :Dashavastuka samyagdrushti (Ten - fold Right Understanding)
Chatussatya samyagdrushti (Fourfold Right Under~tanding)

thus Right view is twofold. Here "Dashavastuka
samyagdrushti" is the Right understanding with respect to ten
objects.

Tenfold Right Understanding
93."Samma ditthiko hoti avipadta dassano, atthi dinnam
atthiyttham, atthi hutam, atthi sukatadukkatanam kammanam
93.

Those who find this passage in Pali unpronouncable can neglect this
and i·ead on but keep in mind that meanings of underlined terms are
expanded upon.
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phalam vipako, atthi ayam loko, atthi paroloko, atthi mata, atthi
pita, atthi satta opapatika, atthi loke sainana brahmana
samaggatasanima patipanna ye imanca lokamparanca lokam
sayam abhinna saccikatva pavedenti" d.
This paragraph in Pali explains at length tjIe components
of t~e "Tenfold Right Understanding." I t says that cousequeuces
or results are there by way of moral retribution for deeds such
as liberality, offerings in general and offerings for religious
niendicants and sages of great wisdom, and of deeds that are
morally classified as wholesome and unwholeSome.Furthermore, that those who are in other worlds can be reborn in this
world and vice versa; that there are results 'of who'lesome and
unwholesome acts performed towards parents in particular to
each one and in general, that the beings are' reborn or rather
rebecome after death, that there are sramanas and 94brahmanas
who, after having reached immaculate wisdom, preach about
this world and the other world.

1.

Atthi Dinnam

This term emphasizes that it is a type of right understanding to believe after having realised it by oneself or from
somebody else that there accrues great merit to one who offers
food, clothes and other riches to sramanas, orahmanas, mendicants and other poverty stricken people. To believe, that one
only loses by acts of charity is a hereticalyiew (Miccha ditthi)

2. ' Atthi Yittham
"yittha" is a name for 95 massive offerings or acts of
charity. The fact that those who perform massive offerings with
94,

Arhants or anybody attained to any of the other three states.

95:

Here what is emphasised is the massiveness of the offering, not by
ones or tens but by hundreds, thousands and so on.
.
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flowers, lamps, food and clothing ..... etc., and acts of charity
towards hundreds and thousands of recipients are endowed
with great merit which enable them to be reborn in the human
realm or born in the heavenly realms with lot of favourable and
wholesome conditions is called "Atthi yittam," and thi~ is right
view. It is heretical or wrong to believe that by offering lot of
flowers only adds Wthe refuse of the temple, that by lightening
lot oflamps only burn lot of oil making the temple environment
noxious, that by offering lot of food to a dagoba (pagoda)
only wastes the foods, that liberality. only destroys valuable
property and has no consequence to the giver. These are
categorised Miccha ditthi.

3.

Atti hutam

By considering the merit that accrues, sending as gifts,
various objects to the greatful and the wise and believing this
.to be of great merit after death is known as" Atti hutaril." And
this also a form of Right Understanding. The non - belief in
this view is a Miccha ditti.
4. -

Atthi sukatadukka tanariI kammanam
phalariI Vipako

To those who perform or cause to perform acts such as
c6nstruction of dagobas, 96 dhamma libraries and halls, wells,
ponds and state rest homes (ambalamas); for the benefit of the
others planting or causing to plant flowering shrubs and plants,
helping the poor, needy, poverty strikenpeople, preaching the
dhamma and reading it, listening to dhamma, causing ·the
dhamma to be listened, observance of disciplinery rules, or96.

Dhamma =Buddha's doctriue.
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daining as a monk and meditation will confer definitely some
merits in the next life. So also there are effects for the acts of
sinful thoughts such as killings. Thus ~he belief in the existence
of resultants or consequences of our actions constitutes "Atthi
sukatadukkatanam kammanam phalam Vipako."This is another form of Right understanding. The opposite of this view
that there are no consequences in our actions in the future lives
is wrong and is a Miccha ditthi.
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Atthi ayam loko

Notwithstanding our world, there are innumerable number
of worlds whose pleasures and pains are just as in ours and also
whose ple.asures and pains are very different to those of ours.
Beings in a particular type of world do not for ever \ive in that
particular world. They (beings) after dying in their particular
world are reborn in distant and different worlds. Thereforf
those who live in distant and different worlds to our own, die
and are reborn in our world. Thus it is said that our world is
present for those that are in distant worlds to be reborn. To
accept and believe this as such is a form of Right Understanding
called "Atthi ayam lako." Similarly it is a Miccha ditthi to
believe that we are birth - wise confined to this world and those
in distant worlds are confined to theirs.

6.

AtthiParoloko

Beings wholive in this world, depending on their karma
come to be born in different and·distant worlds such as the hell.
Therefore "Atthi Paroloko" connotes the right understanding '
of the existence of a world or worlds as "hereafters." The
opinion of some that beings in this world are always reborn
after death in this world, there's no other world-or hereafter,
that; helL .heavenand brahma realm are in this world; these .
views are classified Miccha ditthi.
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7. " Atthi mata
Depending on ho":,, one attends on one's mother, one in
the future will yield vipaka (resultants or consequences) that
may be good or bad. And this is certainly so. This is a form of
Right view known as "Atthi mata." It is a' miCcha ditthi to
consider that there are no consequences or effects whatsoever
of what one do unto one's mother.

8.

Atthi pita

Just as in the case of the mother, there ~re vipaka, which
may be good or bad, that one may yield in the indefinite future,
of how one attends on cine's father. This is the form of Right
view known as "Atthi pita." Supposing that there are no such
vipaka or consequences is a miccha ditthi.

9.

Atthi sattaopapathika ,

.The fact that dying beings, instead of ending' there,
continuing, till craving is eradicated, by means of rebirths
fashioned by kamma, one's own actions, is a 97. belief which is
a form Of right understanding dictated by -"Atthi satta
opapathika."To state.in a different way there is a segment of
beings that are born without the prior condition of a mother or
a: father in their entirety ot bodily structure by the sheer force
of kamma. This group.of beings is called "opapathika," those
that are born by "spontaneous generation." In the hell, heavenl y realms'and brahma realms, this type of beings prevail. The
know ledge that there exists "spontaneously generated beings"
is ' a right view.
{

91.

Here belief is used in the place of "rational understanding." If not
there)s a repetition of the term "understanding" as the term is used
in "Right understanding."
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Some say that there are nQ srecial beings such as devas
and brahmas, that these beings exist only in the mental make up
of certain people, that they are present only in the psychology
of the foolish. Some others contend that devas and brahmas.are
merely people who had lived in the name of those said beings
and that there are no special categories of beings spontaneously '
generated. This sort of belief is Miccha ditthi.

10. .Atthi loke samana brahmana samaggtha
samma patipanna ye imanca lokam paranca
' Iokaril sayaril abhiiliia saccikatva pavedenti.
Seldom are born in this world people whose wisdom is
exceptional (very much beyond average), who are endowed
with unflinching courage and patience and congenitally are of
tremendous wit and candour. Amongst those people, some go
forth from home to homelessness becoming ascetics and mendicants; tpey by meditational concentration with great effort
and forbearance acquire paranormal knowledge or abinna
which enables them to see things or forms without the help of
eyes (clairvoyance,) to hear sounds without the help of the ears
(clairaudience), to possess retro - cognitiv~ knowledge .asto
their activities in previous lives and to know the birth places
ofthbse who are dying ..... etc. .
Those who have acquired such supernormal po~ers see
beings such as devas and brahma gods who are of subtle form
and who cannot·be seen by ordinary human eye . .They also
clearly see distant worlds such as hell, heavenly realms, and
brahma realms as is seen by a p<::rson gone to those worlds and
sight seeing. They.also see with clarity the actions (karrna) of
those devas and br~hmas which made tbem born unto those
worlds with manifestly variegated pleasures. So also, those
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great people predicate the presence of holy ghosts, hellish
denizens, devas and brahmas, their appearences and pleasures
and pains they und~rgo according to the way he perceives
_ them. They assert the existence of wholesome and Linwholesome actions, their efficacy and results they bear upon by
way of retribution.,
Great men who very seldom appear in the world beget
"Abhiooa" while simultaneously attaining to Arhatship and
ominiscience. Those men are called "Buddhas." Buddhas, of
course, not only possess abhififia but see through the psychic
eye worlds that are immensities away as if seeing something in
front of them and discourse on the profoundest Nirvana and the
way leading thereto. To understand and comprehend that such
people as the Buddhas possess omniscience, that various worlds
exist with sundry types of beings, that there are spontaneously
generated beings such as devas and brahmas who cannot be
. seen by the ordinary human eye, that there are the four paths
cum fruits and the supramundane dhamma and that there is a
policy by sticking to which Nirvana can be attained, are all
come under the right understanding, explained by "Atthi loke
samana brahIl!ana .. ,. pavedanti.~ '
The forms of Right Understanding, in total nine, as "Atthi
dinnam," "Atthi yitam .... etc." explored earlier are contained in
the tenth form of Right Understanding, "Atthi loke samana..."
just concluded in the previous paragraph. Therefore this tenth
form of right understanding is prominent. That there are merits,
demerits and their consequences, that rebecoming is certain,
that there are diverse realms as hell, heavens and brahma
realms .. .. .. etc are also found in some other non - Buddhist
religions -and philosophies, where the tenth form of right
understa6ding too is present. While this being so, yet, the ten
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forms of right understanding present in non - buddhist religions
is not as pure and rdind and perfect as it is in Buddhism 'for,
forms of right understanding in non - buddhist religions'aim at
birth in a heaven and not at Nirvana which is very different
from hells, heavens and brahma realms. There is no Nirvana in
non - buddhist cults. As Buddhism exposes deva heavens,
brahma realms and Nirvana, the ten forms of rightund~rstand
ing ingrained in Buddhism makes possible not only the attainment of a heavenly realm but also the supreme liberation from
suffering,
As a matter of fact, the first component of the noble
eightfold path, Right Understanding, is not contained in the just ,
aforementioned "tenfold Right Understanding." Rather, iUs
called "fourfold Right Understanding." This is a higher and
nobler understanding than the tenfold one. Tenfold Right
Understanding was first mentionep owing to the fact that
without first getting acquainted with it fourfold Right Understanding cannot be grasped and 'without it arriving at Nirvana
would also be impossible. those who are desirous of dissociating the b<:mds of suffering and arriving at the pasture land of
Nirvana, first of all, should place themselves on the tenfold
Right Understanding. Those who make their entrance into
B uddbism are made to chant the 98three rufuges for the purport
of placing them on the tenfold Right Understanding. If someone, after having paid due obeisance to the three r~fuges?
Buddha', Dhamma and Sarigha (community of Buddhas disciples), places himself and embraces the tenfold Right Understanding, that would be his first step in the noble eightfold path.
,

"

There is rio one who attained Nirvana 'without at the
<?utset placing himself on the tenfold Rigpt Understanding. If
in the past anyone attained Nirvapa, they all did so by first
98.

I pay homage to the Buddha, '.......... dhamma, .... ...... sangha.
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placing tqemselves on and observing the tenfold Right Understanding. If iI} the future anyone succeeds in attaining Nirvana,
he will also have to do that by first placing himself on the same
Right Understanding. Therefore everyone who is desirous of
transcending sams~ric suffering should polish his right understanding. They' sh~ulci not be overtaken by those who expound
. pernicious lie.s such as "There's no hell Qr heaven.... etc."
Should tpe d<iilbt arise with respect to any doctrinal standpoint,
one should approach learned person in dhamma who is placed
on right understanding and get his point cleared. At this time
of day, not only among the laity but also among priests there are
lot of error,- bound and heretical. Be careful of such type of
people. To get rid of the fear of hellish existence and to acquire
freedom from suffering there's nothing as helpful ast~e right
understanding. Thus, the exalted one has said.
'

a

. "Nah~m bhikkhave ! annam eka: dhammampi
sanianupassami; yena anuppanna va kusala dhamma uppajjanti;
uppanpa' va kusala . d'hamma hhiyyobhavayaveppulaya
samvattamti. Yathilidam bhikkhave samma ditthi.
sammaditthikassa bhi~khave! anuppartna ceva kusala dhamina
uppajjanti; upp~mna ca kusaladhalmna bh'iyyobhavaya
~epp~laya samvattamt,i ."
,

"BhikkusJ.I ,don't know any other principle, other than
Ri,ght Upderstan,ding, :whichconduces to birth of unborn merit
and the development ofbo[ll'merit. . Bhikkus!.The person witb
Right Understanding is begotten of unborn merits and dev,elopT
ment of alre·ady born merits.""

. Fourfold Right Understanding.
"Tattha : katama sammaditthi? Dukkhefianam, dukkha
samudaye ria~am, dukk~a' ~irodhe fianam, dukka~ J?irodha
gaminia patipad~ya ,fianam, ayam vuccati samma ditthi"
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This is the way in which Right understanding has beei:H.
dealt with in hundreds of 99 suttas explaining the four nobl~
truths and in 100 Abidhamma where "Marga satya" is expounded. It is affirmed here that knowledge that apprehends
suffering, origin of suffering, cessation of suffering and the
way leading to the cessation of suffering constitutes the fourfold right understanding. As this Right Understanding is
concerned with the four noble truths, it is thereby called
"catuss~tya sammaditthi" or '.'Fourfold Right Understanding."
The tenfold Right Understanding which was discussed ·
previously is included not only in Buddhism but in some
other religions as well. This Fourfold RightUnderstanding is
found /only in Buddhism. It cannot be found in whatsoever any
other religion. It can be come across only at times wherein a .
Buddha has been born unto the world and Buddhism flourishes.
Therefore it is a very rare form of right understanding. It is
the most prominent of all the various ·types of right
understandings. In order to manifest this, the most prominent
form of right understanding, the FNTs must be learnt aC\ltely.
For some of you who read this, thinking may occur that the
tenfold Right Understanding is not essential, to learn the
FNTs and evoke the fourfold Right UndeFstanding is enough:
such is wrong thinking.
Fourfold Right Understanding is a very broad form of
Right Understanding that even the tenfold Right Understanding is included in it. If a person is well grounded in the fourfold
Right Understanding, he would certainly have comprehended
the existence of wholesome and unwholesome actions, their
99.

Scriptures.

100.

One of the three baskets (Tripi taka)
Buddhist doctrine.

of the exposition of
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consequences and the presence of a hereafter. ... ... etc. If he
does not accept these principles then he would not be firmly
grounded on the fourfold Right Understanding. However it
has to be assert~d that by being sternly based on the tenfold
Right Understanding does not mean thai· the one is properly
placed on the fourfold Right Understanding.
Although fourfold lOlRl) is just a single phrase, actually
it should be mentioned in four component paits. To wit, Right
Understanding on the fact of suffering, RU of the cause of
"
suffering, RU ofthe cessation of suffering
and RU of the way
to the cessation of suffering.
Thereon, when the RU on the fact of suffering realises,
the .satkaya ditthi, the self -assertion, belief in an abiding
personality or ego dissappears and the panchaskandha is
viewed as a process of varied suffering, a process that drags
ad nauseum. When the RU ofthe cause of suffering (craving)
is realised, the fact of rebirth so long as craving exists becomes
manifest obliterating the Uccheda ditthi which negates
rebirth after death. Wheri the RU of the cessation ofsuffe.ring
realises the fact that when causes dissappear their effect.s
too wear away is penetrated and shasvata ditthi which stipulate
an eternal ego is irrevocably rev·oked. When the RU of the
way leading to ' the cessation of suffering is realised, it is
understood that Nirvana is reached through a well regulated
policy and one's purification and rebirth happen impersonally
i. e. not by oneself or sramana - brahman a or by the good
grace of any other external agency. This obliterates the
"non - actional view (Acrl yaditthi) and the "acausal view
(Ahetuka ditthi)" which stipulates that beings become purify
or demean by chance.
101.

Right Understanding
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Moreover, by the RU of the fact of suffering, the result of
the RU of the cause of suffering, eternal - pleasant - happy egoistic nature held with respect to the five - skandhas is
relinq uished. There is a multiplicity of views added to the pool
of views by religious personalities not knowing the quiddity of
the truth of the cause of suffering.
(1) It isa false view that this world (universe) is
created by some omnipotent god or brahma and is sustained as
he wishes and finally destroys it. This is known as 102 Ishvara
- creative theory.

(2) Another false view is the pantheistic theory where
god is made an impersonalforce that pervades and is immanent
in the universe as a whole. There cannot be an act of creation
but a creative force out of which arises manifold objects. At the
destruction of the world, the manifold objects which it has
manifested is said to dissolve and be one with it. This is known
as pantheistic theory or "prakurti vada."
(3) Yet another false theory is the "Theory of time"
which lays out that only and only due to time that world
originates and destroys. The creator and the destroyer is time.
No god or brahma is envisaged by this theory.
(4) Another imperfect theory states that, as needle like outgrowths of trees needed no one to fashion them, as fruits
like woodapple needed no one to ensphere the essence, as no
one was needed to adorn the various birds with multifariously
colored feathers, everything happens by the force of nature. It
is by the force of nature that world arises and finally destroys.
This is known as the "Theory of Nature."
102.

Ishvara is the Indian counterpart of the omnipotent god.
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By cognizing the cause of suffering intuitively such
superstitious (beliefs) understandings can be thrown into the
limbo of oblivion as a result of the Right understanding that
,dawns consequently. Some, as a result of wrong "understanding, consider realms of form and formless realms as Nirvana
and assiduously try to attain to them. The know ledge of the
cessation of suffering dispels such wrong views. The knowledge of the way leading to the cessation of suffering dispels
the incorrect paths to enlightenment like sensual indulgence
and self mortification.
Those who like to imbue themselves in the river of the
-aforementioned right understanding should consult expert
teachers and practise and famirialize theselves with the truths
as the fact of suffering ..... etc. When one does so, the truth
perceiving Right Understanding arises within him obviating
the darkness of ignorance. Albeit, this knowledge is worldly.
As one keeps on advancing in the path, th,e day would finally
arrive when one sees with magnificent perspicacity the
whole of the four aryan truths with the splendour of immaculate
Right understanding that puts one in line with the supra mundane Nirvana.

Right Thoughts (Samma Sankappa)
For a one, who is overwhelmed in darkness, can come
into contact with the objects surrounding him only by touching
the objects with his hands. An object would be known only if
his hands make contact with it. Consequently, if his hand did
not grasp an object, protanto he would n9t know the presence
and the nature of the object. So also, if the mind grasps on to
a mind - object, protanto, it-or them can be known. What the
mind would not grasp, there is no way of knowing them. Apart
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from mind objects, mind spontaneously take hold of objects
reaching it through the five senses and . they are form soul)d - smell- taste - tactile objects. To the rest ofthe objects,
mind should be impelled and prodded with a certain amount of
effort. The process of diverting the mind to immediately
unknown objects is known as thinking. The mind is diverted to
the aforesaid unknown territory by one of the samkharas or
mental formations known as "Vitarka." "Sankappa" is an
alternative to the same term. This is, in common parlance,
referred to as "Thinking."
Amidst thoughts one experiences, there are those which
are detrimental to oneself and to others, and soare those that are
for the benefit of oneself and others. Thoughts that are
detrimental are known as Miccha sankappa while thoughts thar
are benign and benef~cent are known as samma sankappa. It is
this 'samma sankappa that we deal herein. There are many a
benign thought. From which we tackle here only three. Therefore, in pointing out the three, it has been said that
"Gneiskramya," "Avyapada," and "A vihimsa" are the ·three
sankappas which comprise samma sankappa of the noble
eightfold path.
"Thattha kathamo sammasankapho? Nekkamma
Sankapho,avyapada sankapho, avihimsa sankapho, ayan
wuchchati samma sankapho."

Thought Of Gneiskramya
By "Gneiskramya" is denoted renunciation, leaving,
liberation, or escape. Beings cling to forms - sounds - smells ~
tastes and tactile objects. Herein "Gneiskramya" is used to
connote renunciation from the prison of sense pleasures.. Ifby
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some· sort of thinking or reflection on the part of the person
weans himself away from sense gratifica,tion, looseris his
bondage to such pleasures - that is called Gneiskramya sankappa:
'}:houghts smirched with craving leading to sensual pleasures
are termed "Kama sankappa." Gneiskrarnya sankappa is diametrically opposed to kama sankappa. Gneiskramya arises by
shattering and totally defying the essence of kama sankappa.
. 103Fasting on days when one quarter of the moon is
visible, entering priesthood, observing the precept of self denial, indulging in samata and Vidarshana meditation should
be made to be born in the mundane mind. . Observance of
precepts on the fu11 - moon dayis, to a cert~in extent, renouncing the pleasures of the senses. Thus this too could be classified
as Gneiskramya. So also, entering priesthood, practising the
plecept of self - denial and indulging in meditation sequestering one from many a sensual pleasure. It is befitting to reflect
the disadvantages of sensual thoughts. In the one who does so,
mundane - Gneiskramya sankappa emerges completely subjugating the sensual meanderings of the mind. By simultane- ,
ously engaging in Vidarshana meditation, it gets sharpened and
whetted culminating in the knowledge of the way. Meanwhile
the knowledge reaches supra - mundane heights, crushing and '
annihilating the sensual reflection, permeating with the know ledge leading to the way of the cessation of suffering:
.
/

Thoughts of Compassion (Avyapada)
Desiring the happiness and well-being of humans and
every other being -the thoughts of such desiring being permeated with compassion and loving kindness - is "Avyapada."
103.

A traditional practice indulged in by Buddhists.
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This is in diametrical opposition with desiring something bad
or cruel to happen to someone or planning to do such, cursing,
maligning and the like thoughts. Thoughts admixtured with
anger too, are in stark contrast with compassionate thoughts.
Compassion should first be developed, before entering the
path, to worl~ly objects - considering the disadvantages of
cruelty and hatred and inculcating compassiontoward all living
entities. Once the loving - kindness thus established is
advanced considerably, it can be carried to supra - mundane
levels through the path consciousness and the malific
. thoughtlings can be totally rooted out.

- Thoughts of sympathy (Avihimsa)
Thoughts associated with liberating the beings so drenched
in suffering is termed "Avihimsa sankappa.:' This is also in
diametrical-opposition with harmful hatred and cruelty. When
sympathetic thoughts corrie into being, they so arise deracinating
the essence of cruelty and unkindness. This concept of samma
sankappa should be established by helping those who suffer,
constantly engaging in meditation of sympathy and by considering the disadvantages of unkindness and harassment - thus
should it be raised to supra - mundane levels.
The three type of thoughts, of renunciation, compassion,
and sympathy, in the worldly mind, appear separately, with
three types of functions at widely' differing opportunities.
However in the supra - mundane path consciousness all the
three forms of thought appear as "Samma Sankappa" or Right
thought. Wherefrom all the functions discharged by seperate
forms as Gneiskramya .... etc are taken over by the one concept
"Samma sankappa." Hence, what is one in the supra - mundane
path consciousness is discoursed threefold.
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Right Speech (Samma Vaca)
What we usually call Right speech is the true,wholesome
speech. The Right speech pertaining to the eight fold way is
not this. According to what is expounded in Vibhanga Pali,
Right speech is; refrain from lying, slandering, using raucous
words, and idle talk.
"Tattha kathama samma vaca? musavada veramam,
pisuna vaca veramam, parusa vaca veramam, samphappalapa
veramam ayam vuccati samma vaca." -In those who observe the
104 precept of abstinence from lying and of those who merely
determined not, for eg., to lie, who refrain from lying at the
particular occassions and talk the truth, is there a certain moral
force in t~eir minds that prevents them form, for eg., lying? It
is the force of "Samma Vaca" (right speech) which is one of the
fifty tW9 mental formations (sarnkharas). It stands as a preven. tive of lying, slander, using harsh words, and idle talk. It is
precisely because of this, that is mentioned that abstinence of
lying .•. .. etc., constitute Right speech.
Those who are desirous of transcending sarilsara should
reflect on the disadvantages of lying, study biographies of the
king Suthasoma and Sanu samanera, weigh the value of truth,
utter truth, refrain froin lying, not slander that besmirches the
relationships of others, talk so as to encourage the unity of
others, refrain from harsh words that wound the hearts of
others, utter soft words even when others are using harsh words
on you, also refrain from idle talk that defraud the words ofthe
two conversing parties involved, speak words that are morally
and spiritually uplifting and thus should be developed and
practised the-Right speech.
104.

One of the five fundamental precepts of Buddhism_
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Thus, for those who practise right speech (samma Vaca)
as when they deter themselves from lying, the right speech that
generally prevails is .mundane. It is focussed on persons and
objects, conditioned by which it arises. When truth is spoken
as against lying, it prevails 'as eradicative of lying. When
benevolent words are spoken against tale carrying, it prevails
as eradicative of idle talk. When benevolent words are spoken
against harsh speech and frivolous talk, it prevails as eradicati ve
of harsh speech and frevolous talk.
If, for the one who refrains from evil doing, someday
beholds the path - consciousness, the mundanely developed
Right speech becomes supramundane. The supramundane
right speech, unlike mundane right speech which prevails on
objects and things that may come under lying, prevails based
on Nirvana. This supramundane consciousness in a one single
stroke roots out the four ways of unwholesome speech.

Right Action (samma kammanta)
Physical actions that are done towards one's elevation,
other's elevation or towards everybody's elevation are delineated "right action." But the Right action discussed under the
heading is quite different.
"Tattha kathamo samma kammanto? Panatipata
VeramanT, adinnadana Veramarn, kamesu miccachara
Veramanl, ayam vuccati samma kammanth.o" In the Vibhanga
Pali Right action is mentioned thus. "What is samma kammanta?

Cessation form killing, refraining from sexual misbehaviour
and stealing are generally categorised as "Right Action."
In the person 'who vows to undertake a precept such as
abstaining from killing, determined not to deviate from the
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precept andwhen an opportunity is presented to kill who then
. resolves not to kill by considering the moral and ethical
disadvantages of it a certain force uprises which impedes the
passion to kill. It is this energetic impulse that constitutes the
"Right ACtion," It is a factor among the fifty two mental
formations known as "samma kammanta."
As Right Action partakes oUhe nature of constraining
from killing living creatures and other two (refrain from
stealing and sexual misbehaviour) aforesaid, the exalted one
included them in his discol,lrse on samma kammantha. One
should ponder on the moral retributive effects of them and
desist from doing them. When one acquires supra - IIfundane
path consciousness, samma kammanta will also become an
attribute
of that consciousness and simultaneously the roots
of three above - mel)tioned gloomy actions. will be shattered
leaving nought behind.

Right Livelihood (sanlma'Ajiva)
"Tattha katamo samma ajivo? Idha ariya savako micca
aJlvam pahaya samma ajivena Jlvikamkappeti, ayam vuccati
samma iiJlvo."
Right Livelihood has been simply explained thus in the
canonical texts:"What is Right Livelihood in the noble eightfold
path?" In the dispensation, if a noble 105 disciple renouncing
wrong livelihood embraces right livelihood and live in accordance - thi~ is termed Right Livelihood (samma Aji va.)
105.

Here the word "does not refer exclusively to a clergyman even a
devoted lay person can be a disciple."
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Misdeeds as kil'ling are performed by some for sheer
joy. Some others for hatred and evil-mindedness. And some
others for earning a living. Amidst these misdeeds, the
misdeeds carried out for reasons other than livelihood, the
forsaking of which, abandonment of which, was
.afforementioned as samma kammanta. Except for the purport
of livelihood, the relinqilishment of misdeeds, such as lying,
done for all the other reasons was aforesaid as "Right speech."
TI!e relinquishment and abandonment of misdeeds resulting by
way of earning livelihood is epitheted "Right Livelihood."
Aspirant to Nirvana at the outset needs cleansing of
his livelihood. In order to cleanse one's livelihood, one should
guard oneself from committing moral breaches such as
killing and should also refrain from engaging in what has been
explained as something not to be done by the truth seeking
laiety-these are the trade of weapons, sJaves, meat, intoxicating
drinks and intoxicants. One must earn one's living by wholesome livelihoods such as farming, pharmaceuticals .... etc. Al- ·
though by a wholesome livelihood one's domestic life becomes
in consonance with dhamma, one's monastic life does not .
become so. Therefore mendicants after forsaking farming .... etc
should live in conformity with the dharnma. Before
achieving the transcendental path consciousness, if the aspirant
(of Nirvana) doesn't infringe the moral code, at the time of
attaining to transcendental path consciousness, right livelihood becomes a composite part of the supra-mundane conSCIOusness.

Right Effort (samma vayama)
"Tattha katamo samma vayamo? Idha bhikkhu an
uppannanam papakanam akusalanam dhammanam
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annuppadaya chandamjaneti vayamati, vlriyam arahati, cittam
pagganhati. padahati, uppannanam papakanam akusalanam
dhammanam pahanaya chandam janeti, vayamati, vlriyam
arahati, cittam paggamhati, padahati, anuppannanam
kusalanam dhammanam uppadaya chand am janeti. vayamati,
vlriyam arahati, cittam pagganhati, padahati, uppannanam
kusalanam dhammanam thitiya asammosaya bhiyyo bhavaya
vepullaya bhavanaya paripiiriya chandam jeneti, vayamati,
vlriyam arahati, cittam pagganhati, padahati ayam vuccati
samma vayamo."

Right Effort is thus expatiated in the canonical texts:"What is right effort? If a pe~son in Buddha's dispensation strives hard, diligently, girding his loins, putting forth
tremendous effort to suppress, mitigate and extenuate low,
mild misdeeds and do similadywith low, mild misdeeds that
have already been committed by him. And the person strives
hard diligently, girding loins and putting forth tremendous
effort to do good d~eds that the person ha~ been hitherto
avoiding and put forth such effort in sustaining the good deeds
that the person already have been performing; this is what is
termed "Right Effort"
It is clear from the above paragraph that effort exerted to
not to do demerits which one has been not doing, to destroy the
roots of evil that is already in one's mind, to generate meritoriousdeeds that one has not been doing, to do and sustain
wholesome actions that one has already been doing is called
"samma vayama" or "Right Effort"
,
In~he rmnd of the heedless person who does not guard his

thoughts, body and'speech any evil root can be born.
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The one who does not allow oneself to commit
demeritorious actions that one has not done and so conducts
one- self ih discipline unbreached and concentration and insight meditation that one is exerting toward off uncommitted
sins which is the first - step in RightEffort. The one who exerts
similarly in so far as to avert demerits committed by oneself
takes the second - step in Right Effort.
Unwholesome thoughts arise with no effort whereas
wholesome ones have to be generated with great ~ffort by
performing meritorious actions. The effort to generate unborn
merit by adhering to liberality, virtue etc. while being intact in
concentration and insight meditation, is the.third step of Right
Effort.
Discipline of the worldly person is inconstant. Percharice
a vigorous disciplinarian today may be a flagrant violater of
discipline. tomorrow. And so is it with his wisdom and
concentration. If someone sustains his discipline and rigorously meditate until he reaches the path - consciousness and
thence Nirvana, such a one is said to uphold his developed
wholesome actions ..... .etc, which we term the "the development of Right Effort"
Thus the Right Effort that initially finds expression is
worldly. But when one attains to supramundane path -consciousness, Right effort dawns as a composite factor in the
supramundanepath - consciousness.

Right Mindfulness (Samma Sati)
"Tattha katama samma sati? Idha bhikkhu kaye
kayanupassi viharati atapi s~mpajano satima vineyya loke
abhinna domanassam, vedanasu vedananupassi viharati atapi
sampajano satima vineyya loke abhinna domanassarn, citte
cittanupassi viharati atapi sarnpajano satirna vineyya loke
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abhinn~ domanassam, dhammesu dh~mmanupassl viharati atapi
sampajano, sa.tima, vineyya loke abhinna domanassam, ayam
vuccati samma,sati" ,

"

, , In the canonical texts, the exalted one st<ites:,',
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"What is Right Mindfulnes's? Bhikkhus, in this dispensation a IO~ Bhikkhu ' possessed of the effort of curbing the '
detil~ments, possessed 6f,right wisdom, of prop'el' heedfulness,
living with appropriaterefiection of impermanence regarding
the four ,elements (Maha bhuta rupa) making up the body,
eschewing fi~e - skandha conditioned greed and aversion, by
r~;flecting on the three feelings', experienclng.in them impermanence eschewing the five skandha - conditioned like and ,
dislike', posses'sed of relevant wis~om, fully heedful, realizing
impermanence concerning lust - fraught mind, eschewing five
- ska~c1.ha~~nditi9ned like and disl,ike, possessed of effqrt that
curbs defilements, also possessed of relevant wisdom, fully
heedful, reflection on impermanence on the basis of hindrances
., (Neevarana), eschewing like and disUke in the five, - kh~mdha
dependent world. All this is known as "Right Mindfulness."
, It has been pointed out in this discourse that the heedful,ness orinvolvement of the meditator's mind, who is desirous of
attaining Nirvana with feelings, thoughts, (consciousness's)
physical sensatiohs and ,107 dpamma .(mental concomitants ,or
caitasika) without ~liowing'" it to trav~rse b'eyonct the pale of
these four fa~tors is "Right Mindfulness. '" The mind of one
•• "

"1

'

\

,

106. , Here since the Buddha is addressing a convocation of monks, the
word I'Bh,ikkhu" is used. In fact the reader should minded , by 'the
readers as' ','eVery Bliddhi's t.'"
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107.D~ainma medit~tidn circ~mscribes mental concomitta~ts, aggre"
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gates; sens~ base~ , factor~ of enl'ighte,nnient, the four noble truths and
thu serisI?~eres the wide's tarray of jTIeaitative elements. ,
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whq has upt taJ;nep it

as it to be fixed on on,e objeotis a .
fr:ea~ishmind. )3ythis sortof a ~ihd 'no way or fruit can be
"realised. Wherefore, . whQ is !desirous ,Of attaining Nirvana
shouIdtake .an objec;t ~uchas a part 'o f one'~.body or.\v~ateyer
anp engeFor ~o keeppnE('S awareneSS fixed for a lpng ti,me,
such I,llindfuhless,is of,wprldly prov~~ance; and »,hich at the
dawning bftranscendental path - consciousnessbecomesintegrated into the supramundane.
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Right Conc~nt~ation,' (Sa.nma Sa~adhi) '.

"Tattha katama samma samadhi? Idha bhikkhu viviCceva
kamehi viviccaakusalehi ' dharilmehi savitakk.a m savicaram
vivekajam pltisukham pathamajjhana~' upas~mpajja vihar'~ti,
.vitakka ;vidi-anam vupasama ajjnatt~m ' 1iampasadanaI1l cetaso
ekodhibh'a vam :avitakkamavi,c aram saniadhiyam pltisukham
dlltiyajjh'a uam upasampajja viharati.Pitiyaca vita ga
upekkhakova viharati sato,:al sampajalilo~ SiIkh~n(:l:l' kayena
patismvedeti yatntam atiya avikkhanti upekkhacosatima
sukhavihaI;iti .tatiy~jjh~n~m , ~pasmpajJa :, v~h~~ati, sukhass ca
paha na dukkh~ss~~a , p~h~ n~ :',p ubbeca somanassa,
d,omanassanam attamgaIPa ,ad~kkh~ma sukham upekkha sati
parisllddhim catuttajjhana~ lJ.pasampajja viharati, ayam vuccati
samma samadhl
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compassion, sympathy, altruistic · joy and equanimity-the
ecstacy gained by taking any object out of these twenty
five objects 'and concentrating the mind on it is known as the
first rupavacara Jhana. The "prelimiriery kamavacara concentration" experienced by those who are involved in samatha
and vidarshana meditation is also included in this . "first
Rupavacara Jhana."
The ecstacy reached for the second time after having
meditated further on the objects chosen out of the above twenty
five is known as the "second Jhana." Similarly can be ex:"
plained the third and the fourth jhanas.
Yet these ecstasies or Jhanas are worldly. For the one
who persevers in meditation when at some point attains to path
- consciousuess one of the ecstacies which the one had been
C;lccustomed to practise will become and show itself as a
composite part of the suptamundane consciousness, which is
termedsupramundane right concentration.

How The Eight Factors Are Sized
Into Khandas (Skandhas)?
Right speech, right action and right livelihood are Classified under "Sila" or discipline. These three factors embody the
eight stipulations of celibacy. i. e. to refrain from the two bodily
unwholesome actions , the four unwholesome actions of speech
and distancing from i09 "false livelihood." To complete tight
action bodily derperit should be put aside. To complete right
speech the four demerits of speech should be shed. To ~om
plete right livelihood, false livelihood should pe shed. Thus
done, the eight stipulations of celibacy would be fulfilled.

109.

To refrai n from takingon false religion s and doctrines and doing
bad and atrocious occupati o ns.
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Right effort, right mindfulness ane!:-right concentration
are classified under "samadhi skhandha." Right understanding
and right thoughts are classitied under "pragmls-khandha"
wherethe "Pragna7' means wisdom. Thus the noble eight - fold
path is condensed to three khandhas, namely, sila, samadhi and
pragna khartdhas.

How the supramundan~ path
can be Reached?
f. Amidst th~ mumerous tasks to be fulfilled by people in
the world, one of the most difficult type is attai!1ing 'to the,
supramundane way. To think it an easy task and setting about
doing meditation will not bring any beneficial result. However
hard one may try meditating, following the wrong path would
not take one to the desired goal. Therefore the correct system
should be learnt at the outset and then proceed with meditation.

One bent on attaining the goal should first be placed on
the "ground of Vidarshana." This means one must, either by
consulting an expert teacher or reading the oithodox manuscripts, get a clear idea of the five skandhas, twelve 110 ayatanas,
eighteen 1l1dhatus (elements), twenty two organs, the four
noble truths and theory of conditioned genesis ' (Pratitya
samuppada) which centre around vidarshana. Thereafter one
must inaster the way in which Vidarshana should be performed
andfollowing the rules of disciplinary law (sila) start vidarshana
meditation, by setting apart some free time or by entirely
110.

The six cognitive facultiesandtheir corresponding objt;cts. The term
ayatana means place, sphere, entrance, or poing of support'.

111.

The six sense faculties, their six sense objects and the six varieties of
resultant conscionsness.
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renouncing thew'o ddly life, concentrating on the'; itnperrria~'
nenceof mind and corporeality, else by any method prescribed
' '
bya.teacher. I: "
,

,
Thec;le;velopmep.t of all the ~ig~t fa~tors oft~e ~obly path
takes place in whoever continuing Vidarshana meditlltiq,h~ ,l'o ,
so develop the eight factots, there is no, other way other than
meditation! I~ one, who practises Vidarshana meditation,
, wi~, dom grows ', acuter an'd "acuter and hence the defilements
thinner and thinner. Thus: whe'ri wisdom has progressed to a
considerable extent, a reasonable degree of loathsomeness
secur~d for ,samsaric existence and ,the~nd leaning towards'
Nirvanic bliss, 'the developed' 'eight'~obl,e factor~ appears 'in ,
transcendental form ~nnihilatihg doubt and .rela~ed stock ,?f
defilements preveriting the yogi's being born in lower w;odds ,
for ever and being born in the higher realm l)lore than seven '
times, manifest with Nlrvan~ as the base.
' ',
The f<;>J;e11)Qs,t transcen<;lental path that the yogin experience~ is cal,ed "Soiapathi ¥agg~." Having qttai~ed tothispath"
, th6 person gets rimself.fre~ from worl~ly c1utch~~ and eIey~tes '
himselftorank of an "Arya," a noble person. Never ever shall,
spcn' a p~eb. ecj)me ~or1dly again. The samsaric,suffering: h~
is'to experience further is very little. ~h the'pali ~utta,s para~les
g,alore in-dicatingt1!.e minuteness of suffering he' ,.willlin~~rgq,
ar4 i¥1mensity of suff~ring , he h~s ,slou~hed" "" Itl order :t(),
v(.mqu~sh tbe little defilemer,tts,and,suffering tl).'n the s6t~pat~i
aC9\iir~r h~s , in, store, he ne~st~ cortinvle with ~ Ylg,ar~h, ana,'
medit,ation "with , )lnflinchirig :energy and courage, "WhIle ,so
, coqtituing" thc' noble e~ght factors , that 0l1e ' ha~ been
developing,: get ever a~d eVer more refined 'and:etrierg.eth:ree
sm;;ceedjng times
, ,with increasingly ,potent , s4pramundane
consciousness '.
'I

'

,

,,
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The · ,Sec end, supramunct,ane ' path " th~t ,dawns ~s
"Sakadagami" and third is "Anagarrii1' and fpurth and last is
"Arhatship." There is ne~efilement that lingers ' after,the st~te,
ef A(h~tship has been acbi~ved . Then ene ha$, ,on~y the fi\(e
skandhas that is the result ,ef past eause~ . After death, 'he .is '
released frem even this (,'five, skahdhas) and, anupadishesha ,
Nirvana is attained; gaining perfect freedem. ,Except fer this
(Buddha's) dhamma, there ,is n,p,ot}:lt'!r way er, doctrine, that
.procureene "with freedop1 ef etepull."liberqti'en. If, the
supramundane path emerges, liberatien is certain. TherefQre,
neble eightfeld path is the true, mest eertain, royal read}o.
. liberatien frem suffering. ,

The Four Qualities Of The Noble
Eightfold Path. '

)

"Maggassa Neeyanattho hetutthd dassauattho
adipatheyatto" - 8S ennunciated thus in the PatisambhidaMagga '
- the neble eightfeld path sheuld be ' knewnas, is expressed
threugh the
fem qualIties.
'
'. : '
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1. Neeyanatthaya '
3. 'DassanatthaYa
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, 2. ' Hetutthaya
, 4.' Adipatheyatthaya
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112.. Mind - conflux ~ santana ::! mind 'and its other 're1;ated ~Ierhents in a
state'of flux, hence",c,onflu ~ ." ;
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ocean of suffering is the quality of "Neeyanatthaya." The
supramundane paths, according to the way in which they are
ascended, are four in number. The first supramundane path,
Sotapathi, eradicates various heretical views (Miccha ditthi)
and skeptical doubts with respect to the doctrine of the Buddha.
So also attainment of sotapathi magga banishes for ever all
defilements that makes ·one born in any types of hellish
existence. In the way of ,rendering null and void all tM evil
karmas tn past that tended towards a hellish - type of existence,
making one do naught unwholesome deeds in the future one is
dragged in to the further shore of a non - accumulator of evil .
karma. One is also ridden to the further shore in that the one is
made a nonacquirer of the karma that makes one reborn
repeatedly like a worldly person and thus is made to cross the
happy realm of samsaric existence as well. This is the way the
attainer of Sotapathi is flown across the samsaric ocean.
Thus when one is carried across the turbulent samsara,
from defilements and karmas, one reaches the supramundane
ground of sotapathi. The term "ground" here is meant not for
a place but a stature or position. The term ground (bhumi) is
applied to one's spiritual position or standard for instance as
Buddha bhumi, Sravak.. (disciple) bhumi etc. To one who has
ascended the supramundane noble ground of sotapathi can spur
on greatJoy on account of his being releasedJrom the clutches
of a hellish existence. This in itself is a great relief for him.
Even if he reborns in a pleasurable realm, he is far from being .
a heretic. He does not get rooted, like a pillar, in samsara. He
does not commit unwholesome deeds. He is not swayed by the
rushing tides of samsara. Day by day, he closes upon the oasis
of Anupadisesa Nirvana. He does not, like his worldly col- .
leagues, go farther and farther away from the oasis of Nirvan~.
The sotapana even when born in a happy (sugati) realm such
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as the human realm does not get retrograded in terms of wealth,
'luxury and the capacity for spiritual improvement. With the
progress of time he comes to associate himself in places of
increased wealth., luxury and spiritual vigour. One who has
been born in Brahma realms after having developed Jhanas or
spiritual ecstasies will never ever come again to be born in
kama loka (pleasure realms: human realm and heavenly
realms). He reboms in the same Brahma realm or in a realm
higher, than that. The one (sotapana) so born, associating
worldly pleasures and when fed up of it, develop higher
supramnndane paths, spurn the five Khandhas and ultimatly
reach AnupadisesaNirvana. This i~ all the "Neeyanatthaya" of
the so ta pana. One should likewise understand the '
"Neeyanatthaya" of the higher supramundane paths of
sakrudagami, Anagami and Arhat. .

2.

Hetutthaya

Reaching Nirvana by destroying infectious agents on its
path is "Hetutthaya." If one is a sotapana, this imbues him with '
all the Aryan (n'oble) virtues never ever to be dissociated from
him, even his discipline (disciplinary characteristics) advances
from day to day, month to month, year to year and life to life,
and also gets stabilized. So also improves and stabilizes his
various meditative concentrations. A similar fate is shared by
his wisdom as well. Still, so also, wouldsta~ilizeand improve
his "the four foundations of mindfulness," "sammappadhanas
(the four - fold effort to stop the growth of sin and the
development of good)," "iddhipadas (the four foundations of
psychic power)," "Indriyas (the five seats of psychical growth),"
balas (the five psychical powers which lead to Nlbbana)"
"bojjhangas (the seven - fold attributes of enlightenment)" and
the higher supramundane paths. As when such wholesome
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merit develops , the, noble person comes closer and closer to
Anupadisesa Nibbana(NirvaBa). As sothapathi is a basis for
such ,assemblage of merit, it is as well a reason for reaching
Nirvana. Meritoriousness and ability to reach :Nirvana are
, benefits ' conferred on the sotapana as aco,risequen.ce of
"Hetutthaya" of sotapathi, Hetutthaya of higher supramuBdane
paths should be known likewise.

3. ,

Dassanatthaya

The supramundane path is made primely of wisdom.
Thereat the m~ditator or yogin sees or experienc~s Nirvana or
the 'four noble truths emperically in a way unpre,cedented orin
a way never seen hitherto, This nature of emperically seeing
Nirvana or the four noble truths is the quality of"Dassamltthaya."
For, however long the sotapana may wander in the samsara
amidst worldly pleasures, he shall never ever forget what he
saw emperically, i.e. Nirvana. If he is to reminisce Aryan truths
after several aeons of time he ,is going to recognise them
immediately, just as sun, moon 'and other starry objects are
going to be instantly visible for one who looks up after looking
down for quite a while. It is a benefit conferred ort the
, s6'thapana in consequence of the quality of "Dassanatthaya"
inherent in sothapathi. Likewise shbtlld be ' k~own the
"Dassan~tthaya'.'of higher sU~Jfamuridane paths.

4.

Adipatheyatthaya

'The mind - current of the one who has attained to
supramundane paths is its own ' master and , is 'not ruled by
cr~vi'ng as in the case of the mind - curt'ent of the"worldly on:e. '
This is "AdiI:)(ttheyatthaya." "Aaipatheyatthaya" meansi;ubju~
gating ,something and :making it in tune to oneself: The
'supramLlndane path causes the mind 'to' be con~rollable '-and '

,
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m!akes 'it,'u,o 'be th~:master of itself without,all<Dwing iUo/ be
" carJ!iedawayby, sensty objects of craving. ,Thy"wotldly Ib.indj~
totally d,istracted' artdcarried away by thydomiriant"force of,
craving., ,Therefore the worldly person performs m~ritotiolJs
deeds with ;an :e~e to , acquiring~amsaric;" Rleasu!~,s: ",'9nce,
s'othap~tl1i lnagga:is attainedcraving,is, ihcapacitatedihltstol~
as tQe m01}~rch pfthe mind -: l(urrent. ,Atthe instant its p,ar~pher:- ; ,
nailiac ~, de(i1eIll~nt~ qre ,also dethrqned from their,,elitist
pos~tiotis; The suprainunda,ne path itself becomes the emperor
of the Cr~ving -li~erated sothapathi mind - curtelli. Therefore
, a sbtapqnl1 <l po~s n(}t ,indulge in any imwholesomeaction that
" Deiake~ flIP} to subhuman existence. He performs Inerito~iou's
a<:;ti<)D.s in'6rd~~ to curtqil ~xistence, not to prolon'g l( and 'f or t~~,
sak:eo(cqmplete lib,enttion (moksha).Thus his , metito~i,ous '
actlon, fte'e from the yoke of craving',becbmes more refihed. '. ,
Not indulgingin ':any aCtion that fructifies ,'ina subhum~n '
existehte,not' performing any meritorious 'action
prolbrlfi"
, existendi, not forsaking the i 13 Triple Gem and nots~'ii'dtip~ '
thb'help cif ahy other personage than the Buddli,a are som~ ofthe
benefitsac~'rued to the sotapana as a cdnseq uellce of.the q u~lit~
ofA¢ipa:theyjttha'y~ ; Likewi'se should ~e '" known the
Adipatheyhttbay~of the hig'bersupramu~d~h~ 'paths. "
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;, Airto ifih(;f.\:vhat thepath oftrue 'liberatiet1; apath:shoi.1'ld
be evaluated in, t~rlirS i. Qf the ,aforementiol;l'ed four: qualities. ' If
in something there is "N~eyatatthaya" '; the quality of deliverihg
one'tothefarther~h~re from the bce'an of ~ar£stlra, '~HetLltiayi' ,
' - the ,quaiityr of,dqusihg one to attain Nirvana, "b~ssahaHh~Ya'~ .
-the quality ofexperiencially seeing Nifva~a, "Adipathey~bthaysj" , '
, ~the quality ofmind.superceding tFanscendendly ov~r the base ..
apd Vile,ddlle·tnents of;the worldly mi~d, 'tha:t is 't he,true pa,tl;l '
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to liberation. These four qualities are indubitably present in the
noble eightfold path. And these very qualities are found in
none other. Therefore, the qlessed one proclaimed the noble
eightfold path comprising ·o f Right U nqerstanding ...... etc. as
the surest'l\Vay leading to the cessation of suffering (Dllkkha
Nirodagarnini Pratipada Satya.)

Different Ways of Expressing .

The Truths
.
. . .
The Exalted One discoursed on the fOUT noble truths
as "ChaWiri Ariyasaccani. "I 114 so also he discoursed of,fourfqld
truths without mentioning the "noble" as "chaWirisaccani
dukkham, dukkha samudayo, dukkha Nirodho, dukkha Nirodha
gamini patipada:" One should not misunderstand the f()ur noble
truths and the four fold truths as being the same. The sermons
in which craving is laid down as the. sole cause of suffing are the
elaborations of the four nobl~ truths. Besides craving, there are
so mapy secondary a~~~ parqpher\laliac, ajunct causes that
brings aboot suffering. ,~~s in these characteristics are inherent
"suffering, although they are of considerable suffering - inducing potential, yet, they cannot of themselves cause suffering
without the dominant force of craving, therefore, in the four
noble truths craving is given as the one single factor that causes
suffering. In the fourfold truths craving and all its·suffering generating subordinate paraphernalia .are induded. In the
discourse of the fourfold truths, the cause of suffering is
expatialed in five dharmas (principles). To wit, craving·,
secondary defilements other than craving, secondary
demeritorio~s actions (thoughts), merito,lious roots with de114.

Such as non - greed, non - ill- wiII and non ~ delusion
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filements and secondary actions with defilements (or thoughts
or dharmas). In accordance with these dharmas or principles,
the fourfold truths have been explored in sermons. Here are the
. four waysin which the truths have been set:
(1)

Tattha katamo dukkhasamudayof tanh a ca avasesa ca
kilesa, avasesa ca akusala dhamma tini ce kusala: miilani
sasavani, avasesa ca sasava kusala dhamma ayam vuccati
dukkhasamudayo.

(2)

Tattha katamam dukkham? sasavanam kusalaku,salanam
dhammanam vipaka ye cadhamma kiriya neva
akusalanakusalanam ca kammavipaka sabbanca riipam
idam vuccati dukkham.

(3)

Tattha k~tamo dukkhanirodho? tanhaya ca avasesanan
cakilesanam avasesanaca akusalanam dhammanam
tinnanca kusalamiilanam sasavanam avasesananca
sasavanamkusalanam dhammanampahanam ayam
vuccati dukkhanirodo.

(4)

Tattha katama dukkhanirodhagaminl patipada? Idha
bhikkhu yasmim sainaye lokuttaram jhanam bhaveti
niyyanikam apacayagamim ditthigatanam · pahanaya
pathamaya bhumiyapattiya vivicceva kamehi vivicca
akusalehi dhammehi savitakkam savicaram vivekajam
pitlsukham pathamajjhanam upasampajja viharati
dukkhap~tipdam dandhabhinnam tasmimsamaye
atthamgiko maggo hoti. Samma ditthi - pe . - samma
samadhi.Ayam vuccatidu.k khanirodba gaminiya patipada.
Avases a dhamma dukkha nirodha gaminiya patipadaya
smpayutta.

")

J

-

(l)Amid the four-fold truths what is the reason or cause of
suffering? Craving,secondary defilements, s'econdary
,merit producing dharmas, the three meritorious roots
with defilements. (as foresaid in the previous paragraph)
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'" qndsecondary, adventitious meritorious dh~r~q.s are the
, ,
,spHering - producing dharmas or factors. 'I~
,
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Amid ,the fOll'r- fold truths what is Dukkha? The consequences of UJ-eritorious and demeritorious actions, if a
, certain dharma be an ' action, not merit accruing, nor
, demerit'orious, nor the result of karma - these dharmas
'and all ,corporeal forms are suffering, ' " ,,'

(3)

,
','

Amiqthe four fold truths what is, the cessation of suffer\, "irig? The cessation of craving ,' secdndary defilements,
' I ' secbpd~y' ?~meritorious dharmas, the thre~~iPe~itorious
roots with defilements , and subordinate meritorious
1 ,., \
dharmas, with defilements - the vanquishing of ~hich is
termed ~'Dukkha
nirodha," the cessation of suffering.
,
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(4)
, ,,"

Amid the fourfold truths', what is the eightfold path? In
the dispensation, a Bhikkhu, at a certain time, in order to
root out heretical views and reach the firstsupratnundane
path ? hq.ving developed the supramll;ndaneJhanic con, ~ci<?usqess whjch carries the disc;iple away from ,the
stormy, rasping ocean of samsara to the ,off -, shore of
Nirvanic bliss deleting births and,deaths thatcijusemtfrits
,,' " which betakes the disciple to the 1!5 triple realm~ ,o f '"
,' existence, and foresaking 'sensual pleasures attains to ,t he' I
':' first]h'aha endowed with strong effor't ,. supra;~ 'normal
, , , ',' 'psychic. powers - cum - c'onsistirig of initIal a~pliCation,
's~stain¢d'appllcation,joy, happiness and'ontf :-poipted,
n'ess -livi~g thus constitutes 'the eightfold,p'atli. ,Right ,
.' understanding, 'Right thOllghts, Right "'~p'~edi, Right
adi'b n,Right Livelihood, Right effor'!, Righ't mindfulpes'~, "
Ri,ght , co~cen'tration 'comprise the' ':wayl leadingt6 tM ',
I

I

: fl

,

115,Heaven.~y worlds, rupa bhrama and Ar'l!lpa ?rah~~ : w'orl,~s,

,

I,
I ..

,
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, cessation of suffering ~ The other dharrnas are merely:,
", Pflraphetnalia of tbe way leading 'to the, cessatioq ,o f '
,suffering.

I

The True Fourfold Functions
To Be Executed

theore~ical

, .1 ' -

I

:

fdurnobl~

, Mere
knowlegge of the
ti uths ,
would notresulf in the deliv~ranc~ ' from suffering. There '~te "
fo~r tasks to be ac'complisl1ed ()n pehalf of theFNTs. The
proper fruit ofknowing the FNTs wQuldonly enSUe once those
",;,11,
functions are appropriately ' dischar'ged. ,Namely those func~
tionsare'parinna, prahana, sakshat karana and Bhavan,a.

I

I

"

"
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"

,

Hereil!, pariniia 'function is of the FNT ' of suffering.
Intuitiveunderstahding of the seperate characteristicsOf name
and form and general characteristics such as impermanence is '
tbe p~rinna function.Prahana function is of the ·Fr'H 6f the '
,cause of suffering. The e~pulsion of craving from the mirt'd ~ , "
current is thepra4ana function. , Saksh,atkarana function is '()f
the FNT of the extinction of suffering. Intlltio~al exp~fien~~i 6f
, Njtvaria~s th,e saksha(karana function. Bhavana isoftheFNT
" of the Way leading to ,the cessi[ltion of,suffedng. , Devel<~ping; '
and practising the elements of the noble eightfold path ' ,qntil
tHey' culminate in the supramundane level ~s the ' ,BJ;iijv~na
function, ,Fervently learning the FNTs; fvlfilling the task's
ofpadniia,prahana........... etc. Mayall be deliveied frprh ,
samsaricsuffering..,
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